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PREFACE

Proram Goals

Stuny of Polyatomic Dynamics of the Atmosphere" -s a three yp,.--

prn g-a: encompassine both experimental and anaiytir..! tasks. The a. .n.- o'

the expe-;. ental portion. Is to conduct expe-iments on and to !nterpret t0e

spatial and temporal dependence of the rate of fo-mation of T-n,: n

vibrational state populations which ae important in the disturbed upper

atmosphere, with a specific focus on NO (nitric oxide) formation in ArGL's

LARCED experil:ent. The aim of the analytical portion of the study is tn

"determine theoretically the properties of triatomi" molecules important to

dynam cs of the atmosphere", with a specific focus on the infrared
properties of" 03 (ozone) and NO2  (nitrogen dioxide). These goals were

fully achieved durJng the contract period.

'Program Motivation

" 'The purpose of this work has been to study a number of infrared.-active

species, produced in the disturbed atmosphere, both experirenta_1y and

thror'ticaily. These comprehensive studies will aid the int.erpretat.ion of

ex.st;n l !abn-rtory and fi4e.d dat. These stud',s are especial.1 y val u;iht.

because tht, ex.stinf, data base and rodels have been def.r'.nt 4n th :i"

ah1 t to prwirct the hi 'V non-thermal ch!ic,,', physic'al and :adtat' ,'

mpe!- t ies of thE' upper ;0 insphere, part icular y under ft r t i.'!1, -t

conditions.The analytical portnn of this report 4s :'esent#d in C(!a'e"

The expk m ental program is presented in Chapter .

V

- * -- *. I nola *=A. Ln- L!: 6%. -X %.IS A! '* ~
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1. INTRODUCTION

This portion of the program deals with the theoretical calculation of

infrared properties of triatomic molecules, focusing on 03 and NO2 . These

molecules arp present in the normal atmosphere as well as in disturbed

atmospheres. 03 emission at 9 6 p Is found to be greatly enhanced in

auroras, as seen in HIRIS (I" %02 has been proposed by Archer (2 ) as an

important emitter.

The analytical program is subdivided into two main areas:

1. The calculation of vibrational band strengths for high v levels of

03. This work is directly rolevant to the interpretation of field

observations of ozone 9.6 p emission (l ) as well as the COCHISE laboratory

studies at AFGL.
(3 -5 )

2. The development of a model for upper atmospheric NO 2 infrared

chemiluminescence. This work is directly relevant to the prediction of NO2

background radiance in a nuclear scenario.

The analytical program was highly successful, resulting in two

published papers related to ozone vibrational intensities, (6 ,7 ) two

manuscripts (to be submitted) on NO2 chemlluminescence (SSI-TR-lli and

1. W. T. Rawlins, G. E. Caledonia, J. J. Gibson, and A. T. Stair. Jr.. .1.
Geophys. Res., 90, 2896 (1985).

2. D. H. Archer. "Requirements for Improved Infrared Prediction
Capability: LWIR." Mission Research Corporation, Rpt. No. MRC-R-583.
DN5471F (1980).

3. W. T. Rawlins and R. A. Armstrong, "COCHISE Observations of 03 Formed
by Three Body Recombination of 0 and 02." Rpt. No. AFGL-TR-82-0273.
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB. MA (1982). ADA123653

4. W. T. Rawlins and R. A. Armstrong, "Dynamics of Vibrationally Excited
Ozone Formed by Three-Body Recombination. I: Spectroscopy," to be
submitted.

5. W. T. Rawlins. G. E. Caledonia, and R. A. Armstrong, "Dynamics of
Vibrationally Excited Ozone Formed by Three-Body Recombination. II:
Kinetics and Mechanism." to be submitted.

6. S. M. Adler-Golden and G. D. Carney, Chem. Phys. Lett., 113, 582
(1985).

7. S. M. Adler-Golden, S. R. Langhoff, C. W. Rauschlicher, Jr.. and G. D.
Carney, J. Chem. Phys., 83, 255 (1985).
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SSI-TR-112), and an AFGL Technical Report (8 ) on atmospheric radiance from

NO2 vibrational bands. Additional results and applications include

recommended ozone Einstein coefficients for 9.6 p emission, and a model for

NO2 visible and IR emission in the ram glow off the Space Shuttle and other

low earth-orbiting satellites. Two other publications related to this

program also appeared during the contract period. The first paper, (9 )

based on work of the previous contract period, was a study of the

variational method for calculating vibrational energy levels. The second

paper, (10 ) authored by G. Carney, is an application of the variational

method to the H 3 molecule, an important test case, and grew out of our

collaboration in developing the computer code for ozone.

The organization nf the analytical portion of this Report Is as

follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the role of vibrationally

excited molecules, particularly 03 and NO2 . in atmospheric IR backgrounds.

and presents in greater detail the motivation for the current analytical

studies. Section 3 describes the calculation of the ozone vibrational band

strengths, and Section 4 describes the NO2 modeling studies. For further

technical details the reader is referred to our papers (References 6, 7 and

10) and manuscripts (SSI-TR-111 and -112). which for convenience have been

reproduced in Appendices A-E.

8. S. M. Adler-Golden. "Predicted NO 2 IR Chemiluminescence in the Natural
Atmosphere." AFGL-TR-86-0099, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom
AFB. MA (1986). ADA173812

9. S. M. Adler-Golden. J. Phys. Chem., 89, 964 (1985).
10. G. D. Carney, S. M. Adler-Golden, and D. C. Lesseski, J. Chem.

Phys.. 84, 3921 (1986).

1-2
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2. ANALYTICAL PROGRAM OVERVIEW

In the upper atmosphere a numbpr of chemical and physical processes

occur which populate high-lying molecular vibrational levels. Due to the

very low upper atmospheric density these levels have the opportunity to

emit infrared radiation before they are removed by collisions. The

resulting non-thermal, hot band emission has a different spectrum than the

thermal emission seen under ordinary laboratory conditions of higher

density. Hot bands occur to the red of the cold emission, and have higher

band strengths (i.e., larger Einstein coefficients) than the corresponding

cold bands. In addition, new Intercombination bands are possible at high

vibrational energies. The result is that emission from highly excited

upper atmospheric molecules tends to fill in the infrared "window" regions

associated with ambient temperature molecules.

In disturbed atmospheres new processes occur which enhance the

concentrations of infrared-active moleciiles. Ozone emission at 9.6 P has

been found to be greatly enhanced in auroras, possibly due to ozone

formation via a 2-body reaction between 02 and 02* (electronically excited

oxygen). The normal atmospheric 9.6 p limb radiance Is 10-8 W cm-2 sr-1 at

110 km according to SPIRE,(1 1 ) whereas HIRIS (1 ) measured radiances of

around 10- 7 W cm- 2 sr-' at 110-120 km in an aurora. Similarly, NO2 .

ordinarily a weak emitter In the upper atmosphere (as evidenced by its

absence in SPIRE spectra above 35 ki) may be greatly enhanced in a nuclear

scPnarlo due to increased NO formation, followed by the reaction NO * 0 (+

M) 4 NO2 (+ M). These are both examples of chemiluminescence mechanisms,

in which vibratlonally excited molecules are directly formed. Another

mechanism for enhancement of infrared radiance is the pumping of

vibrational modes by thermally excited air molecules. NO and CO2 emissions

are excited In this way In the normal atmosphere,( 12 ) and would be even

more strongly excited at the high temperatures anticipated in a nuclear

11. A. T. Stair, Jr., R. D. Sharma, R. M. Nadile, D. J. Baker, and W. F.
Grieder, J. Geophys. Res., 90 (1985) 9763.

12. B. F. Gordiets, Yu. N. Kulikov, M. N. Mnrkov, and M. Ya. Marov, J.
Geophys. Res., 87 (1982) 4504.
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scrnario. In addition, electronically excited species, such as metastable

0 atoms and 02 molecules, as well as vibrationally excited species such as

N 2 . are capable of pumping Infrared-active molecules.

The ability to reliably model this upper atmospheric infrared emission

requires detailed knowledge of the excitation and quenching processes and

the radiative properties of these molecules. Laboratory data, such as

ozone chemiluminescence spectra obtained in the COCHISE facility at

AFO7.(3) are very useful, but require modeling for their analysis, since

laboratories do not duplicate the conditions of low density and long

optical paths found in the upper atmosphere. In the case of the ozone

chemiluminescence, accurate modeling requires reliable Einstein

c'oefficie:nts for high vibrational levels, as discussed by Rawlins. ( 1 3 )

Without this information, it is impossible to properly analyze laboratory

or atmospheric data, determine the vibrational level populations, and

ultimately predict the atmospheric background radiance at all wavelengths,

altitudes, and degrees of auroral excitation. I

The main purpose of the current analytical program was to provide

detailed spectroscopic and/or mechanistic information for two specific

molecules. 03 and NO2 , which are important disturbed atmosphere radiators.

The ozone work in particular supports the COCHISE experimental program at

AFGL. A subsidiary goal was to develop both conceptual models and computer

codes useful for similar calculations of radiance from other small

molecules in the atmosphere.

13. W. T. Rawlins. J. Geophys. Res.. 90. 12283 (1QR5).

1-4
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3. CALCULATION OF VIBRATIONAL BAND STRENGTHS

FOR OZONE HIGH VIBRATIONAL LEVELS

3.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 2. Einstein coefficients for high v levels of

ozone are critical for the proper interpretation of upper atmospheric ozone

radiance as well as the analysis of the COCHISE results. Accurate ab

initio variational calculations of these quantities, begun during the

previous contract period, were completed and published during this program.

and are one of the main accomplishments of the analytical effort.

The calculation was a collaborative effort between Spectral Sciences.

G. Carney (NIT) and S. Langhoff and C. Bauschlicher (NASA Ames). One of

the key ingredients was the ab initio dipole moment calculated by Langhoff

using the CASSCF method. This method has yielded the most accurate results

available for the notoriously difficult ozone molecule. The second

important ingredient was the variational algorithm, developed by Cropek and

Carney( 14 ) and modified by us. A brief description of the algorithm and

the modifications, which corrected an error in the original code and

extended the code to handle ozone and improve Its convergence properties,

is found In Subsection 3.2 below. A test of the new algorithm was provided

by calculations on 113 . which gave excellent agreement with independent

methods (see Reference 10. reproduced in Appendix C). A third ingredient

required was the transformation of the ab initio dipole moment to the

Eckart frame, which we accomplished using a new, exact method (see

Reference G. reproduced in Appendix A). The final ozone results are

described in Reference 7 (also in Appendix B).

In a follow-up calculation, the variational results for 9.6 p
emission, which cover all vibrational levels havinp up to 3 quanta, were

extrapolated semi-empirically to the highest vibrational levels seen in

COCHISE. This resulted in a set of recommended Einstein coefficients for

14. D. Cropek and G. D. Carney, J. Chem. Phys., 80, 4280 (1984).

I -5I



9.6 p emission, described in Subsection 3.3. We estimate that these

Einstein coefficients are accurate to -20% or better. A detailed

comparison of the recommended Einstein coefficients with earlier, less

accurate estimates is given by Rawlins and Armstrong.(4 )  In brief, the

recommended values are smaller than harmonic oscillator scaling

predictions, but the differences do not exceed a factor of 2 for the bands

observed in COCHISE.

3.2 Algorithm Development

The core of the current calculations is a variational algorithm

developed by G. Carney and D. Cropek while at Allegheny College. This

algorithm uses an exact, internal coordinate formulation of the quantum

mechanical Hamiltonian for a bent, symmetric triatomic molecule. We have

extended the original code as described below for application to the

problem of ozone infrared intensities.

The Carney-Cropek variational algorithm is described in detail

elsewhere.(15) In brief, it utilizes an internal coordinate lamiltonian

developed by Lai and llagstrom.(16) with basis functions which are numerical

solutions to I-dimensional bond stretching and angle bending Schrodinger

equations. The off-diagonal matrix elements arise from both kinetic energy

and potential energy coupling terms, and are evaluated using either

numerical quadrature or Simpson's rule. The potential energy surface is

expressed as a polynomial in a set of expansion variables, such as (e --

%q). P1' P2, as defined by Simons. Parr and Finlan.( 16' 17 ) or, in

alternative code versions, the radial variables (R - Req) or Morse

15. G. D. Carney, "Vibration Energies and Wavefunctions for Bent Triatomic
Molecules," and D. Cropek, "A Numerical Variational Method for
Calculating Vibrational Energies of Bent Triatomic Molecules."
Allegheny College. Meadville, PA (1983).

16. G. D. Carney. L. L. Sprandel, and C. W. Kern. "Variational Approaches
to Vibration-Rotatlon Spectroscopy for Polyatomic Molecules," Adv.

Chem. Phys., 37 (1978).
17. G. Simons. R. G. Parr and J. M. Finlan, J. Chem. Phys. . 59. 3229

(1973).
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oscillator (exponential) variables. Diagonalization is accomplished using

the efficient GIVENS routine available from the Quantum Chemistry Program

Exchange, Indiana University.

The code developed by Spectral Sciences extends the capabilities of

the original algorithm in the following ways:

1. The number of potential energy surface coefficients is
increased to an arbitrary number which Is currently set at
50.

2. Matrix elements or powers of the expansion variables (up to
the sixth power) are output, as are the eigenfunctions. This
feature permits the calculation of dipole moment matrix
elements.

3. Configuration lists can be automatically generated if desired
using quantum number cutoff criteria.

4. Auxiliary programs have been developed for generating input

files of force constants and dipole moment coefficients, and
for generating dipole moment matrix elements using the
variational eigenstates.

These codes have been run on both the PRIME 750 at Abt Associates.

Inc.. used by Spectral Sciences, and on the VAX 780 at AFGL. The VAX was

used for running the codes with large basis sets, and the PRIME has been

used for program development.

In addition, it should be noted that the current variational code

corrects an error in the original Carney-Cropek program. Verification of

the accuracy of the new code is provided by a calculation of the

eigenvalues of the Barbe quartic potential function: ( 18 ) they are found to

agree with a previous, converged calculation(( )) (which used the Watson

Ilamiltonian in "t" coordinates) to within 0.1 cm 1 .

IA. A. Barbe. C. Secroun, and P. Jouve, J. Molec. Spectrosc.. 49. 171
"( i971")*.

1). G. D. Carney, L. A. Cor tiss, and S. R. Langhoff, .1. 4olec.
spectroqc., 61, 371 (1976).

T-7
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Having in hand accurate vibrational wavefunctions from the variational

code, we can begin the dipole moment matrix element calculation. Ab initio

dipole moment vectors at a number of geometries were provided to us by

Langhoff; they were calculated on a CRAY 1 at NASA/Ames using the CASSCF

method with a large DZP basis set. Further details are given in Reference

7, along with a comparison of various ab initio methods. After

transformation to the Eckart frame (see the following paragraph), the

dipole moment vectors were fit to polynomial functions (one for each vector

component) in the vibrational expansion variables using a least-squares

routine. This reduced the dipole moment matrix elements to a linear

combination of matrix elements of the expansion variable powers, which as

mentioned earlier are part of the variational code output.

The ab initio dipole moment vector is initially expressed in the

valence angle bisector (VAR) coordinate system, whose unit vectors are

parallel and perpendicular to the bisector of the instantaneous angle. For

asymmetric geometries these unit vectors are not fixed in the laboratory

frame, so that the valence angle bisector dipole moment components cannot

directly be used for the dipole moment matrix element calculation. As

described by Carney et al., (1 6 ) one must first transform the dipole moment

vector to the Eckart frame by multiplying by a rotation matrix. The angle

of the rotation. 0. is derived by expressing the instantaneous geometry in

terms of Eckart coordinates such as normal. "t"., or symmetry coordinates.

We developed a new, exact method for calculating 0, which is described in

detail in Reference 6. The effect of this coordinate rotation on the ozone

band intensities has been discussed by Carney et al.;( 20 ) for most bands it

is found to be minor.

Upon closer investigation, it appears that the above procedure for

correcting for the motion of the VAB coordinates is not exact.

Specifically, for large amplitude motions the vibrational anguler momentum

term causes a relative angular velocity between the Eckart frame and the

instantaneous geometry that is not accounted for in the above treatment;

20. G. D. Carney, S. Giorglanni, and K. N. Rao. J. Molec. Spectrosc., 80.
158 (1980).

I1-8



this angular velocity depends on linear momenta as well as coordinates.

Thus, the Eckart frame components do not exactly correspond to the fixed

laboratory frame components. Furthermore, evidence of the approximate

nature of the above treatment is provided by our observation that the

rotation angle P is found to depend slightly on the definition of the

equilibrium geometry, a physically unreasonable result. A more exact

treatment would be an Interesting theoretical problem, but was beyond the

scope of the current investigation.

The detailed ozone results and comparison with experimental

vibrational intensities appear in Reference 7. An additional application

of our variational algorithm was the calculation of vibrational levels of

13+ . a molecule of astrophysical significance which has attracted

considerable experimental and theoretical Interest. The potential surfaces

were provided by Carney and the vibrational level calculations were

performed by Spectral Sciences. The H3
+ molecule proved to be a severe

test for our algorithm, and required us to squarely face the issues of

basis set selection and computational speed. Details are provided In

Reference 10. The experience acquired in handling H3
+ will prove useful in

future, more ambitious calculations on ozone and other molecules.

3.3 Recommended Einstein Coefficients for Ozone 9.6 p

Chemiluminescence

3.3.1 Introduction

The theoretical calculation described In Reference 7 resulted in

dipole moment matrix elements R for all transitions involving ozone

vibrational levels having up to three quanta. Since the Einstein A

coefficient Is related to the dipole moment matrix element via the equation

A (sec -1 ) = 2.026 x 0-6v3 R2  (1)

(where R Is In a. u.). it Is a simple matter to convert the theoretical R

values Into Einstein coefficients for use In ozone chemiluminescence

modeling. As shown in Reference 7. our theoretical dipole moment matrix

elements for the cold bands show good overall consistency with experimental
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dat;a. We feel that the calculations for the hot bands are comparably

reliable. Furthermore, we believe that the relative accuracy of the

predicted v3 hot band dipole moment matrix elements is superior to their

absolute accuracy, so that Improved values can be obtained by scaling

relative to the known value for the v3 fundamental.

In the COCHISE experiment Y3 emission Is observed from levels having

as many as four or five vibrational quanta. Unfortunately, our variational

calculation was unable to access these highest energy states. In addition

to the problem of convergence of the calculation, an even more severe

limitation is the fact that these states probe regions of the potential

energy and dipole moment surfaces which are essentially unknown. The

purpose of this Section is to present a plausible extrapolation of the

varlatlonally calculated matrix elements to these high vibrational levels.

These new values represent our current best guess and are probably accurate

to within about 20%. There Is one cautionary note, however. The

possibility exists for these very high lying levels to be involved in

accidental resonances with nearby levels containing additional bending

excitation. In that case the transition strength calculated here would be

divided among the resonating states. On the other hand, there seems to be

no direct evidence of this effect in COCHISE.

1.3.2 Procedure

The matrix element extrapolation was accomplished using a suitable

functinnal form. We focus on the v3 transitions emanating from states (0

v2 v3 ) and (1 v2 v3 ), which may be described using the function

R - d"dg(v 1 ,v 2 ,v 3 ) + e"eg(v I 4 2.v 2 ,v 3 - 2)

* f"fg(vl * 4,v 2,v 3  - 4) (2)

where

g(v 1 .%'2 ,v 3 ) -3(co- c1v l - c2v2  c 3v 3 ) (3)
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The quantities d. e. and f are wavefunction coefficients found from

diagonalizing the Darling Dennison perturbation matrix. (2 1 ) and are listed

in Table I. (d, e, and f are the weights of the %'t,v 2 ,v3 state in tho

unperturbed basis functions (v1 v2 v3 >. [v, + 2 v2 v3 - 2> and [v, 4 ,1 %V2

v3 - 4>, respectively; the " superscript indicates that v3  is to be

replaced by v3  - 1.) The quantities co  through c3  are adjustable

parameters. We fixed R for the v3  fundamental to the variationally

calculated value, leaving three iiidependently adjustable parameters.

Equation (2) is theoretically rigorous for a model which includes

electrical anharmonicity of up to third degree, and Darling-Dennison

coupling of the vibrational wavefunctions. Inclusion of mechanical

anharmonicity effects Into the uncoupled wavefunctions would result in a

more complicated function involving t-rms of higher degree in the

vibrational quantum numbers. These complications are overcome for the most

TABLE 1. WAVEFriNCTION COEFFICIENTS FOR
DARLING-DFNNISON RESONANCE

(v .v2,v 3 )  d ef

(0 0 5) 0.714 0.663 0.225
(1 0 4) 0.846 0.525 0.093
(0 0 4) 0.847 0.522 0.098
(1 0 3) 0.920 0.391
(0 0 3) 0.935 0.353
(1 0 2) 0.972 0.234
(0 0 2) 0.982 0.191
(1 0 1) 1.000
(0 0 1) 1.000
(0 1 4) 0.872 0.482 0.084
(1 1 3) 0.929 0.369

(0 1 3) 0.947 0.321
(1 1 2) 0.976 0.218
(0 1 2) 0.985 0.17.1
(1 1 1) 1 000
(0 1 1) I 000

21. R. T. Darling and D. M. Denn i son. Phys. Rev. . 57. 128 (1940).
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part by using Equation (2) in an empirical manner, fitting it directly to

the variationally calculated matrix elements in Reference 7. (The

Reference 7 calculation employed accurate, anharmonic vibrational

wavefunct ions.)

3.3.3 Results

The dipole moment matrix element R was calculated using Equation (2)

with the values co = 0.06932, cl = 0.003, c2 = 0.0006. c3 = 0.0012, which

were chosen to give a good overall fit to the variationally calculated V3

transitions of interest. The calculated R values were then squared and

ratioed to the v 3 fundamental. The resulting ratios are presented in Table

2 for transitions from vibrational levels of potential relevance to the

COCHISE experiment. Agreement of the Equation (2) values with the

variational calculation is excellent. We are therefore confident that the

Equation (2) values for the four and five quantum states closely

TABLE 2. CALCULATED VALUES OF THE RATIO OF

DIPOLE MOMENT MATRIX ELEMENTS SQUARED,
(R/Ro01)2, FOR OZONE v3 TRANSITIONS.

Upper State Harmonic Variational
(vl v2 v3 ) Model (from Ref. 7) Eq. (2)

(0 0 5) 5 3.24
(1 0 4) 4 2.73
(0 0 4) 4 3.00
(1 0 3) 3 2.15 2.27
(0 0 3) 3 2.51 2.55
(1 0 2) 2 1.66 1.66
(0 0 2) 2 1.88 1.86
(1 0 1) 1 0.92 0.91
(0 1 4) 4 3.04
(1 1 3) 3 2.25
(0 1 3) 3 2.50 2.54
(1 1 2) 2 1.65
(0 1 2) 2 1.85 1.84
(1 1 1) 1 0.91 0.90
(0 1 1) 1 0.98 0.98
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F
approximate the results which would be obtained by extending the

variational treatment to higher energies. Given the good accuracy of the

variational treatment, especially for fundamental bands, we estimate an

accuracy of around 20% or better for all of the Table 2 ratios.

3.3.4 Discussion

If one adopts an electrically and mechanically harmonic model for the

ozone V3 bands the dipole moment ratios (R/R0 0 1 )2 are predicted to be

directly proportional to v3 . as given in the second column of Table 2.

Comparison with the Equation (2) ratios shows significant deviation from

this harmonic model starting at around v3 = 3. Approximately half of this

deviation is caused by the Darling-Dennison resonance, the remainder being

due to other sources of anharmonicity accounted for by the coefficients c I

through c3 .

While these differences are not large enough to alter the essential

conclusions of the COCHISE data analysis, they are still significant

differences, especially given our confidence in the Equation (2) values.

Therefore, we highly recommend that the Equation (2) or variational dipole

moment ratios be used instead of the harmonic approximation for the

analysis of both COCHISE and atmospheric data.
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4. NO 2 CHEMILUMINESCENCE MODELING

4.1 Introduction

In a survey on infrared radiators in a nuclear scenario Archer (2)

identifies NO 2 as a potentially important emitter throughout the LWIR.

Vibrationally excited NO2 would be produced via the chemiluminescent

reactions

NO 4 0 (+M) - NO (4M) 4 hv (4)

NO + 03 4 NO2 + 02 + hv (5)

These reactions are known to produce visible and near-infrared continuum

chemiluminescence as well as NO2 vibrational band emission at 3.7 p and 6.3

p. In a nuclear scenario the NO could be considerably enhanced (by one or

two orders of magnitude) over ambient concentrations, so the radiation from

these reactions could be much more important than In the ambient

atmosphere. Archer's NO2 chemiluminescence model, which incorporates the ,V

WOE code (2 2 ) and a few basic kinetic and spectroscopic parameters, was

found to predict very strong NO2 emission (> 10-9 W cm-2 sr-1 9-1 in the 3

- 5 p and 7 - 9 p regions below 110 km), resulting in virtual elimination

or the "window" regions In the upper atmosphere, as the result of these

nuclear-enhanced reactions.

More recently, Kofsky and co-workers( 2 3 ,2 4 ) have considered this

problem and a related one, NO2 chemiluminescence from the Space Shuttle.

They developed an NO2 chemiluminescence model using a different set of

assumptions from Archer, predicting much less emission (by I or 2 orders of

magnitude) over a much narrower spectral range.

22. T. I. Stephens, General Electric-TEMPO (1979), cited in Reference 2.
23. 1. L. Kofsky, J. L. Barrett, and L. McVay, "Infrared Radiance

Structurp of the Aurora and Airglow," AFGL-TR-82-0220, Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory, lanscom AFB, MA (1982). ADA130468

24. 1. L. Kofsky And J. L. Barrett, Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, 24,
2. 133 (1987).
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A major goal of our analytical program was to resolve these

differences by developing an accurate, theoretically grounded model for the

NO2 infrared chemiluminescence expected In the atmosphere. This goal was

successfully accomplished using input from a wide range of NO 2

chemiluminescence, fluorescence, and kinetic data published over the last

-20 years.

The NO 2 chemiluminescence model we developed has a number of unique

features which account for Its reliability. Firstly. the model takes into

full ac-ount the dependence of spectroscopic and kinetic parameters of NO2

upon internal energy through the use of a "stepladder" formulation.

Secondly, the model incorporates the visible-near infrared cont.inuum

emission mechanism, which is essential to a correct description of the

infrared band (as well as continuum) radiation. Thirdly, the model was

designed for consistency with all available data on these reactions,

including continuum spectra, infrared band spectra, reaction rates, and

quenching rates, as well as NO2  spectral data such as vibrational

intensities and continuum radiative lifetimes. When compared with observed

spectra, the model is found to be accurate to better than a factor of 2 in

absolute intensity and 3% in wavelength over the entire visible and

infrared regions.

The infrared band portion of the model, which treats the two most

intense bands. v3 and v I + v3. is described in SSI-TR-112 (Appendix D),

where comparison with experimental results is also made. Further

validation is provided by a comparison between the full model and

experimental visible and near-infrared continuum spectra, found in

SSI-TR-111 (Appendix E). This model also provides a new interpretation of

the NO + 03 reaction mechanism. To our knowledge, the current NO2 infrared

model is the first which has been validated by these extensive comparisons.

In addition to providing support for the infrared band model, the continuum

predictions may be useful in their own right for analysis of the nightglow.

The model detailed in SSI-TR-112 and SSI-TR-111 provides it Iood

description of NO2 chemilumlnesc-nce observed in the laboratory. However,

it has two drawbacks for atmospheric modeling: it is fairly complicated. %

and it may be less accurate at the very low densities found in the upnrr

atmosphere, To correct these deficiencies, a second, much simpler infraired
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band model was developed, described in Subsection 4.2 below. This model,

although less detailed, is more versatile than the first in several

respects: it treats not only the strong bands mentioned above but also the

weaker bands v, and v2. it takes Into account the temperature variation of

the formation and relaxation rate constants, and it behaves reasonably in

the limit of low number density. Its mathematical form Is similar to

Archer's model, and thus it is well-suited to existing atmospheric radiance

codes. Using this second model, calculations of upper atmospheric radiance

were performed for norma l atmospheric conditions, as described in

Subsection 4.2. The atmospheric conditions correspond to those of Kofsky

et al (2 3 ) for the sake of comparison.

The normal atmosphere radiance predictions from the current model are

found to be even smaller than Kofsky's (by a factor of 3 to 4). For a 95

km limb view the predictions for the v2 , v3 and vI + v3 band radiances are

0.008, 0.2, and 0.03 W km -2 sr - 1 respectively. Assuming band widths of 0.7

p for v3 (6.3 p) and 0.5 p for v, + v3 (3.7 p), these translate into peak

radiances of 3 x 10 - 1 1 W cm - 2 sr -' P-1 for v3 and 6 x 10-12 W cm -2 sr - I p 1

for vI + v 3 - For comparison, In the normal atmosphere Archer's predicted

radiances are > 10- 10 W cm- 2 sr-1 4-1 over the entire 3 - 9 p region, and

an order of magnitude larger at 3.7 w in the 85 - 105 km altitude range.

Tb" results for the normal atmosphere may be roughly sualed to the

disturbed atmosphere using the appropriate NO concentration.

Unfortunately, Archer did not report th" NO concentration used in his

model. However, the comparison of results for the normal atmosphere

implies that Archer's nuclear scenario radiance estimates are too high by

at least two orders of magnitude at most wavelrngths, with the exception of

6.3 M where the discrepancy is about one order of magnitude. Whereas

Archer predicted substantial radiance throughout the infrared, the current

model (as well as Kofsky's) predicts significant emission in only two

bands, v3 (6.3 p) and v, + V3 (3.7 p). In conclusion. NO 2

chemiluminescence in a nuclear environment iq not nearly as important as

has been suggested. However, given sufficient NO density and a limb view.

emission at 6.3 p may still provide a non negligible nuclear backgroudd

sGiirce.
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Finally. having in hand an accurate model for NO2 emission, we decided

that a brief look at the Shuttle ram glow problem was worthwhile, inasmuch

as Mende and co-workers (2 5 ) have proposed NO 2 as the source of this

radiation and similar glows from other low earth-orbiting satellites. The

goal of this investigation was to use the glow spectrum observed in the

visible region together with our NO2 continuum model to derive an NO2

vibrational temperature, and then predict the continuum and band spectrum

in the infrared. The Shuttle glow model, results and comparison with

predictions by Kofsky and Barrett (2 4 ) are described in Subsection 4.3

below. In brief, the Shuttle glow was found to be consistent with NO2

continuum emission at a vibrational temperature of around 3500 K. and a

desorption velocity of around 1.7 km/sec.

4.2 Predicted NO!, IR Chemiluminescence in the Normal
Atmosphere

4.2.1 Introduction

Archer (2 ) has proposed that NO 2 chemiluminescence from the NO * 0 and

NO + 03 reactions would be a significant source of atmospheric background

IR radiance in a disturbed atmosphere. Predicting this radiance requires a

reliable model of NO2 IR emission in addition to knowledge of the species

concentrations. Several NO 2 radiance models have been developed, each of

which uses different assumptions and gives significantly different results.

Archer's model assumes the WOE code( 2 2 ) spectral distribution, which is

based on "theoretical considerations of energy conservation." This spectrum

gives all three fundamental hands a comparable intensity, and also includes

numerous overtone and combination bands, resulting in substantial radiance

throughout the LWIR. A second model, due to Kofsky and co-workers. (2 3' 2'1 )

is based on experimental data which observes roughly a 10:1 ratio of v 3 to

25. G. R. Swenson, S. B. Mende, and K. S. Clifton, J. Geophys. Res., 12.
97 (1984).
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Vl + V3 intensity, with no other bands included. Finally, an elaborate

room temper-ature model for V3 and V, 4 v3 chemiluminescence has recently

been developed by Adler-Golden, (26 ) and gives excellent agreement with

laboratory data at. pressures in the 0.02 - 2 torr range.

In this section a simple NO2 IR chemiluminescence model is presented

for use at the pressures and temperatures found in the upper atmosphere.

The model is used to calculate radiance In the normal atmosphere in the 80

- 135 km range, where comparison can be made with the predictions of both

Kofsky (2 3 ) and Archer. Since the radiance is proportional to the NO

density (all else being equal), the calculation may be extrapolated to the

conditions of elevated NO expected In a disturbed atmosphere.

The current model, which utilizes the results of Reference 26, gives

essentially the same infrared band emission at laboratory pressures.

llnwevfer, at very low pressures there are factor-of-3 differences for the 13

and V1 v3 bands, and furthermore the current model includes new bands (v1

and v2) not treated previously.

4.2.2 The NO 2 Chemiluminescence Mechanism

The previous modeling efforts (26 ) have shed considerable light on the

detailed molecular mechanism of NO 2 chemiluminescence. We summarize below

key points relevant to the current upper atmospheric problom.

1. The NO + 0 reaction (either 2-body or 3-body) initially
yields an activated complex that possesses approximate energy
equipartition between its electronic and vibrational modes.
This complex relaxes either radiatively (via continuum
emission) or collisionally. with vibrational equipartltlon
maintained in either case as a consequence of chaotic
dynamics in the excited electronic (2B2) state. In the low
pressure (2-body) limit the vibrational distribution
immediately following continuum emission Is characterized by
an average energy of about 5000 cm 1

26. S. M. Adler-Golden, "The NO + 0 and NO 4 03 Reactions: 1. Analysis of
NO2 Vibrational Chemiluminescence." SSI-TR-112, Spectral Sciences,
Inc., under AFOL Contract No. F19628-84-C-0029 (July, 1986)
(reproduced In Appendix D). Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Rpt. No.
AFGI. -TR-87-0223.
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2. The NO 03 reaction directly yields NO2 in vibrational
equipartitlon. The nascent state distribution is close to
statistical, with an average energy of about 6000 cm I

These conclusions are consistent with trajectory
calculations (2 7 } as well as the shapes and absolute
intensities of the continuum and IR band spectra.

3. During collisional relaxation of vibrationally excited NO 2.
equipartition between the v, and v3 modes is approximately
maintained, resulting In a -10:1 ratio of v3 to Vl + v 3

emission. This Indicates that v, and V3 quanta are
collisionally removed with comparable rates. This behavior

is consistent with either rapid intermode V-V coupling, or
similar V-RT rates for vl and V3. or, as suggested by
studies of vibrational deactivation in other
triatomics,( 2 8 -3 0 ) a blend of the two mechanisms. No
information is available on the relaxation of 12. In
triatomics such as 03, (28) C02, (29) and OCS,(30) the rate of
intermode coupling is roughly comparable to the rate of
relaxation of the v2 mode, leading to similar effective
quenching rates for all 3 vibrational modes. Similar
behavior would be expected for NO2 .

4. N02 (v) is removed by atomic oxygen at a rate which is close

to the NO2 + 0 reaction rate of 9 x 10-12 cm3 molec- I sec- I.
Using typical N2, 02 and 0 atom densities above 100 km
altitude, where NO 2 vibrational emission should peak, and
assuming NO 2 vibrational relaxation rates measured in the
laboratory for N2 and 02,(33.32) It is seen that most of the
collisional removal of N02 (v) proceeds via reaction with 0
atoms rather than relaxation. This means that even if the
relaxation assumptions in the previous paragraph are
Inaccurate, the impact on calculated radiances will not be
large.

5. The Einstein A coefficients for emission appear to be
consistent with harmonic oscillator scaling rules; i.e., A -

v for fundamental bands. In this approximation, and
neglecting overtone and combination bands, the rate constant
for radiative removal of energy from a given mode is simply
the Einstein coefficient of the v=l fundamental. Breakdown
in this model may occur with a very weakly emitting mode

27. R. Viswanathan and L. Raff, J. Phys. Chem.. 87. 3251 (1983).

28. S. M. Adler-Golden and J. 1. Steinfeld, Chem. Phys, Lett. . 76, 479
(1980).

29. D. C. Clary, Chem. Phys., 65, 247 (1982).
30. M. L. Mandich and G. W. Flynn. J. Chem. Phys., 73, 1265 (1980).
31. K. K. Hlui and T. A. Cool, J. Chem. Phys.. 68, 1022 (1978).
32. M. F. Golde and F. Kaufman. Chem. Phys. Lett., 29. 480 (1974).
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such as v1. which may prefer to lose Its quanta via the

stronger v, + v3 combination band. Fortunately, the effects
of this breakdown would be seen only at the very highest

altitudes, where even weak bands arp colliqionally

unquenched.

4.2.3. Model Description

The current model employs equations similar to Archer's Eq. (B 4).(2)

I~)= [NO][O](k 2 ' k31[Mil)#WjQU.) (6)
I~j)

for the NO 4 0 reaction, and

1(j) = [NO]f03 ]kl*(j)Q(j) (7)

for the NO * 0 reaction, where 1(j) is the radiance of band j in

photonscm-3 sec. k 1 is the NO * 03 rate conqtant, k 2 and k 3 are the 2 body

and 3-body NO # 0 rate constants, 4(j) i- the quantum yield, and Q(J) is

*, the quenching factor, given by

Q(j) Aj/(q i [Mij - k 0 O] + Aj) (R

where A is the Einstein coefficient of band J, q1 Is the vibrational

quenching rate constant for species M i. and k 0 is the rate of raction with

0 atoms, taken as I x 10-11 cm3 molec - sec I

The rate constants k I . k 2 and k 3 have room temperature- values given

previoutsly. (26) The temporatur- dependences are taken from Sharp ( 3 ) for

the NO - 0 reaction, and Borders and Birks (3 4 ) for the NO - 03 reaction.

33. W. E. Sharp, Planet. Space Sci., 32, 257 (1984).

34. R. A. Borders and J. W. Birks, J. Phys. Chem., 86, 3295 (1982).
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WV-VW P ru= -

Assuming that about 5000 cm-1 of vibrational energy is deposited in

NO2  in both reactions, and assuming equipartitlon among the three

vibrational modes, the quantum yields are 1.1, 2.2, and 1.0 for V1I V 2, and

v3 ' respectively. q, Is taken as 5 x 10- 13 cm 3 molec -1 sec -1 for M = 02

and 2 x 10- 13 for M - N2 .(3 1 .32 ) The Einstein coefficients are taken as 110

sec -1 for V3. as in Reference 26. and 0.02 sec -1 for V2 . based on the

measured band strength.( 3 5 ) The Einstein coefficient for the very weak vI

band Is unknown, since a reliable band strength is not available. For the

sake of argument we take the value 0.01 sec-1 , which probably is an upper

limit.

Unfortunately, this model does not provide a simple way to derive

effective quantum yields for overtone or combination bands. For the

present we shall take the v + V3 band intensity as 0.1 of the v 3

intensity, consistent with both Pxperiments and modeling at laboratory

pressures. This ratio might change slightly under upper atmospheric

conditions, however. We assume that emission from other 2-quantum bands is

much smaller than vl + V3 emission, and can be neglected.

The current formulation is fully consistent with the Reference 26

model at laboratory pressures. However, it yields factor-of-3 smaller v3

and vl + V3 radiances in the low pressure limit. This is because the

Reference 26 model assumes essentially instantaneous intermode vibrational

mixing, causing virtually all of the vibrational energy emitted by

unquenched molecules to appear in the strong v 3 band. The present model

takes the opposite point of view, and assumes that the energy initially

apportioned to each mode (i.e., 1/3 of the average vibrational energy)

cannot be radiated by another mode. This also appears to be the point of

view of the WOE spectrum used by Archer. Put another way, the Reference 26

model assumes an effective v3 quantum yield 3 times as large, and an

effective Einstein coefficient 1/3 as large. The neglect of intermode

mixing in the present model means ' * the v3  radiance may be

underestimated and that the predict and v2  radiances may be

35. V. M. Devi et al., J. Mo]. Spectfisc., 88, 251 (1981).
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overestimated in the low pressuie, low 0 atom limit. However, as explained

in paragraph .1 of Subsection -1.2.2, the N02 radiance should be fairly

insensitive to details of vibrational relax'tion at most altitudes.

.1.2.4 Results

V V2 . 13 and v 1  1)3 hand radjanus were calculated using the

altitudes and nighttime 0, NO and 03 densities shown in Table 3 of Kofsky

et a . (23) The N2 and 02 densities and temperature were taken from the U.
S. Standard Atmosphe~re. ( 3 6) The input data are given in Table 3. and the

compted radiances are given in Table 4. Integrated zenith and 95 km limb

radiances were computed for the V3. V I  1 V3. and V2 bands, and are given in

Table 5 in Kofsky's units of w,km2 -sr. For the v 3 and V, * V3 bands these

values turn out to be a factor of 3 to 5 lower than Kofsky's. We note that

Kofsky a':umed slightly different v3 and v 1 - V3 quantm yields, and, more

importint ly. noglcected NO2(x") quenching and reactive removal as well as

tempraiture depsndence of k2. Both studies find that the contribution from

the NO . 0.3 reaction is negligible at these alt itudes.

TABLE 3. ATMOSPHERIC INPUT DATA

Al itl km N 'cm - 3 0'M cm-3 I0cm3 NO/,m 3 T, K

80 3.0F14 8.IE13 i.FIO 2.E8 A.E6 199

90 5.5E13 1.5E13 2.E11 2.E8 1 .7 187

100 9.2FEl2 2.2E12 5.Fl. 3.E7 4.F7 195

110 1.6112 2.6El1 2.Fl1 2.F6 5.E7 240

120 3.7E11 4..4E0 1.1:11 2.E5 3.E7 360
8. -8.7V 10 8. 6E9 4. 1", 2. E4 8.FE6 517 ,

3 U. S. Standard Atmosph,,re. 197C., NOAA. Washington, D. C. (Octoher,) ~19 7 6 ) .'
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3TABLE 4. CALCULATED IR BAND RADIANCE (photons/cm -sec)

NO - 0 Reaction NO - 03 Reaction

Alt./km. .. 3 4 423 4 ±2 .!3 Y - v

80 0.0 0.1 12 1.2 0.0 0.0 2 0.2

90 0.3 0.9 37 3.7 0.0 0.1 2 0.2-

100 1.6 5.3 92 9.2 0.0 0.1 3 0.3

110 1.6 5.3 31 3.1 0.0 0.1 1 0.4

120 1.9 5.9 17 1.7 0.0 0.1 0 0.0

135 0.7 2.0 3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0 0.0

TABLE 5. CALCULATED COIJMN-INTEGRATED RADIANCE (wkm-sr)

V.

zenith 0.00025 0.005 0.0008

Ref. 2 0.02 0.002

95 km limb 0.008 0.2 0.03

Ref. 2 1.0 0 1

1 23
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4.2.5 Discussion

Although the present model uses equations similar to Archer's, a very

important difference is the use of different Einstein coefficients (hence.

different quenching factors) for each band. This results in spectra which

are strongly dominated by Y3 and v 1 + V3, as predicted by Kofsky et al.

The WOE type spectrum assumed by Archer. which shows comparable emission in

all bands. is achieved only at the highest altitudes, where the intensity

declines rapidly due to the falloff of NO and 0 densities.

A qualitative explanation for the altitude dependence of the

vibrational band radiance in the 100-120 km range is as follows. Because

of the large v3 Einstein coefficient, this band is essentially unquenched.

hence it roughly tracks the [O](NO] product, which peaks at 110 km. On the

other hand, the weak v, and v2 bands are efficiently removed by 0 atoms.

hence these bands roughly track [NO], which is nearly constant at these

altitudes. At lower and higher altitudes different considerations apply.

At 135 km all the bands are unquenched. Below 100 km all the bands are

quenche6. and in addition the 3-body contribution to the NO + 0 reaction is

important.

Since the model takes advantage of laboratory data on the strong V3

and V1  v3 bands, the uncertainty in their radiances is low, probably no

worse than a factor of 2 for most altitudes. The largest errors probably

occur at the highest altitudes, where, for example, v, + V3 may be enhanced

by the reservoir of unquenched, unradiated v, quanta, and where v3 may be

enhanced by energy transfer from the other modes. However, at these

altitudes the total chemiluminescence will be limited in any event because

of the low densities of NO and 0 and the finite vibrational energy

available from their reaction.

The uncertainty in the v2 radiance may be larger, since there is no

chemilliminescence data for this band. The uncertainty arises mainly in our

estimate of the v2 quantum yield, which may lead to an overall uncertainty

of perhaps a factor of 4, the lower end of the range being more probable

than the higher end because of the possibility of more rapid quenching of

v2 compared to vl and V3. The calculated v I band radiance is the most

speculative of all, and represents an upper limit because of its extremely
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small (and unknown) Einstein coefficient, combined with the possibilities

of losing V1 quanta via alternative channels such as combination band

radiation and intermode energy transfer.

In conclusion, while large uncertainties may exist for the radiances

of bands other than V3 and v, - v3, this is not a serious problem for

atmospheric modelers given the extremely small radiances expected.

The V3 and V1 + V3 band radiances may be combined with typical

chemiluminescence band shapes to yield radiances per micron. Since the

bulk of the emission arises from high-lying vibrational levels, the bands

are broadened and red shifted from the corresponding cold bands, as seen in

laboratory data as well as the Reference 26 calculations. Because of the

much lower pressures studied here, resulting in radiative cascade as

opposed to collisional quenching, the band shapes may be somewhat different

than in Reference 26. However, any reasonable guesses of band shapes will

yield radiances at least two orders of magnitude weaker than predicted by

Archer (who estimated 10-10 to 10-9 W sr- i -1 for a 95 km limb view).

except perhaps at the peak of the V3 band at 6.3 p. where according to the

current model one may expect around 3 x 10- 11 W sr- 1 P- .

4.3 NO 2 Emission Model for Shuttle Ram Glow

4.3.1 Introduction

A number of explanations have been put forward for the visible ram

glow off the Space Shuttle.(37) Recent measurements by Swenson et al. (25)

indicate that the glow spectrum is structureless (at 34 AO resolution),

suggesting that the emitting species is electronically excited NO2 (NO2')

formed from NO * 0 surface recombination. Indeed, the Shuttle glow

strongly resembles the spectral distribution obtained in laboratory

measurements (3 8 ,39 ) of NO 4 0 recombination at moderate pressures, although

it is shifted slightly to the red. The shape of the NO2' spectrum depends

37. B. D. Green and G. E. Caledonia, J. Spacecraft, 22. 500 (1985).
38. A. PontIjn, C. B. Meyer, and H. I. Schiff, J. Chem. Phys., 40, 64

(1964).
39. M. Sutoh, Y. Morioka, and M. Nakamura. J. Chem. Phys.. 72, 21 (1980).
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on its state distribution, and therefore varies according to the mechanism

by which it is produced, and the degree of relaxation present. The red

shift of the Shuttle glnw spectrum would imply that the NO2  energy

distribution is colder in the Shuttle glow than it is in the laboratory.

presumably due to rapid energy accommodation on the tile surface.

This section describes the results of a model calculation of the NO2

nascent distribution required to simulate the observed Shuttle glow

spectrum. From the state distribution one can calculate additional

quantities which have not yet been measured: 1. the effective lifetime of

emission at a particular wavelength; 2. the shape of the near IR portion

of the spectrum; and 3. the quantity of IR band radiation from

vibrationally excited NO2. From the emission lifetime and the known

spatial extent of the visible glow (around 20 cm( 4 0 ) ) one can estimate the

mean velocity of desorption from the surface, which may also be expressed

as a translational temperature.

4.3.2 Spectral Modeling

The calculation makes use of an empirical expression for the NO2

continuum spectrum,

5 x 10- 4 (E-O0000 - 3.2 x 1O-5(v-4000) 2 )5 2v 3  
(9)V (E-10000)3(l - 1.4E2 / (E 9000)2 )

whore IV is the emission intensity in photons sec - 1  per cm- I v is

frequency in cm- 1, and E is the (vibrational) excitation energy in cm- 1

It is assumed that the states identified as NO2  are those having E:!11000

cm - 1. thus. lower energy states emit solely in IR vibrational bands. I is

converted to IX, intensity per A0 , by multiplying by 10-8E2 . This

expression has been used successfully to simulate a wide range of

10. J. H. Yee and A. Dalgarno. AIAA-83-CP838. AIAA Shuttle Environment and
Operations Meeting. 2660 (1983).

41. This expression is an earlier version of Eq. (3) in Ref. 42. but gives
similar results.
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laboratory NO2 * spectra. Including spectra of NO +0 chemi luminescence,

NO2 *laser -induced fluorescence. NO + 03 chemiluminescence. and NO2 thermal

emission.(4 1 ) The dependence of I~ on energy E is shown in Figure 1. where

*it Is seen that both the absolute Intensity and the peak frequency are

* rapidly Increasing functions of E.

For the sake of simplicity the nascent distribution (N02(E)J was taken

as a temperature distribution, and the classical harmonic oscillator

density of states (-E2) was used.

41. S. M. Adler-Golden. "The NO + 0 and NO 403 Reactions: 11. Analysis
of NO2 Continuum ChemIluminescence," SSI-TR-Il1, Spectral Sciences.
Inc.,. under AFGL Contrart No. F19628 84-C-002Q (July, 1986)
(reproduced In Appendix F). Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Rpt. No.
AFGL-TR-87-0223.
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Overall agreement with the spectrum observed at the tile surface ( 3 5 )

was best for T-3500 K: the result Is shown in Figure 2, where for the I

purpose of comparison the Shuttle spectrum has been scaled to match the

units of the calculation, Judging from the sensitivity or the spectral

shape to temperature. the temperature uncertainty is estimated to be 1000

K. The sharp falloff beyond -7000 A ° in the observed spectrum cannot be ,Y

mathedfo an N0 *staro distribution, even If a non-thermal distribution

is assumed. However, we note that the measured spectrum was not corrected

for transmission of the window, which became fouled during the flight. A .

preliminary analysis of starlight spectra by Green ( 4 2 ) confirms a falloff

in window transmission at long wavelengths.

42. B. D. Green, private communication,i
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4.3.3 Field-of-View Effects

As pointed out by Swenson et al., the ram glow spectrum will vary with

viewing geometry if there is a wavelength variation in the radi tive

lifetime of the emitting species. To simulate the effects of different

fields of view, we incorporated Equation (9) in a steady-state continuum

model similar to that of Reference 42. In this model the NO 2 is formed in

the 3500 K nascent distribution and is removed with a first order rate

constant k, corresponding to the rate of passage out of the field of view.

The resulting spectral intensity l(kI ) is given in units of photons'cm- I

per molecule. The tile surface spectrum shown in Figure 1 Is recovered by

taking the product l(kl)kl in the limit of large k1 . i.e., where k, exceeds

the fastest radiative rate.

In the k, = 0 limit, I(k1 ) may be interpreted as the spectrum seen

from a distance when viewing the entire spacecraft, that is, the spectrum

integrated over the full emitting volume. The resulting spectrum, denoted

1(0), Is shown in Figure 3 along with the tile surface spectrum; the

calculation displays the IR as well as visible wavelengths. 1(0) is red

shifted from the tile surface spectrum because the large field of view

gives the lower energy, longer lifetime states the full opportunity to

emit. This red shift Is especially pronounced in the NO 2 molecule because

of the large variation in radiative lifetimes with excitation energy,

although some shift is expected for any emitting species due to the v3

factor which enters into Einstein coefficients. While a spectral

dependence on viewing geometry was indeed anticipated by Swenson et al..

they incorrectly predicted a blue shift rather than a red shift.

4.3.4 Radiative Lifetimes

N0 2* emission at a given wavelength can originate from many different

states with a range of radiative lifetimes. However, it is shown here that

one may derive a meaningful single "effective" lifetime, T, for a given

wavelength, resulting in a greatly simplified glow model.

1-29
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- I per cm- .

Our approach Is to apply a Stern-Volmr analysis to the kinetics,

yielding

I k 1 0 1 T(10)llkl "I(O - ! T 4 k 1

where 1(k1 ) is the, -steady state Intensity at a given wavelength and ](0) is

the volume Integrated intensity at the same wavelength. Equation (10)

allows T to be defined for a given wavelength and k, value. We need to

show that T is only weakly dependent on the kI value chosen. For our first

estimate of T (Method 1) we choose k, as the value required to halve l(O); ;4
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then r lA/k1 . For our second estimate of " we note that Equation (10)

yields l(kl)k 1  - I(0)/T in the large k1  limit. Thus, Method 2 is to (1(fjinf,

T a- the ratio of the volume integrated spectrum to the tile surface

spectrum. Since the T values computed by both methods (Table 6) are found

to agree reasonably with each other, the effective lifetime is indeed a

meaningful concept.

TABLE 6,. EFFECTIVE RADIATIVE LIFETIMES T(X) (msec)

X () Method I Method 2

2.00 1.1 0.94
1.43 1.1 0.75
1.00 0.49 0.3A
0.77 0.25 0.21
0.63 0.11 0.13
0.50 0.084 0.08.1

4.3.5 Continuum and Vibrational Band Intensities

Predicted total continuum and IR vibrational band emission intensities 

(integrated over all wavelengths) were obtained from the steady stale.

model, and are given in Table 7 for the tile surface spectrum. It has beon

assumed that the 3500 K nascent distribution is valid for all NO2  "ITi e.

and thus describes vibrationally excited NO2 as well as NO2 Since this

assumption has not been proved, the IR band intensities should be takn

with a grain of salt. However. if those results are qualitatively correct,

the V3 band intensity should be of the sa',, order ns the total intensity of

the visible portion of the surface glow.

The volume- and wavelength integrated continuum intensity may be

derived from Figure 3. which yields about 0.15 photon, molecule. This i,;

close to the fractional NO2 population at 3500 K having vibrational ,n,ere:v

of at leas' 11.000 cm - 1 , the approximate lower limit of excitat ion r'quird

for continuum emission. The voliime integrated vitbrational band intonsit i.,

are difficult to calculate ac(uratoly, as they require a Rood mril,, for

radiative cascade of NO2 (v) undpr nearly col lision free unt i(,di ,
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TABLE 7. ABSOLUTE INTENSITIES (Photons/Molec per sec) OF
CONTINUUM AND IR BAND EMISSION

Total continuum 430.
•V3 120.
v 1  ' V3 14.

'a

l{ow-ver. as discussed in Subsection 4.2. the strong v3 mode may 1) "itei rd

reasonably well assuming stepladder radliative cascade with a radiative loss

rate of 110 sec - I. Combining this radiat ive rate with the tile surface

intensity given in Table 7 yields 0.13 v photon/molecule.

4.3.6 Discussion

The Shuttle glow spectrum was previously analyzed in terms of NO2

recombin:ation by Swenson et al. (25) and Kofsky and Barrett. (21) Swenson et

a . assumed an N0 2  lifetime of 70 jiser, leading to a translational

temfperatx1re of -10,000 Y from the known spatial extent of the f, ow in the

visible region. The current calculation favors a longer lifetime; if w,

take the average lifetime in the visible region to be represented by X-6000 "
A0 then from Table 6 T-120 psec. This lunj!er lifetime yields a desorption

velocity of about 1.7 km,,'sec, corresponding to a translational temperature

nIot very different from the vibrational temperature of 3500 K.
,%

The current calculation predicts about one V3 photon per continuum %

photon, a factor of 3 smaller than predicted by Kofsky and Bairet t

1h)w,,v!,r , these predi ct i tris are rat he r rncerta in and, f 'urthIer'more,

additional IR radiation in the vicinity of the Shuttle may be generated if

trnexc it'd N0 2 , whi'lh would m;ike up the bulk of the NO2 formed, is capable

of collisional pumping by incoming 0 atom flux.

It is hoped that the current predi(.t ions of the emission lifetime.

ne;ir Ik spectrum. and IR hal spectrum will be helpful in determining

whlthrr NO2 is indeed the true source of the Shuttle glow. '1I
1-32
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5. CONCLUSIONS

As described in greater detail In Section 2, the main results of the

analytical program were the calculation of accurate Einstein coefficients

for emission from vibrationally excited ozone, and the development of a

quantitative model for NO2  infrared chemiluminescence in the upper

atmosphere. These results should have sufficient accuracy for current

atmospheric modeling needs. We do not believe that significant

improvements are possible using theoretical techniques alone, and would

Instead recommend exparimental studies If better accuracy or increased

confidence is required in the future. In addition, byproducts of this

program, which include improved techniques and computer codes for

vibrational states of small molecules, an NO 2 continuum model, and a model

for the Shuttle ram glow, will he applicable to other upper atmospheric

radiation problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nitric oxide in the tipper atmosphere both during quiescent and

disturbed conditions form a Tajor source of infrared radiation in thv 2.7

to 3.3 Mm and the 5.3 to 6 pm bands. (i1' 2 ) When electrons interact with th,,

natural atmosphere, ionization forms odd nitrogen in the form of N(2p).

N(2D) and N(4S) which in turn react with atmospheric oxygen to produce NO

in vibrationally excited states. The emission of these chemiluminescent NO

molecules provide a major source of infrared emission in the disturbed

atmosphere Once produced, the NO can either react with other species, or

he pumped up into high vibrational levels by atomic 0 to provide more

radiation. The amount of NO formed during the production reactions is of

vital importance In the morphology of subsequent chemistry as even a small

mixing ratio of NO would greatly change the ion composition during a

nuclear disturbance. Since the chemiluminescent reaction could be a small

fraction of the total formation of NO, the measurement of production NO in

the vibrational ground state was attempted. This production rate is in

turn found to be highly dependent on the Imbalance of N(2n) to N(4q) formed

in the interaction of electrons and N2 .

The total NO formed due to continuous dosing of the atmosphere reaches

a steady state concentration at which point the formation of NO just

balances the removal. Since ato-ic nitrogen is both the main formation and

the main removal channel for NO. the equilibrium NO concentration measures

the ratio of the reaction rates times the relative production rate of

doublet nitrogen to quartet nitrogen.

Measurements were carried out in the small LABCEDE facility to

determine the amount of ground state NO formed by electron beam bombardment

of N2 and 02. Since the total production of NO in the v = I though 13
"'

1. W. P. Reidy, T. C. Degges, A. G. Hurd, A. T. Stair, Jr., and J. C.
Ulwick, "Auroral Nitric Oxide Concentration and Infrared Emission."
J. Geophys. Res.. 87, 3591 (1982).

2. G. E. Caledonia and J. P Kennealy, "NO Infrared Radiation in the
Upper Atmosphere." Planet. Space Scd., 30, 1043 (1982).
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i ibrat iona I levels has been determined through emission.13 6) the

colrl'espondling! fractional production of NO in the gr-ound vibrational state

wnitiI (complete the picture of the interaction of electrons with the-

atmosphere. The amount of NO formed in the tank is measured in absorption

I,%, monitoring the the absorption of a single rotation line in the v - 0

levIvl. This signal is proportional to all of the NO formed in the v 0

level plus all of the NO cascading to this level. The steady state

concentration of NO within the tank is a measure of the NO which can

contribute to interpret.ation of the data during both transient absorption

and emiss ion measurements. Since the beam produced NO may participate in

both the kinetics and the subsequent emission, its absolute concentration

within the, chamber must be determined. The transient build up of NO during

the' electron beam pulse is also of importance in determining the total

bioinchin g ratio for NO formation mechanisms.

The following sections will describe the measurements carried out in

LA(EI)E. The experimental technique is described in S.ction 2. Section 3

describes the measurements made. Section 4 presents a model of the

observations, and Section 5 presents a comparison of the model to the

experimental results. Section G presents Lhe summary and conclusions.

H H. 1. Green. G. F. Caledonia, and R. E. Murphy, "A Determinat ion of
the Nitric Oxide Einstein Coefficient Ratios. J. Quant. Spectrosc.

Rad il.. Transfer. 26, 215 (1l81).
I H. 1. Green. G. E. Caledonia. L. G. Pipllr. J. S. Goela, A. Fairbairn.

ind t:. F. .Murphy, "LACEDE Studies," Air Force Geophysics Laboratory

Rpt. No AFGL-TR 82-n0130 (September 19M1). ADA114389

H. V. Green G. E. Caledonia, R. F. Mturphy, and F X. Rohert. "The

Vi'hrat ion-il Relaxation of NO(v-I 7) by 02. J. Chem. Phys.. 76. 2.4111

1 I1) Green, I. G. Piper, G. E. Caledonia. P. F. Lewis. If. .Murphy.

-ind IW. 1. Marin l l1i . ' Fluorescence from Electron Irradiated Gases in
Refturbished labrede," Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Rpt. No.

At;I, TV 81 0218 (September 1985). ADA161674
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2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Measurements of NO absorption were made using a Spectra Physics PhSSe

diode laser in the small LABCEDE facility at the Air Force Geophysics

Laboratory. These measurements were done in two phases; steady state

measurements averaging over a pulsed electron beam excitation. and

transient measurements attempting to see the build up of NO with time

during a single electron beam pulse. While these measurements used

essentially the same apparatus, different techniques were used to extract

the information. Limits are placed on the total sensitivity of each

measurement.

2.1 Steady State Measurements

The experimental arrangement for measuring the total steady state

build-up of NO in the test chamber due to continuous operation of the

electron beam is shown in Figure 1. The light from a lead salt tunable

diode laser is directed through a monochromator to select a single laser

frequency mode and then directed through the LABCFDE test chamber. The %

laser light is reflected off of a spherical mirror with 30 cm. radius of %

curvature in back of the chamber, directed back through the test chahor

and brought to focus on a llgCdTe detector. A ZnSe flat is placed in the

path between the monochromator and steering optics in order to introduce a

visible laser beam for alignment. This flat allows approximately 60% of

the light to reach the LARCEDE chamber, while redirecting 40% of the light

into a reference cell filled with pure NO. This cell is used to identify

the laser absorption feature to be measured in the test chamber. The

artual line being studied was identified by comparing the monochromator

pos,t ion to positions of NO lines measured by Amiot et al. ( 7 ) 'The tic('dIr,

dptector could he moved to behind this reference cell to p)r ovd de ,

7. C. Amiot. R. Bacis, and G. Guelachvili, "Infrared Study of the X2 11v - .0

0. 1. 2 Levels of 14N1 60. Preliminary Results on the v - 0, 1 Levels
of 14N1 70, 14N1 80, and 5N 1f;0," Can. J. Phys., 56, 251 (197R).
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F igure ~. Schematic Desigyn of LARCEDr Tunable Diode Laser

Absorpt ion Arrangement.

'rvasiii'e'nfvnts of Doppler and col] isional Iine width-; of the NO Iline of

interest under known steady state conditions. Provision was made to swing

the Zn11o beam splitter out of the field of' view to recover the 40% light

lost dutring Hi> ,Ne laser a]ignment.

The double pass of the laser light formed a 40 cm absorption path within%

the test chamber. In order to Vain sensitivity for detecting very weak

transient sigrnals within the chamber, a 40 pass White cell design was

introiducied into the chambher for soipe of the measurementq. The added path

al lowed for the additional sensitivity necessary to meastire the v -~ 1 to v

2 t rans it ins- of No in order to tie, t he absorpt ion measurements to

#,.zon measuremrent s made previously in I h; same fari 1 it y I sit irbancves

to the flow within the svstemp, as we]ll as et alons forr'ed by the overlap of

I Mage!d laser I ight within thfe the White cellI howcever. limited the

H of this approach.
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The output of this detector is amplified and fed into a lo k in %

amplifier which is phase locked to the frequency scan rate of the laser.

The signal from the detector is also fed into a storage oscilloscope. This

allowed for sampling of the beam Intensity during each run. Absorption

measurements are made within the chamber by current tuning the diode laser

through the absorption feature.

By modulating the laser at half the detection lock-in frequency. the

curvature, or second derivative, of the absorption feature was detrmined.

This second derivative signal is particularly sensitive to sharp -wctral

features, and forms a good rejection for wavelength depe-ndent intensity

variations as introduced by the monochromator slit functon. Sinc the,

second derivative signal is directly proportional to the direct absorption

signal when the ,bsorption Is small, the steady state NO concentration can

be related to its absorption coefficient and determined bV obserk-ng a

single vibration-rotation line. The assumption being that the stat, s in

rotational thermal equilibrium.

A gain factor is introduced because the lock-in amplifier (ln'vs not

actually take the second derivative, but instead compares the laser

intensity at the detector at two relatively close frequency locations. The-

second harmonic signal from the lock-in is thus also a function of the

modulation depth, a function of how much the signal changes between the in

phase and out of phase components. Because the rate of change in intensity

is large, it is impractical to measure the exact frequency change that the

laser tunes through to determine the modulation depth. This problem is

gotten around by introducing a known, calibrated, concentration of NO in a

b-ckground of N2 , to provide the proper collisional broadened line shape,

into the absorption path and comparing the measured concentrations to this

standard.

The absorption signal is also a function of the total lig~ht intensity

wh,,n there is no absorption. Since the second derivative was used for the

primary measurement, the determined concentration was not a function of thv

change in intensitV, bit only to the intensity itself. This ahsorpt on

free ]aser intensity was gotten by measuring on the two sides of the

absorption feature and interpolat in, to the line center. The intensity was

measured simultaneously to the second derivative when there was lfss than

11-5
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I% absorpt ion by chopp ingi the laser s ignal and f eed ing the resultant

-hoppe sjinalI i nto a second Ilock inr amrpIi fIet-r. Th is sig nal, phase l ocked

to thet chopper fre-quenrcy, provided an instantaneous monitor of the l ase Pr

inte-nsitN'. Since the laser inten,,ity appeared to change only a few percent

over a period of minutes, this chopper was often turned off in the on

position during absorption measurements within the tank, in order to

increase the duty cycle of the measurements.

2.2 Transi4ent Measurements

The experiment al arrangement for mreasuini the trans ient hil d- uip of NoiIl

in the vicinity of the ionizat ion region in LARCEDE was essentially 'te

-s;mv' -as shown in Figure I except at I three lock-in ampliifi ers are used

si u t aleus v.The light passing throuphterfrnecl1i irte

into a sf-cond HgCdTe detector whose signal is fed into a lock-in amplifier.

For mraking transient measurements, this signal is usedA to wavelength lock

then !aser so that it scans only across the absorption feature. This is

acrmnl ished through a current feedback !(on, based on taking the phase

sp:i-it ive output. from the lock- in amplifier and reintroducrinf' it into the

* laser, thus modimiat inff the lase- into time pea;,k of the absorption feature .

Since the phase seis itiye (letector co-mnares the ,i!nuil at zero phase

* w'Ii that at 1800. the voltage output from this detector is proportional to

"i,'irait A of the atbsorption cross sectmum at. a wave lengthi shorter than

he centeor of thme absorpt ion feature to the absorption cross sect ion at a

-iotr'i Ioriger than the center fieqenmy, jivin,- a fi rst derivat ive

s Ignal. This resulting waveform goes to zero when the cross-sections on

I In twmm sides of the raximum absorption aro -xactly equal , cot respofl(ing to

tIme 7pro ;irm t ther l ine ceinter. This phase sensitive output voltage is

usedvr as an error vol tage and added to time cmirrent drive of the laser, such

t tha t tha t the laser t. ines to a waveleIm g t h to exact ly balIancc t he

rcnoss sect imns at ei t her end of of t he almsur r-bi g I Ine . The re-su I t i ng errorP

volItage woulId thern he identically zero, prevent ing futither timingy thef J

uIsor Fly modu I at i og the laser at a f reqmmenrcy wlm I ch i s much h igher t hamn

* most no ise components t he l aser 19 made to sit at thle ahsorpt i on mnx rruir.

*ii pruct r-, t he inodu Ia t i on f requency was i t ed to 2 kliz dime, to the-
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hysteresis in the diode frequency response. This ts sufficient to

compensate for all drifts in laser frequency on a 100 ms time scale or

longer. The laser would remain phase locked to the NO absorption for

periods of hours.

The laser light passing through the test chamber was modulated by

changes in the absorption signal. This change is due to two effects;

frequency -odulation across the absorption feature and change in the total A

NO concentration within the tank. Thus, bV modulating the electron beam.

changes in absorption which are in phase with the electron beam would be

due only to the transient increase in NO. The steady state concentration

of NO in this chamber was measured by locking the absorption signal onto

the laser modulation frequency. The fractional change in signal across the

absorption line is then compared to the total throughput intensity of the

electron beam. This absorption was then compared to the absorption signal

seen when a reference amount of NO introduced into the test chamber. fly

locking into the phase of the pulsed electron beam, multiple transient

measurements of NO production can be summed. if the laser modulation is

also locked to the electron beam pulse, the transient NO concentration

would be measured by comparing successive electron beam pulses on a

transient recorder, thus increasing the signal to noise ratio.

There are several sources of noise which limit the signal to noise of

this experimental arrangement, hence the ultimate sensitivity of measuring

the instantaneous production of NO in the ground state. These arec

discussed below.

2.3 Absorption Signal Detection

The measurement of the absorption by a single vibration-rotation line

of NO within the LABCEDE facility could be easily converted into a 4.

concentration of NO (v - 0) within the test chamber. The direct absorption

signal is given by the Bouguer-Lambert law

Tv -expf adx "'
0
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where I and 10 are the transmitted and incident intensities, respectively,

and a is the absorption per unit path at frequency v. x Is the distance

along the absorption path and L is the total path length. The absorption

i is equal to the absorption cross-section a, times a number density of

absorbers N;

%(x) = [NI(x) - Nu(Xf)orv  (2)

where N1 and Nu are the number densities of the absorbers in the the

absorbing levol and in the level that they move into, respectively. These

densities are functions of distance alonv the absorption path x. The

absorption cross section a. for a vibration rotation line can be related to

Its integrated line strength and its line width.

The Doppler broadened absorption cross section is related to the

integrated line strength by the expressions

0* aoVXP( &2 n2

b 2

and

= n2/ (4)

where o) is the cross section at line cooter, S is the integrated line

strength in cm, anti b D is the Doppler half width equal to

bll = 42Jn2kT/mc 2 .ul = 3.58 x 10-7/Mou 1 (cm - ) (5)

where T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, OuI Is the frequency of the

transition, and M is the molecular weight of NO, equal to 30. For the

P2 2 (8.5) line the line strength at low pressure is calculated to be .9 x

i0 - 1 7 cm2 for each of' the two lines in the A spl it doublet. (8) The

8, 1'. K. Falconv, R. K. Hanson, and C. H. Kruger, "Tunable Diode Laser
Measurements of the Rand Strength and ollision Halfwidths of Nitric
()xide," J. Quant. Spertrosc. Radiat. Transfer, 29, 205 (1983).
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observed line intensity is gi ven by c' a' 1 (V) + 0'2 (V. Since these two

lines are separated by only 30 MHz, the full Doppler broadened lines lie on

top of each other, and would appear as a single line with the absorption

cross section of 1.8 x 10-17 cm - . At a total pressure of 1 torr, a 1%

change In Intensity at line center is equiv.lent to a partial pressure of

0.43 mtorr NO over the 40 cm absorption pathlength at 298 K.

The signal due to NO absorption is dependent on total pressure in tte

tank. as the line width changes from the Doppler limit to collisional limit

in going from I torr to 50 torr total pressure. At 50 torr the ahorption

at line center is thus o° = S/lb ,. where bc is the collisional half width.

The collisionally broadened absorption cross section is given by

bc = (6)ir(6a 2  4 h)ec2)

where A( is the distance from line center, The colliqional half width was

experimentallV measured by fitt ing the line shape in the refrence ce!l at

the appropriate pressure. Thus, at a cell pressure of 50 torr, this line

width was measured to be 2 bc = 0.0072 cm-1 ., corresponding to a collisional

line width of 2bc  0.109 cm - atm - . Combining Equations (4) and (6), the

line center cross-section at 50 t.orr is

0= 0x h(7 )
c bc(ffln 2 )

This cross section is thus a factor of 4.5 lower at 50 tnrr than at one

torr. Recausp the line width is larger at 50 torr, there is also an

accompanying apparent line shift. due to the fact that the absorpt ion

feature is actually a doublet. While the center position of each line in

the doublet Is constant, the adding of their absorption half-widths in the

spectral region between the lines introduces some asymmetry to each line

shape. This effect is particularly important in the 2r1/2 2n1 12

transitions where the A splitting is on the order of 300 MHz, or 0.01 cm 1 .

comparable to twice the collisional line-width. (9 ) Here. the contributions

9. A. S. Pine and K. W. NIII "Molecular-Beam TunableI -Di oe Laser Sb -
Doppler Spectroscopy of A-Doubling in Nitric Oxide," J. Mol Sp c . %

74, 43 (1979).
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of bot.h lines to the overall height in the region between the low lines

create an additional added pedestal. Thus, the lines appear to shift

towards each other.

The absorption, equal to the change in intensity in Equation (1). must

he measured as a time varying signal due to the nature of the

pho t oconduc t or detector. This AC signal can be measured by either

modulating the laser on and off the absorpt ion feature or by modulating the

absorption feature into and out of the path. The ratio of I/In can be

rewritten as;

10 - A T 1/ 1-,! - 1 AIM/Io  (8)
10

and for small absorption signals

AT af[NI(x) - N1 (x)ldx. (9)

0

Thus, by either changing v, or changing N, Al becomes a varying signal.

The phase locked signal used in obtaining steady state NO

concentrations were taken by modulating the laser frequency at 1/2 the

reference frequency. Since a lock-in amplifier multiplies the incoming

signal by either -I or - 1 depending on the reference phase, the resulting

output compares the light absorption at nominally three frequencies. Th"

output of this compariqnn is then low pass filtered. The second harmonic

signal can be approximated by

1detected <'(W) -l(u+A/2) - l(w.tJ 1(u.Ai2)> (10)

where A i s th t charge in w over the total excursion of the saw otlh )sI,r"

current rodiulation. rhe, intensity I(L) , 6/2) assumes a linear !aser I
r'ev(T w'ncV tuninfi with current Effects of non linear frequency tuningy w! th

current modulation introducv- a frquency ,:as to I detected.

11 10
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The signal detected in Equation (10) is seen to be a measure of the

second derivative of the direct absorption signal times a constant. This

measurement is directly proportional to the intensity at the three

frequencies of interest and is in turn insensitive to small changes in

intensity with time. This signal is also directly proportional to the

number of absorbers in the path and provides a maximum signal at line

center. Combining Equation (10) with Equation (6) we see that the total

detected signal is also a function of the modulation depth A. These

effects are discussed more in the signal to noise analysis.

From the above discussion it is seen that the detected signal is

directly proportional to the difference in number densities between the

lower and tipper states of the absorbinfg transition. Because the sinal is

also a function of the modulation depth A. which must be determined with

respect to the width of the collisionally broadened line, the final

calibration was obtained by introducing a known column density of NO into

the LARCEDE chaber. Thus, by introducing 1 torr of 0.11%] NO in N2 .

together with 49 tort of pure N2 , a signal equivalent to 1% absorption was

observed. The second derivative signal was then maximized and compared to

that measured in the chamber during electron beam operation.

[I-1
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3. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were made in the LABCFDF facility using the technique

described in the previous section. The operating conditions consisted of

flowing N2 with trace quantities of either 02 for NO formatlon, or NO for

calibration through the chamber. The total pressure within the chamber was

maintained at a nominal 5n torr for the majority of the measurements. One

set of measurements was also taken which systematically varied the total

pressure. The flow rate of fresh gas was adjusted to provide 3.81 stand.

],'min. to match the conditions used by Green et al.(3--6) The 02 pressure

was varied from 0.1 to 10 torr, while decreasing the N2 pressure to

maintain the overall pressure and flow. The gases were introduced Into the

chamber at a point opposite the electron gun aperture and pumped out

through both the beam aperture and though a valved port at the bottom of

the (:hamber.

The electron beam was provided by a Pierce gun which produced a

collimated hea' of electrons at nominally 35 kV and I mA. Measurements were

taken with a beam current ranging from 0.3 mA to 2.2 mA and a beam voltage

varyin g from 25 to 40 Kv. This beam was pu]sed on typically 1.5 ms and off

for 23.5 ms. Roth the repetition rate and the duty cycle of the electron

ham were varied through the experimental set. The steady state

mea-surepent of NO was measured by slowly tuning through one rotational line

in the v - 0 vibrational manifold while modulating the laser frequency to

measure, its second derivative. Once the peak of the derivative signal was

established. the laser was allowed to sit on this peak while transient

measurements were taken.

3.1 Observed Steady State Signals

Thi, ahsorpt ion signal by NO in steady state was taken uRinp the second

derivative, or 2f procedure outlined In the previous section. A typical

signal during a frequency scan is shown in Figure 2. This trace, of the

11-12



TYPICAL SECOND DERIVATIVE SIGNAL

>-.I L

-I "

CZZ

9 H-

-3 -2 -l 0 1 2 3 4 5

LASER FREOUENCY .024cm- 1/morker

Figure 2. Typical Chart Recording of Second Derivative
Spectra Due to NO. This Trace is of the NO (v =
0) P,,(16.5) Doublet Taken at 1.5 torr 02 in 49
torr N 2 . Secondary Peaks are Due to an Ftalon

Having 0.0167 cm- 1 Spacing.

P11 (16.5) doublet of the NO v = 0 shows a very slight negative curvature in

the background. a slight overmodulation in the b and a very distinct. etalon

structure due to the White cell optics used in the particular measurement.

Typical steady state measurements of NO within the chamber for

different 02 pressures is shown in Figure 3. Here, one peak of the

P1 1 (16.5) NO v = 0 doublet was used in determining the absorption. Other

operating conditions in this figure are 35 kV at 1.5 mA and 2.2 mA electron

beam at a 1/20 duty cycle, 1.25 ms beam on, 23.5 ns beam off. The NO

within the chamber is seen to Increase with 02 pressure, reaching an

asymptotic limit of 5.16 x i013 cm- 3 mean density averaged over the 15 cm

path in the chamber, or 3.5 x 1014 cm- 2 nA- 1 .

11-13
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Figure 3. Variation of NO Produced with 02 Pressure; Normalized to 1
Ream Current. The Squares Represent Data Set Taken with

1 5 mA Nominal Ream Current, Diamonds Represent 2 mA
Nominal Current.

The dependence of NO on the 02 concentration appeared to be linear
between I and 2 torr, and increase slower with 02 pressure above 2 torr.

Measurement- of NO when there was 1/2 torr of 02 in the mixture was a

fartor of 3 to 4 less than for I tort of 0 2 . The reqltin, dependence of

No formation on 0 2 thus formed an "S" shaped curve.

An entire matrix of runs, varyin, beam voltage, current, and duty

cycle wore made. The NO formed within the chamber appeared to be linear in

,0rt ron crrrnt . Figure 4 shows the variation of the NO column density

.ord w'ithin the chamber as a function of electron beam current. The NO ,

build ip within the tank is seen to wrv linearly with beam current.

Figure 3 was thtis also normalized to I mA.

The duty cycle was varied by both changing the pulse period and the

total ePot ilion rate of the beam. Figure 5 shows the same NO) build up as

show in Fig5ure 3, e cept with the conditions of 2.7 ms beam on, fol owed by

11-14 .w



NO SCALING WITH CURRENT
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Figure 4. Sraling of NO Column Density with Ream Current.
Other Conditions: 5 torr 02, 2 ms Beam on Vs. 22
ms Beam Off.

7.3 mS heam off, and 0.75 mA beam current. The path length in Fifyuro 5 was

i also changed to 20 cm from the 15 cm used in Figures 3 and 4. The No was

,onitored by observing the 1122 (8.5) line of the v 0 level of NO. For

these beam conditions, about 2 x 1015 cm- 2 of NO was formed per torr 02.

and a limiting value of 7 x 10 cm-2 NO was observrd for the limiting rase

of 5 tort 02 (0.10 mole fraction). The NO concentration was also seen to

be a linear function of repetition rate. This relationship is illustrated

In Figure 6.
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=ifure 5. Variation f NO B l d p with 0 2  Pressre JsJnf,

.75 mA Beam Ci.ent. Total Pressure in Chamber

wa.s Kept at 50 tnrr, N2  ComprsiJng of the

Rmaining Pressure. The Squares and Damnds

Rprsent Two Separate Experiment Sets.

The flow tim e, in the chamber for beam created NO t o mnoe out. f h e

li,'Id of vi,,w was measured by waiting for steady .tate to be' established

l ivii urn n g, f f the e l e~c tron b e:am . Th is beam shut off was arr mpan i d hv

N O() d i.a n p a r in g; f r o m th e f i ed o)f v ie w . T h e re a c t i n tim v,. fo r Ih t h M )(

z4

i ~pro(hWrtion by N(2D) plus 02 aInd NO removal hv ,N( S) hav\e time scales on thv

)nr dler of 0. 1 ms . Thus , the disapPearan cou and r apnearanc f, of' NO was
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EFFECT OF BEAM DUTY CYCLE

00
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Figure 6. The Effect of Electron Beam Duty Cycle on the NO
Produced. The Electron Beam Pulse Time was Kept
Constant at 2.7 ms and the Beam Repetition Rate
Varied. The Maximum Duty Cycle was thus 1/3.

controlled by diffusion and flow of the beam cr-atfd NO into on nut of th,-

field of vipw. The approach to steady state ponulat in. ithe," aftr

tiurninv, on or off the electron beam, is characterized by a time t( '1,)

5.4 t .8 seconds under these conditions. This is shown in Fig~ure 7.
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TIME FOR NO TO REACH STEADY STATE
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Firtre 7. NO Absorption Signal when Eilectron Beam is Turned
On and Off. The Mean TLe to Reach Steady State

is 5.4 ±+ 0.8 Seconds When no White Cell! Flow
Obstructions are in Place,. Much Longfer Timres for

NO Disappearance was Observed with White Cell in

Place.

3.2 NO Remioval by Beam Created Species

A .ennd set of experiments were carried out where there wa.s only N 2

andl NO within the test chamber. Itere, in the absence of 0. when the

i,'lctron heam was turned on, the: NO disappears. These measurements, where

oif' atm~r N produced destroys one N(O molecule. rJvf a measure f the, toal%

N f'ormvfi h,; the dirr(-t electron beam. By titraling the NO to zero

porujit ,n. w,, can measure the net N atom production in tht! 1,ABCEDE tatik.

7fh,' ;vm,*unt of NO destroyed was a fiinct ion of the the vk-ctron hbam

,u ,,tt and the to~tal NO within th,, c:hi h,,r. This is shown in 1-i,,,l-P 8

In t i vse, .ia s i r e ,r e, n t s. t he at om ic n! tr o en f ormed w it h in t he 5v,; n

it':-;idl~atedt reg~ion destroys the NO intr( dur,,d with the N 2  into the (:hamhvr

}ncv thv NOl within the" bca- core is dest -oved. thv addit ional N ,diffum,

I1 I. r ,



NO REMOVAL BY BERM SPECIES
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ELECTRON BERM CURRENT (ma)

viFure R. Variation of N9 Concentration with Beam Ciur-eit.

Normalized to 100 When Ream is Off. Electron
Ream Voltage was 35 kV, Ream on 'im1, 1.6 ms. Spam
Off 23.5 ms.

towards the walls of the chamtwr until NO is encountered. Since n 02

introduced into the chamber, NI21)) is quenched to N(4S) by NZ. The NO
titrated from the hamer In ths manner is thus equal to all of the N

formed by the beam plus all of the NO destroyed by reactions such as NO

N2 -+ NO* N2. Once again, th, initial chemistry is much faster than the

diffusion time. As the NO is destroyed, however, the N('IS) huilds up
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indicative of recirculation within the chamber caused by the White cell 

optics. The disappearance of the NO when the beam is turned on is a

measure of the removal of NO upstream of the field of view by reaction.

This time scale should be approximately equal to the measure of the

reaction time for N to remove NO.

3.3 Transient Measurements

Transient measurements were attempted using the experimental technique

described in the previous section. The maximum sensitivity to changes in

NO column density on a millisecond time scale was 3 x 1013 cm - 2 of NO in v

= 0. for 1000 seconds of averaging. This corresponds to a mean

concentration of 3 x 1012 em- 3 spread over the 20 cm path, establishing a

minimum measurable density of 5 x 101 2 cm- 3 spread over the 5.5 cm diameter

c!oud. Transient signals within the field of view were not detectable at

these levels, thus putt ing an upper bound on the change in NO v 0 per

electron beam pulse.

3.4 Signal to Noise

Noise Prooortional to the Absorption Signal
p.

The noise that is proportional to the absorption signal constitutes a

fundamental limitation on the ability to detect time dependent

concentration changes in the presence of a steady state NO population. The A

magnitude of this noise is determined by frequency instability in the

laser. Even though the linewidth of the laser is on the order (of 10 4

-1

cm . jit.er in the absolute frequency of the laser due to both thermal and

current variations limit the line width to 10 - 3 cm- I  This wider jitter

line width was found to be not random, but to carry both 120 Hz and 3 1lz

components, corresponding to the line and cooling compressor frequencies.

respectively.

The inherent laser frequency jitter, AVj, is responsible for most of

the experi,,ental limitations. The magnitude of this frequency jitter can

he measured directly by introducing a known quantity of NO into the !.AB(:F!hF

chamber and measuring the signal fluctuation. The intensity fluctitat ions
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due to frequency jitter when the las er 's tuned to the center of the

absorption line can be estimated as follows:

ii 10 !r 0- 
1  ]-e - ° N ) ( )

where

6 - b 2 (12)

and where 61 represents the fre(luencv jitter in cm (O is the

cross-section at line center, bC is the collisional half-width at the

chamber pressure where the measurements are taken, and NI is the column

density of the NO. At 50 torr N2 , the cullisional half-width is 0.0036

cm 1 Thus, a 0.001 cm- 1 jitter width would appear as a change in

absorpt ion of 5.6, or, when the steady state NO concentration is 1015 cm-2

lhe minimum detectable change in NO would he on the order of 6 x 1013 cm- 2 .

This chaning silnal can be enhanced so-r what by using phase locking.

techniques to reject changes not in phase with the electron beam.

M*utipes of the 120 fiz frequenry which are nearly coincident with odd

multiples of the electron beam repe it i wn rale, however, are nearly

impossible to reject.

The laser is somewhat stabilized by using a feedback circuit to lock

the laser frequency to the peak of a Doppler broadened NO reference cell.

Py substituting, bD in Equation (3), for hc in Equation (2), a smaller

change in M.c would result in comparahle (,hanges in a or l. Tius, hV

locking the laser into a Doppler broadened NO cell, a 20 dI5 error v'ntage

could narrow the jitter frequency to 2 x 10 - 4 cm ' The requirement is

that the feedback voltage must have a frequency response which is much

higher than jitter frequenry. Frequency locking using the present lock-in

ampl i fiers thus easily rejected the 3 lz temperature modulatIon on thv,

laser, however, did not appear to effect the 120 Hz frequency ripple

Noise Protoortional to Laser Power

There is noise in the output signal ,ori the signal channel which ',

.voporl ional to 1he lasr'- rltens t hut *tdeperidernt of absorption. This

1I -22
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noise has frequency components which contain both 120 Hiz. with an amplitude

to approximately 2% of 10, and 3 lHz. with an amplitude of approximately

0.5% of 10'

These frequency components were seen within the second derivat ire

sean. In addition to these noise signals, there was also a bias from zero

in the second derivativ scan. which indicated a cuirvature, or non ].inar

thange of intenzity with frequel( ' v

One possible explanation for tihe laser related nois is the freqon ry

in' -tabilit.y of the laser. All fluctuations of laser power at 1 2 the,

r,,f(ren-e frequency or odd harmonics of that frequency result in a :;igii:l

which is equivalent to the absorption signal. One such fluctuation is due

to tli variation of the detect id laser power witlh wavelength. The Iisr

powe-r v;iries by 10% when the laser is tuned through .011 cm-1 . This effect

can be traced partly to the slit. width of the monochromator which is usod

to s .larate tht, different laser modes. In order to reject laser modes

which ae 0.5 cm- 1 from the mode of interest, the monochromator 0 i it

ol|( iol mll,;t 1w' ;F't suc(h thalt thotf is at last 5% chang- in signal o,\-r

r) i Icm 1 The other part o f he variation of laser intensity w!th

wavelength can be traced to the manner in which the wavelength is tuned.

The current to the laser dionde hoth heats the diode, tuning it to a hi .her

frequency, and provides the number of transitions fr the lasing. changing

its intensity. The laser inten ity thus inc reases when it is touned t,

short.nec wave lengths. fly sittinf, on the right si d1, of tile monech 'romat r "

sl it. some of th is effe I (al b , .ancrled . Si mi IiI y , by us i tg tIh, sc nd

,1fl iv;at ivi, signal , only the curv.it ure of I (w) is; m,:,irdol. Ilowevir. this

was not always -,si ble. as the lnciat ion of th metitohiolrat or slit dl,,io .

oln t h' spect ral location of the c(impet ing rmioes. The slopw of intensity v

current was different for different laser lines. Whi le the intens it v of

the laser in all modes goes tip wi th current, the actual intensity slope

depetndls on the fraction of current driving the particular mode being, used.

V i (h t iges dri n -Jg th c:orurse of a day.

Note that a curvature is mealn;,-ed by thi signlal giv,.n in Equat i no (1)I

when the monochromator is cent l,it on the laser frequency. The amount ol

curvature is infinite for a perfect triangular slit function. ThVTrefore.

the smaller the modulation d(epth, the large r the ;ippirent ,i , ,-;ili,
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becomps. When the A in Equation (10) is set to maximize the absorption !

!hne signal, the signal due to the monochromator produces a signal having

the magnitudes of equal to 0.5% absorption by the line.

Other Noise Sources

E[ectron c noise primarily due to the noise induced by the

preamplifiers also contributP to the int sity related noise. Since any

intensity coming from the laser is rultiplhed. the amplifier noise always

appears on top of the intensity which is being measured. For a laser power

of ro = 60 giw. amplifier noise int rodoces an intensity fluctuation

eunivalent to 1% To peak to peak The component at 2f leads to an AC

output noise, ASp = .5% S peak to peak, which is equivalent to an

absorpt ion due to .8 mtorr NO

Limits of Sensitivity

Currvntly the fluctuations in laser Intensity is a approximately four

times the electronic noise. After averaging the detection limits are as

follows:
OW

For time resolved detection with Ims time resolution, the

limiting noise Is the 120 hz light noise, which is of a
comparable frequency to the signal of Interest. After 1000

repet i. ions of the experiment the noise level is equivalent to I
the absorption signal resulting from a change of NO column

density. 3 x 1013 cm - 2 .

u-r steadv state detection of NO, the limiting no;-,# is fro .3 hz.

aser i ght f i uctuat i ons caused bv t he crycon oier pump vt: ,

Aft ,r 311 seconds of averafg i rig the no i o ,s equ va 1ent to a NO

column density ot 2 x 10 "3 cm 2 f9oth of these limits are below

the absorption srina! limit for observing transients in the, ,

pr'Sn r: of a backv reueuno c onceni ation of NO.

{ 'f
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4. MODEL OF NO PRODUCTION P

This sect ion presents a model of the chemistry and fluid me-hanics

which occur within the LABCEI)E chamber leading to NO absorpt ion This

model, topther with the data presented in the previous sect ions, sets

bound- on the total branching of atomic nitrogen formed in the initial

ionization.

Tn order to model the electron beam induced chemistry, an estimate must

be first made on the total amount of irradiation by the electron beam.

Since the absorption measurements are integrals through the electron beam

excited cloud. some averaging is natural ly present in the measureents.

Nonlinear chemistry, therefore, such as the effects of dissou'iat ive

recombination. could introduce errors in taking the averaged approach.
.2

4.1 Ionization by Electron Beam 'A

The ion pair production rate. as a function of distance away from the

electron gun aperture is given by the formula; (4 )

A-

d(i.p.) I (Q-IdE/dX)o (13)
dt 2eWv r/2 "

where I is the beam current, o is the gas density, e is the electron

charge. W is the energy required to create an ion pair, 34.6 V in

nitrogen. ( 0 ) r is the beam radius encompissinr half the beam current.

and o- 1dE/dX is the local energy deposition rate, a function of the

distance from the electron gn.
( Il

The electron beam emerging from the gun is spread due both to

collisions with the N. and from space charge effects. U'sing the spread

"

10. G. N. Whyte, Radiation Research. 18. 255 (1963).
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measured by Center,II) where the beam current was low enough to have io

space ch;irge effects, the beam radius an axial distance of 8 cm from the

gun aperture is given by the thick target limit formula;

0 - tan-1(r 1  2 L) ' 2.7 x 10-9 (NL) 1 '2 (1

V( 1- 10-3 V)

where N is the number density of Nitrogen. I. is the distance from the gun,

and2 V is the electron energy in kV. Thus. 12 2.35 cm for L 8

cm.. and 3.83 cm at 11 cm. respectively. Substituting rl,'2  into Eqation

(13) gives approximatrly 9.48 x 1015 i.p. cm -3 s I ma- 1 for the axial

distance of 8 cm. One half of all the j,-un energy is assumed to be

contained in a (ylindfhr of radius 2.35 cm. We assume that the remaining

ha If of the current is uniformly distributed over the remaining path

between the mirrors. Thus. the column ion (Iensity is 5.5 x 1016 i.p. cm 2

ma I

The I m. a. current in LABCEDE provides some space chart:e spread i n

which tends to broaden the beam somewhat near the gun. Its effect would be

to cause an effective L of somewhat larger than the physical distance L.

This effect is still small, however, compared to the spreading due to

electron scatter.

The distribution of electron deposition ouitside the beam core has been

measured by Cohn and Caledonia.(12) They scale their measurements to a

practical range given by the relation

R 7 2.60 V7  4 p cm. (15)

F. Cell te I , _'l itMut ip]

I . N. F. Centier, f'l ral and Mul -i pie '(cattrinr of Fast Electrons in

s . Phys. FIti (k, 1: 3 (1970)
12 N ()hin and G. F. Caledonia, "Spat i.l Ditiiltilt inn of the Flooresee li' t

Radiat ion Emission Caused hy an E14,(e t in Beam." .1. Appl. Phys. 11 .

1970)

1 1 2G
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Figure 10. Normalized Point Intensity Profile Versus r 1, for
Given ZiL From Colin and Calpf-onia. ( 1 2 ) '

where p i,, the dirnsity in Torr, and V' is the beam etieriyy in k%'. For a 15,

kV' beam, the practical range R is 26.2 cm. Thiis. L R - 0. 305. Fif'.111e JO

shown their measurements or relative energy dposition raIte at thi'; and

0 t-IIN' , i aI slat inns,.
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4.2 Effects of Diffusion and Flow

The steady state measurements of' NO are along the line of sight of the

laser beam traversing the LABCEMDE chamber. Diffusion of NO from the

formation volume consisting of the beam irradiated region defines the NO

concentration at the edges of the tank. The diffusion coefficients for NO

and N diffusing through 50 torr of N2 is 3.8 and 4.9 cm 2 s.

respectively. (13) Since the majority of the NO formation chemistry has

time scales on the order of milliseconds, most of the atomic nitrogen has

been removemd by reaction before it has a :harnce to diffuse or flow out of

the 2.35 cm radius cloud. Fven if not all of the atomic nitrogen formed in

this core region has reacted with 02 , thf, excess atoms would quickly find

NO molecules and react with before migrating to the walls. The only

important diffusion time scale 4s that for NO formeo in the central core by

reactions of N and 02 diffusin g from this central core during the

observation time. Hence, steady state measu|rements of NO are measures of

NO formed primarily in the central core and later spreading to other parts

of the chamber. As the NO is removed from the central core, it both moves r

downstream towards the electron gun aperture and across the Irradiated

-Pegion towards the pumping port. Some of the NO also diffuses across the

chamber, staying within the line of sipht of the absorption path. while the

rest diffuses, or is otherwise transported out of the absorption path.

The time taken for the NO to disappear from the absorption field of

view was measured by simply following the absorption signal with time alter

electron beam shut-off. Since the time rqulred for all of the relevant

'he'mistrv io take place happens in a few milliseconds, the NO absorption

sig.ral seen after thdt trime is due to NO formed upstream of the absorpt ion

r,,,on an( either flowing or diffusing Into the volume. Since fresh 1;as is

pumped into the chamber at i known rate, the volume of the interaction

region upstream of the absorption path is reasured. ror the majority of

he, ,.xit,'ents. the flow rate of fresh gas into the chamher was ndjius,'d

tn P1 staIf:it ,' mi n. Th rate, togeether with the chamber presqure and

13 'r. . Yarero ar, I. A Mason, "Gaseous Diffusion Coefficients, J

Phy rhem. Ref D;ta. 1. 1 (1972).
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the measure of the refill time provides a volume of approximately .1.92 x

103 cm 3 of beam excited gas upstream of the absorption region. Uqin, the

very crude assumption of plug, flow through the chamber, this volume flow

rate corresponds to a 3 cm s - 1 velocity.

The effect of diffusion on the spread of NO within the ta4nk can best be

assessed bv looking at the an initial distribution of NO which is

proportional to the electron dosing geometry and following the diffusion

independent of the flow. If we assume that the initial distribution of N)

after formation is in the form of a cylindrically symmetric cloud of radius

given in Equation (14), whose distribution is a Gaussian in which the beam

intensity drops to 1/2 of the centerline value at a distance rG fr or the

center. The effects of diffusion are approximated by the an expandin.

cylinder of NO by solving the axi-symmetric relation;

_______, I [NOJ -1 a[NOJ

r2  r r I) 6t

where the initial condition is

[NOJ(r,O) = [NOo(O)exp - (1n2 r2 / r6 ) 17)

w'uere NOWO( ) represents the (:enterl ine concentrat ion of NO at zero t ire

SI ,c, I)NO I is consirdered not to be destroyed after the first f ,w

milliseconds, the (enterline concentration decrease with time is a function

only of diffusion and motion. The time dependent absorption q iFna!

masires the path integral of the NO density:

a

T exp - 2a'[NOj(r.t)dr 
('8)

-a

where a is the absorption cross se ,ion, a and a ;ir, the -,idial dlst;i '

from the axis to the window and mirror, respect iveIy The effect ,!

diffusion on the integrated path is thus

- O)(lDt/r
2 ) -1/

2

', dt
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where the diffusion coefficient for NO into N2 is 3.8 cm2 s- 1 and the

initial radius of the cloud, r(; is 2.35 cm. In the absence of flow,

dif!usion would change the measured densitv at the central core by a factor

of 2 after 6 seconds, comparable to the flow time. This would correspond

to a central core becoming a factor of -V2 broader. The measured column

density would change from 5.5 x 1016 to 3.28 x 1016 cm- 2  or decrease by

40%.

!n order to take into account the effects of flow and diffusion a

simplified picture of bulk transport is used. The 1/e disappearance time
as measured in Fi~ure 7 was used to provide a unimolecular disappearance

rate for all beam created species. These rates are also equivalent to how

radiat lye decay is treated in the model. N2 and 02, introduced throuh

bottled Iras. were assumed to change univ due to react ion, as their

replenishment rate was assumed equal to the removal rate.

Since the chemistry was treated by assuming a "top hat" profile with a

core region defined by Equation (14). and remaining ionization equal Iy

spread over 1he iemainder of the chamber, it. is somewhat of an

undirerstimate of the total column density. [iffusion out of this "top hat'

was ass ured to he complete'Iy lost, also underestimating the total column

Howver, thee eff-(:t- are canceled by using the observed change in column

as the t ire sca e for Ioss of spec eS from the central core.

4.3 Cnemistry in the LABCEDE Chamber

irn-i' th " total ion,7;t1 'on ratl, has beeri est;iblished, the cliemistrv can

s, i;-fPI by modeliig! all of the, kinetic processeq which may contrihute to

ii' ',i non of NO. This chemistry was modeled by using a modified

vo-qion of the Sandia Laboratori's ('!VKIN code.(14) The reaction rates

i r t h s code are, a comp p at ion fror i m- sources. Those not referenced
are from the DNA Handbook. (

15) Thfe formation of NO was found hiphly

Ke . K e, J A. Miller and T Hf. Jefferson. ":HEMKIN: A
,,no''-al Purpose. Problem Independent . ' iransportable. Fortran Chemical

K int crs ('ode l' ki , SaniIa ,abor at orles Rpt . No. SAND80 8003
I 111(() )'

15 M. 1 9ortner ind T. Haurer, "React ion Rate Handbook Second Edition.'
I )etfose Nuclear Agency Rpt No, INA 19. 4lHll (Yarrth 1972).
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dependent on the branching ratin in the atomic nitrogen formation. NO is

primarily produced by the reaction of N( 2D) with 0 A(16)2'

N(2 D) * 02 -4 NO + 0 k - 6 x 10- 12  cm3 .- 1  (20)

and destroyed by reaction with ground state N(4S);
117 )

N(4S) + NO - N2 + 0 k = 3.4 x 10-!cm3'q-1 . (21)

The observ-d NO concentration-, are therefore strong functions of the.

relative populations of these two electronic states. Nitroren ato-s ar"

prodtced in three ways; through direct dissociation of N2 by the pri-'arv

electrons p-oduceid in the electron beam., through recombination reactions of

the primary ionic products with secondary electrons, and by charge transfer I
p.

reactions of the primary ionic products followed by recombination p

reactions. Nitrogen atoms are also subject to chemical reaction with other

species tn compete with Reactions R(20) and R(21) in the produrtion and

destruction of NO.

The mpasured concentration in LARCEDE is the actual population

differen'ce between the population of a single vibration--rotation leveI of

NO in the ground vibrational level compared to thte corresponding populat ionl

in the (v = 1) level of that transition. The production of NO gro,,nd state

population on the time scale of the electron beam pulse is dominated by the

formation of vihrationally excited NO in Reaction R(PO), and subseqUent v

vibrational relaxation of NO to v = 0 through collisions with 02 and N2. as i

wetl as radiative decay. The removal of NO on this time scale is dominated

by reaction with beam created N(4S) via Reaction R(21). These efferts were

were modeled based or. the restilts presented by Green et al. (5 ) for v

16 M. R. Torr. R. G. Burnside. P1. A. Hays, A. I. Steward, 1. G. Torr and

J. C. G. Walker. "Metastable 2D Atomic Nitrogen in the Mid i,atitude,

Nocturnal fonosphere." J. Geophys. Res.. 81. 4 (1476).

17 W. S. DeMore. J. .1. Marpitan. M. J. Molina, R T. Watson, 1). M.
Golden. R. F. Hampson, M. I. Kurylo, C. J. flnward and A. t,

Ravishankara, "Chemical Kinet cs and Photocherical Data for Use in
Stratospheric Modeling, NASA, Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Pasadihn;i.

CA, JPL Publication 85 37 (July 19115.)
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and varyN Ij the branching ratio into NO (v 0). Two cases were tried; one

of tile v 0 equal to the rate for the first three excited Jevek,. and a

secondl using a factor of three hhJi er than that for the first t hrf

vibrational levels. In order to follow the v = 0 vibrational level of NO,

the nascent distribution of NO was simulated by dividing Reaction 20 into

individual rates correspnnding to their partitioning into different

vlhrat onalI levels. Thus, in the first cast Reaction R(20) beco'rcs;

5%

N- NO(O) 0 k 6.0 x 10 -x0 3  (20a)

- NO(M 0 k - 6.00 x 10 - 13 (20b)

- NO(2 - 0 k 6.00 x 10 13 (20c)

4NO(3) 0 k 6.00 x 10-13 (20(j)

SNOMI- 0 k - 6.60 x 10-1 3  (20p)

- NO(5) 0 k 7.20 x 10 - 1 3 (20f)

- NO(6) + 0 k 6.60 x 10 - ] 3  (20R)

NO(7) - 0 k 5.40 x IO- 1 3  (20h)

, NO(S) - C k 4. 90 x 30 - 1 3  120j)

4 NO(9) 4 0 k 3.00 x 10- 13 (20j)

NO(10) + 0 k 1.80 x 10-13 (20k) I
- NO(li) 0 k - 1.20 x 10-13 (201)

The vihrationally hot NO can be quenched into the ground state by 02. Using

the same hranching technique:

NO) 02 - NO(O) 02 k 2.20 101 (22ax 10

N ( ) 0(2 - NO( ) 02 k 6.00 x 10 ,1(22h)

No) A 02 -. NO(2) 02 k I.ZO x 10 - 13 122(,'

Nt( 1 02 - NO(3) 0 02 k 3.00 x 10 - 1 3  122d)

NO( ) 0 )2 NO(4) 02 k 5 00 x 10 1 (22p

No(G) 0 02 -. NO(5) 5 02 k 6 00 x 10 13 f221 S.

NO(71 •02 . N0(t) 02 k 7 .0 x 10 1 22v, 5'

*NO ) ri -02 - N0(7} 02 k 00 x 10-,3 (22h)

tV ) 02 4 NO( ) (2 k ?.no x l 0 3 (22 -

No In) 02 NO(9,i) C2 k 7 00 x 10 - 3 (22:)

N() '' 0 2 NO) 10) 0 02 k 7 00 x !o (22k

[1 t2

T '2
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Similarly, the tipper levels can emit radiation, and thus cascade down the

vibrational ladder. The sum of radiative removal and bimolecular removal

by N 2 we represented by the effective unimolecular rates;

NO(I) -. NO(O) k 1.1 x 10-3  (23a)

NO(2) -. NO(l) k 2.0 x 10-3  (23h)

NO(3) NO(2) k 2.9 x 1O-3 (23c) .". -

NO(4 - NO(3) k 3.7 x 10 3 (23d)

NO(4 k - 4.3 x 10-3  (23v)

NO(6) NO(,) k 4.9 x 1 (23f)

NO(7 - NO(6) k = 5.4 x 10-3  (23g)

NO(8) NO(7) k = 5.8 x 10-3 (23h)

NO(9) NO8) k = 6.2 x 10-3  (23J)

NO(10) O M(9) k 6.6 x 1o- 3  (23j)
No(lit 4 NO(l0) k 7.0 x 10- (23k)

Cascading from the high v states by Av - 2 is comparable to that for

6v 1.() However, these were noglected, as the quenching by 02 for the

range of conditions used in the experiment always dominated the radiative

cascading. The time variation in the absorption signal disappears very

rapidly once the electrons were turned off. Thus, in steady state, with

duty cycles of less than 1/3. and repetition rates on the order of 100 s .

almost all of the No is in the ground state. The production of atomic

nitroger. in the electron beam oxciled region, then, controls the Mea-iured

steady state signals.

Production of Atomic Nitrog en

"rte ionization of N2 , 02 and NO within the chamber produce mnolrclnv'

;i, well as atomic ions. Their relative concentration, are modeled bv th,

frollowinrg branching ratios;

VP N2  -* N2  ES , UP .8 " 12 /1 (141 (24)

FP N2  4 2N EP 6N2/11  (15) (25)

EP N2  " 2 N' 4 FS +EP .IN 2 i/ (I4) (26)

EP N N IA) P .4N2,'IP (15) (27)
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EP NO - NO' + ES + EP .2 No/IP (14) (28)

E P N O - N (4 S ) + 0 + + E S + EP .5 / P ( 5 ) 29 )

FP * NO -. N' . 0 * ES + EP .5No/IP (14 30)

F. 1, n2 - 02 ES EP 95 0 2 /TP (14) (31)

FP 02 0 + 0 EP 8f 0 2 /1P (15) (32)

FP 02 20' ,EP .0540 2 /1P (14) (33)

Where #. is the mixing rat io of species M, and /IP represents per ion pair

Prokiced. Here, we have combined the direct dissociation wIi Ihe

d issoctat ive ionization such that the atomic neutral in Reaction R(26)

would bo included in Reaction R(25), and the neutral in Reaction R(33) is

S1cluded in Reaction R(32). The relative ionization cross sections from

Kieffer and Dunn ( 1 8 ) were used to obtain the relative ionization rates.

Note that the total ion concentration does not add up to exactly 1.00.

This is not. a severe problem as long as NO and 02 are minor constituents.

Care was taken to adjust these ratios when their concentrations became

comparable to that of N 2 . A total of 1.2 nitrogen atoms per ion pair are

produced by the Reaction R(25). (19) These are divided between ground state

N( 4 S). and excited state atoms, which we have assumed to he exclusively

N( 2 D)i. ( 2 0 ) This is equivalent to assuming that all of the N( 2 p) formed is

quenched to N( 2 D) before reacting. The total NO produced was found to be a

very strong function of the branching ratio N( 2 D)/N( 4 S). Simut ations were

made by varying this branching ratio in the percentages 50/50, 55/45, and

60 40.

P:rom the above set of reactions, N2 ' is seen to be the principal ionic

spec es produced. It is removed by the fo] lowing reactions'

' . ,. . . Kieffer and 6. H. Dunn, "Electron Impact Ionization
Crnss-Section Data for Atoms. Atomic Ions, and liatomic Molecules: 1.

Fxperimenial Data." Rev. Mod. Phys., 38, 1 (1966).
19. R. S. tIarski and A. E. S. Green. "Calculations of Auroral

Intensities from Electron Impact," J. Geophys. Res., 72 3967 (1967).

I. F. Strobe] . F. S. Oran. and P. 1). Feldman. "The Aeronomy of Odd
N:rogn in the Thermosphere 2. Twilight Emissions."

;Peophys. Res., 81. 3745 (1976).
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N2 ' - ES - 2N k = 1.8 x 10- 7 (T/300)- 3 0 (34)

N2 " + 02 -* 02 + + N2  k = 4.8 x 10-11 (35)

N 2  NO f NO +  N2  k = .he3 x 10- 10  (36)

N2  N(4S) N N 2  k = x i0 - 1 (0-1

02  0 - 2 k I x 10- 0  (34)

whor, ah ! react ion rates are in units ofm c - t 1r aat ion of p(2r)

from Reaction R(34) has a report. I branching i of 54og 1 5 ) This reant ion iq

o0!y of inor importance to the experimental ciondtons present i n LABsa

however, a charfo0e exchange aind ion exchange dominate it even when only

mode-at~e quant it es of NO or 02 are pr,-ent. The 0' formed in Reaction

R(38) also quickly cascades to ions with the lowest ionization energy;

2 02 0 + k = 2 x 10 - 1 !  0 (42)

0 2 + N2  -N4 N( 2 S) + N 2  k = 2 x 10 - 3 1  (40)

02' N 2 - NO +  0 k = 8 x 10 - 1 3  (41)

where the three body Reaction R(40) is in units of cm6s - I and is comparable

to two bodly rates 2 x 10"9 lareor. In the limit of high 02 concentration

(02>1035 CM-3). Reaction R(39) dominates Reaction R(40) and no N atoms are

prodhuct( from 0. The 02 ions recombine with secondary electrons:

02 - ES 0 20 k = 2.1 x 10 3 (42)

or by/ reaction with neutral 02 andi N 2 to form 04' which then dissociativelv

rero.'hi.nes with secondary electrons:

02 0 02 + N2 - 04 + ' N 2  k= 2.8 x 10 3 0 ()

02. , N2  . N2  - 02.N 2 ' ' N 2  k A x 10 - 3 1  (1.1)

02.N 2  , 02 - 04+ + N2  k = 1 x 10 - 9  (.15)

04 ' ES - 202 k = 2 x 10 - 6  ( 6
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At low concentrations of NO, the above reactions are much faster than the -

rhare transfer to N0:(211

02 NO 4 NO* + 02 k = x 10 0  (47)

0 + NO . NO* + 202 k = 4 x 10- 10 (48)
4 '

The dissociative recombination Reactions R(42) and R(46) do not form

any atomic nitrogen. However, as NO builds tip in the chamber, Reactions

R(47) and R(48) become more and more important, until the primary positive

ion is NO'.

In contrast to N2 
. N+ ions formed in the primary ionization, which

comprises of 1/4 of all N2 ionization event.s,( 2 2 ) do lead to N atom

formation. N' is deactivated either by the channel leading to N3 ;

N2 + N2  4 N; 4 N2  k = 1.8 x 10-29 (49)

N ++ ES 4 N( 4S) k = 7.0 x 10- 7  (50)

,, followed by transfer to 02.
2,,

N3  02 -4 NO + N2 + 0 k = 6.0 x 10 - 1 1  (51)

or by reaction with 02: (23)

N+ 02 -+ 024 + N(2 D) k = 2.8 x 10-10 (52)

N' 02  NO' + 0 k 3.0 x 10- 10  (53)

21. C. D. Sutherland and J. Zinn, "Chemistry Comptitatinns for Irradiated
Hot Air." Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, Rpt. No.

rA-6055-MS (1975).

22. R. R. O'Neil, F. T. P. Lee, and E. R. Huppi, "Auroral O(1S) Production%
and Loss Processes: Ground-Based Measurements of the Artificial
Auroral Experiment Precede," J. Geophys. Res., 84, 823 (1979).

23. M. A. Smith, V. M. Bierbaum. and S. R. Leone, "Infrared
ChemilIuminescence from Vibrationaly Excited NO4 : Product Branchin,:

in the N + 02 Ion--Molecuie Reaction." Chem. Phys. Lett., 94. 398t
1 983).
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N+  + 02 ". 0+ NO k 3.0 x 10-11 (54)

Reactions R(52) through R(54) become comparable to Reactions R(44) through

R(50) when the 02 concentratIon gets above 2 torr.

As NO concentration increases, the minor channel exists for paction

with NO directly:

N * NO - NO + N(4 S) k = 8 x 10- 0. 55) 1
d,

Each of the above channels leads to NO* formation. The NO+ ion is stable

with respect to charge exchange and is deactivated hy recombination to

yivd N atoms: ( 2 4 )

NO' ES + N . 0 k - 4.4 x 10 7 (T/300) ,37(56)

where the branching' rat.io of N inio N(20) was measured to be 76 ± 6%.(25)

Thus the reactions of N+ with N2 and 02 leads to an excess of N(2 D) atnos

over N(4 S) atoms of the order of 0.1-0.15 per ion pair for [021 > 016

cm-3 . At these high 02 densities, a new set of reactions, those in the

formation of negative ions also become important. Their rates are;

02 4 M + ES -4 02 4 M k 4.6 x 10- 3 1  (57)

and

03 * ES -a 02 + 0 k 9 x 10-12. (58)

These reactions, in turn neutralize the NO+ ion directly into NO;

02 0 02 + NO k = 6 x 10- 7. (5))

24. C. Huang, M. A. Biondi, and R. Johnsen, "Variation of Electron

NO'-ion Recombination Coefficient with Electron Temoerattir', "
Phys. Rev. A, 11, 901 (1985).

25. D. Kley, 6. M. Lawrence, and E. J. Stone, "The Yield of N(
2 D) Atoms in

the Dissociative Recombination of NO," J. Chem. Phys.. 66, 4 157

(1977).
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Thus. NO" formed through charge exchange quickly return to NO, while ion

ex(:hange reactions which create NO 4  increase the NO conc,:nt rat ion.

Dissociative recombination of NO" tends to use up some of the NO created

through charge exchange but adds a similar portion through ion exchange.

Destruction of Atomic Nitrogen

In addition to Reaction R(20), N( 2 D) can be physically quenched by the

reaction: (26)

N( 2 D) - N2  - N( 4 S) + N2  k = 1.0 x 10 -  exp(-1020/RT). (60)

This react ion is particularly important when the 02 concentration is Ies s

than 0. 3% of the N2 concentration, corresponding to an [021 < 5 x 01 cm-"

for our operating conditions. For 02 concentrations much less than this

value, quenching of N( 2 D) is very rapid compared to chemical reactions, and

all chemical reactions of N atoms occur from the ground N( 4 S) state.

Therefore in the limit of [021 " .2 torr, any NO originally present within

the chamber would be removed by the sum of N(21)) and N( 4 S) formed by the

electron beam irradiation.

At higher 02 concentrations, an appreciable fraction of the ch-mical

reactions involve higher excited states of nitrogen atom. The N( 2 D) atoms

react with 02 to form NO, while the ground state N( 4 S) atoms react with the

large pool of ground state NO to r-move NO. Since both reactions occur very

rapld Wv ven compared to the electron beam operating time, only the

di f'!ernce in the production and removal rates can be observed bv

monitor~ng the ground state of NO. This is in marked contrast to what is

,,ns,,rved in emission,

in the Iimit of very large 0 2 concentrations, physical quenching of

N( 2)) by N2  is ,,nirporLant, and the steady state NO concentration

approaches a limit deteninfd by the difference in population between the!

N(2D)) and N('I S) states produced each time the electron beam is pulsed. For

26. T. G. Slanger an G. Black, "Quenchins, of N(2D bN 2 adH 2 0" JL
Chem. Phys. . 64, 44 (1976).
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example for 02 > 15 torr, physical quenching accounts for 3% of the N( 21))

removal, and thus the net change in NO concentration is equal the th,,

differpnce in population between the two atomic states minus 0.03 times the .

total N(2 D) production.

Even If no N(4 S) is formed by direct dissociation, the total NO within

the chamber is limited by the reaction:( 2 1)

.

N(2[) + NO -4 0 + N2  k = 6 x 10 -  (61) -

which limits the total NO concentration within the chamber to one tenth of

the 02 concentration. We note that this concentration can never be

achieved because of other, competing reactions.

Similarly if no N( 2 D) is formed, the N( 4 S) can also react with 02 to

form some N0:(27'28)

N(4S) • 02 -. NO + 0 k = 4.4 x 10-12 exp[-3220/TI (62)

This establishes a minimum NO population in the chamber when there is 02

present in the chamber and no N(2 D) is formed to [NO]/[0 2 ] = 3 x 10 - 6

The following reactions in the model establish the balance between the

odd oxygen species, 0, and 03, also formed within the LAPCFDE chamber.

They influence the total NO production and destruction only in second

order:

Reaction Rate Reference(s)

N(2r) 4 0 . N(4S) 4 0 k = I x 10- 12 (51 (63)

N(4S) + 0 + N 2 -. NO + N2  k = I x 10-32 (5) (64)

N(4S) + 03 - NO + 03 k < I x 30- 15 (29) (65)

27. A. Rahbee and J. J. Gibson. "Rate Constants for Formation of NO in

Vibrational Levels v=2 Through 7 from the Reaction N(OS) + 02 - NO* %

0," J. Chem. Phys., 74, 5143 (1981).
28. R. R. Herm, B. J. Sullivan, and M. F. Whitson, "Nitric Oxide

Vibrational Excitation from the N(4 S)+) 2 Reaction." J. Chem. Phys.

79, 2221 (1983).
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N( 4 S) - 0 2  N2 0 * 0 k 3 x 10 - 12 (29) (66)

() 02 N2  03 N2  k - 3 x 10 - 3 4  (29) (67)

0 NO -N 2  NO2 + N 2  k - 9 x 10 - 32 (29) (68)

03 + NO - 0 2 + N0 2  k = 1. 8 x 1 0 -1" (29) (69)

03 + 0 . 202 k = 8 x 10 - 1 5  (29 (70)

0 + NO 2  2 + NO k 9.3 x 1012 (29) (71)

2 * N2 (A) , 02 N2  k I 1 x 10-12 (30,31,32) (72)

02 . N2 (A) - N2 0 0 k = i x 10 - 1 2  (30,31,32) (73)

While Reactions R(63) through R(73) were not major contributors in the

production of NO, vibrational or electronic excitation in the reaction

channels may change their contribution.

,.I.
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The computer simulations were designed to replicate experimental

conditions shown in Figure 5. The experimental conditions were; pNO - 50

tort, beam current I ma, beam voltage 35 kV, and the beam is on for 2.7 ms

in each 10 ms period. The effects of diffusion and flow were taken into

account by assuming that all of the beam formed species had a unimoleculat

decay time of 1/5.4 seconds. We assume that the ion pair prod,:ction rate

is 1016 ion pairs per second, evenly distributed in a conical volume

defined by the half radius for IP production calculated of rli. 2 = 2.35 cm.

In order to compare this model to experimental values, we convert

concentrations to column densiti,,s of NO in a line of sight through the

center of the the reaction area. This line of sight is assumed to be L -

5.5 cm. where 1, is defined by dividing the mean ionization rate in the

central core by the resulting column density in Subsection .1.1.

5.1 Simulations of NO Formation

A modified version of CHEMKIN is used to calculate the time dependent

concentrations of all the chemical species listed in Section 4. The stevndY

state concentrations of many species were established within on- beam

pulse. while others, which did not quite reach steady state, would irqujir'

the full diffusion and flow time to come into steady state. Thus, since

each pulse of the eloctron beam would produce a certain excess of VO. th,

total NO concentration would rearh steady state only after the excess ir.:

29. F. West. I ,y, "Tables of Experimental Rate Const ants for (Ielm i ,;11
Reactions Occurring in Combustinn (1971 -1977)," National Iir,,au ('f
SI;indaids, Washington. DC, Vpt. No. NBSIR 81--2254 (April 1981).

20. M1. P. lannuzzi and F. Kaufman, "Rate Constants for the React ion of
, ,} v - 0. 1, and 2) with 02'" .L Pys. (hem., 8), 1tc,

(18 1).
31. L. G. Piper, G. E. Caledo ii . and J. P. Kennealy, "Rate Constant s for

Deactivation of N 2 (A)VI - 0. l by 02." .). Chem. Phys., 71., 2812'.<8,

({)ql).
32. E. C. Zipf, Nature. 287, 523 (1980).
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- •- •NO( D.S- 
N ).. .... ..(.

NO (I)
rD N C'S)

--- NO (1)

c N (2D)
:i

,%,

TIME (sec)

Fi gure 11. Simulated Concentrations of Beam Coated Species
after Steady State has been Established.
Electron Beam Current of 1 mA, Voltage 35 kv
Irradiating 49 torr N2 and 1 torr 02. Beam on
for 2.7 ms Followed by 7.3 ms off. Electron
Dissociation of N 2 is Assumed to be n = .60.

balanced by the flow time. In order to conserve computer time.

quasi-sleadV concentrations were extrapolated from short computer runs.

then substituted into the code as initial concentrations so as to obtain

steady state populations of all species. Steady state was confirmed when

the concentration for each reagent spe'ies was the same over two

repetitions of the electron beam pulse.

The net amount of NO formed per electron beam pulse was found to be a

',rv sensitivo funct ion of the ratio of N( 2 D)/N( 4 S) produced during the

primary ionization in Reaction R(25). We thus define a ratio r-

N( 2 [))."fN(4S)+N( 2D) j. Figure 11 shows the predicted concentrations of minor

species after steady state has been established for n .60 and one torr of

02. Note that concentrations of both 03 and N2 0 rise to 1/10 that of 02.
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Figure 12. Same as Figure 11 Except r- .50.

while, the NO concentration is a faf.tnr of 15 lower. The creat ion of v 0

NO vi;i ReacLion R(20a) was assumed to be equal to Reaction R(20b) in thi';

f iglir,. Changes by a factor of 3 in Rpa(tion R(20a) would increase the

0 population by less than 2% while decreasing Reaction R(20b) by a fawI',I"

of 2. The measurement of the steady state NO(v 0) therefore (loes not

appear to be sensitie to the v- 0 branching given in Rpactiun R(2Oa).

Simulation of the same conditions as in Figure 11, except that n = .50 is

prespnt,,d in Figure 12. While a substantial amount. of NO builds up wh-n

"1 - . 0, virtually no NO build up is seen when t - .50. The variation of

NO (v , 0) and N{'S) with ele.trrin beom operation is seen to vary by a

f, (r (of 3 from beam on to beam off. This is because of the vry 1,,i

re.sidual NO prrdirted to ho lIft, in the chamber between electron beam
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1O.

Tn all cases where an appreciable steady state concentration of NO is

formed, the majority of the beam created species such as N atoms, inns, and

secnndarv electrons reach steady state rapidly when the beam is turned on,

and are removed rapidly when the beam is turned off. The species NO, NO 2 ,

03, 0 and N2 0 remain when the beam is off. Of these only the concentration

of 0 atoms changes appreciably on the time scale between electron beam

pulses. Thus the rate of any individual reaction can be readily

approximated based on steady state concentrations of reactant., with the

single exception of 0 atom.

During the course of the electron beam pulse, the NO ground state

population decreases by 5 x 1012 em - 3 or 0.2 NO per Ion pair formed. This

is shown in Figure 13. The density scale in this plot has been expanded to

show the transient NO on top of the steady state population. During the
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beam pulse. Reaction R(20) produces while Reaction R(21) removes NO. Since

the majority of NO in the v = 0 level Is present before the electron beam

pulse, Reaction R(21) removes more v = 0 than Reaction R(20) produces. The
JA.

population in the vibrationless state' decreases sharply during the beam

pulse, and then Increases as the vibrationally excited NO is relaxed into

the vibrationless level. Changing the internal branching ratio for

production of v = 0 by a factor of 3 has virtually no effect on the

magnitude of the decrease. A net decrease of NO from flow is superimposed

on these two processes to give the slight negative stope to the NO

concentration when the beam is off. Vibrationally hot NO is also removed

by N(4 S). However, the fraction of NO (v _ 1) removed is much smaller than

the fractional increase in the upper levels due to formation. The change

in NO(v - 0) is thus anticorrelated with the NO in the vibrationallv hot

levels.

The simulation chemistry is very different when the NO steady state

concentration is insufficient to consume all the NWS) during the electron

beam pulse. This is the case when ri is 0.50 as shown in Fif.ire 14.

Because the residual NO Is less than that formed during the electron beam

pulse, the NO(v = 0) is correlated with the formation by Reaction R(20).

In this case the populations of N(4S). NO and NO2 become strongly time

dependent. The NO concentration increases during the beam pulse, and

decreases after termination of the electron beam due to reaction with

N(4 S). The variation in NO ground state concentration is 6 x 1012, or the

same order of magnitude per ion pair as for ,) = 0.60.

The steady state populations calculated for NO are plotted as a

function of 02 concentration in Figure 15 for ,1 = 0.50. 0.55. and 0.60.

Superimposed onto these curves are the measured NO concentrations from

Figure 5. The pathlength in which the column density was converted to

number density was chosen to be 6.6 cm. The calculated densities for ,)

0.55 and 0.60 are in reasonable agreement with both the magnitude and

curvature of the observed relationship of NO concentration to 02

concentration for 02 concentrations greater than 1 torr. The simulation

based on 7) = 0.5 predicts an onset of observable NO at. substantially higher
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Figure 14. Change in NO (v = -) Concentration with Time.

Expanded Scale from Figure 12.

0 2 pressures, and fa i]s to display the observed leveling off of NO

population at higher 02 pressures. All simulations underestimate the

concentration of' NO at 02 concentrations below 1 torr. This is due in part

to the assumption made in Reaction R(50) that the product of recombination

of' N' is only N(4S).

The absoltite magnitude of t he ca I u 1a ted NO s i gna I is la r ,e I

dependent on the amount assumed for the electron beam irradiation width.

Thos e calculated sirynals are also somewhat influenced by other, minor,

reactions. A full Yratrix using all of the reactions has not yet. been

carried out. Effects of diffusion out of' the central volume would tend to

dilu:te the NO in the central core, and thus, would mean that those

calculations are a slight overestimate of the total concentrations.
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COMPARISON OF MODEL TO DATRA.

++ l -" .55 -
o . - - + - -1 .A o ..
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-o ,-U

+Up

CD 4--f~5

CDz

5 10 15

02 PRESSURE (Torr) 1-
Figure 15. Comparison of NO Column Density Using n .50,

.55 and .60 to Data Points from Figure 5.

The change in NO(v 0 ) during the electron beam pulse gives th,,

transient signal which we attetipted to measure in LABCEDE. This .sirrial w;1-

shown to be both the branching ratio r) and the partial pressure 0f!) ..

N(2D) reacts totally with the 0 2 Just as the N(4S) reacts total 1v ..

NO. Since the total N produced p(!r ion pair is a funct ion al

pressure, the net NO concentration reaches a stea(|v qtaio', , .

high 0 2  equal to the net excess of N(2D) tn N( 41 :, ,

over the total ntumber of" pulse-, be fore the NO} tat, v ' .v

The simu]lations siipgest th;it at it ' ' ,

product ion and removal are do)mir,.itm th,,w ,

excited s tate N atom pro~~fit , ,, ' "

.7 and higher ,how tha , ', ho
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Figure 16. Simulation of the NO Morphology for a .5 mA
Electron Ream irradiating 5.5 m tort NO in 55

torr N2 .

linearly dependent on the excess N(2D). Possible effects of electron beam

heating of the gas, as well as other possible mechanisms for NO production

were also tested and are discussed below.

5.2 Simulations of NO Titration

When there is no 02 in the chamber, all of the NO2D) is quenched to

W(S). Thus. even if we intentionally introduce some NO, it would be

destroyed. This is shown by the titration experiment in Figure 8. The

amount of NO destroyed is equal to the total N atom production plus the ion

w I

transfer fr-om N 2 and W. Because the atomic nitrogen species stay around

until they collide with an NO. N atom concentrations build slowly until

they either disappear due to flow, or react with NO. The time history of

this titration Is shown in Figure 16. This titration is for the case of
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0.5 ma electron beam into a chamber filled with 55 torr N2 and 5.5 mtorr

NO. The electron beam duty cycle was chosen to be 1.25 ms on and 23.5 os

off. The NO Is seen to be completely titrated on a 1.9 s time scale. The

N(4 S) within the chamber was not allowed to flow out of the the interactin

region in this calculation. By adding flow to the depletion of beam_

excited species, a residue of NO is left within the chamber which depends

on the electron beam current. Using this technique, It was found that

there was approximately 2. ± .2 NO destroyed per ion pair produced.

5.3 Other Effects Not in the Model

Several effects which could contribute to NO formation which have not

been included in the model are discussed below, and their relative

contributions to the total NO production assessed. It is convenient lo

quantify their effects by putting their contributions in terms of NO/IP.

For the sake of comparison, approximately 0.72 NO is formnd per ion pair in

the current model, and 0.48 is destroyed, leaving an excess of 0.24 NO/ion

pair which builds up to a level until It can effectively compete with 02 in

the reaction set.

Heating Due To The Beam

The model of the NO formation within the chamber disregards the

heating which takes place associated with the energy deposition into the

chamber. Since about 1/2 of the 35 watts of beam power ends up as heat.

the net increase in temperature is

Q = 18 watts = A CpAT, (74)

where A is the mass flow-rate equal to 2.83 x 10 - 3 moles/sec. Cp is the

heat capacity equal to 7/2 R where R Is 8.3166 Joules/mole-K. Thus, if th,

beam was on continuously, and no heat was transferred to the wal is. the

mean gas temperature could rise as much as 219 K. This heating would never

be a problem at 1/20 duty cycle, but could cause a mean temperature rise of

73 K for the duty cycle of 1/3 as used In Figure 5 and the model

simulations.
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The heating of the gas is not uniform, however, and the majority of

the energy is deposited in the central core whose radius Is given by

Equation (14). The first order correction to the uniform temperature model

is thus one of solving the heat transfer equation for a cylinder of N2 .

The heat transfer rate in a purely static chamber is

= 2ikL(AT) (75)
ln(r/rl/ 2 )

where k is the thermal conductivity of N2 , equal to 2 62 x 10
-4 w/cm2K, 3 3 )

at 300 K and increases with T1 /2 . The maximum temperature gradient which

can be supported by 50 torr of N2 becomes 14 K for 1/20 duty cycle and 75 K

for 1/3 duty cycle. Thus, at the 1/3 duty cycle, the temperature in the

center of the chamber can be as much as 100 K higher than the room

temperature.

A rise in temperature of 100 K would change the chemistry mainly in

Reaction R(57). Here, the very large exponential term would increase this

rate by a factor of 4. This reaction still produces only a small fraction

of all of the NO produced, however.

Nitrogen Triplet State Chemistry

N2(A) state is expected to be a primary product of electron

bombardment of N2 .(
3 4 ) It is extremely stable with respect to radiative

relaxation and collisional quenching with N2 . In our simulation we assumed

that it was quenched primarily by reaction with 02. At low 02

concentrations, it will also react with 0, NO, and possibly 03: (35)

33. E. R. G. Eckert and R. M. Drake, Heat and Mass Transfer, McGruw-Htill
Book Company, Inc., New York, NY (1959).

34. W. I.. Borst and M. Imami, "Production of Secondary Electrons in
Nitrogen by Fast Electrons and Simultaneous Excitation of N2 Bands,"
J. Appl. Phys., 44. 3 (1973).

35. L. G. Piper, G. E. Caledonia, and J. P. Kennealy, "Rate Constants for
Deactivation of N2(A

3r(.)u+. V1 = 0, i by 0, J. Chem. Phys., 75, 6
(1981).
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0 + N2 (A) - N2 + 0 k = 3 x 10- 1 1  (32) (76)

NO + N (77)

N2 + N2 (A) - N2 - N2  k - 1.2 x10 - 1 8  (13) (78)

NO + N 2 (A) - NO + N2  k = 7 x 10- 1 1  (13) (79)

At low Oz concentrations the 0 atom concentration can approach within Iwo

orders of marnitude of the 02 concentration In the chamber. As 0 atoms are

15 times more effective in quenching N2 (A) than 02 atoms, roughly 10% of

the N2 (A) will react with 0 atoms. If the reaction proceeded primarily by

R(77) to form NO this would lead to an additional production of NO (it

0.04/1P. This reaction would in turn add somewhat. to NO production whpn

0.1 to I torr 02 is present in the chamber, while not materially affect the

higher 02 results.

NO can also he produced indirectly from N2 (A) by reactions of the N2 0

made in the reaction of N2 (A) with 02. R(73). If the branching ratio for

N2 0 is of the order of 50% as reported by Zipf, {3 0 ) then steady state N2 0

populations approach 3 x 1015 in the reaction chamber. N20 reacts only

with excited state N and 0 atoms.
(3 6 ) and perhaps 0. (17)

O(ID) +N 2 0 - 2NO k = 7 x 10- 1  (w))

N2 + 02 k = 5 x 10-11 (P1)

O(S) + N20 - 2N0 k = 4 x 10- 11 (82)

• N2 ' 02 (83)

N(2 D) - N20 - NO # N2  k - 5 x 10- 12 (R.)

N(2 p) + N20 - NO * N2  k = 3 x 10- 72 (85)

36. N. (oldstein. G. D. Grenhlatt. and J. R. Weisenfeld, "Observation by
Laser Ionization Spectroqropy of Vibrationally Excited Nitric Oxide
Fol!nwing O(D2) + N20 -# 2NO," Chem. Phys. Lett., 96. 4 (1983).

37. .1. V. Steinfield. S. M. Adlpr-Golden, and J. W. Gallagher. "Critical
Survey of Data on the Spectroscopy and Kinetics of Ozone In the Upper
Atmosphere." Submitted to J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data (1987).
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The reaction of O( 1D) with N20 is slightly faster than the quenching rate

of O(1D) by N2 or 02:(24)

O(1D) " N 2  0 + N 2  k = 3 x 10 - 1 1  (8()

0(11)) + 2 0 + 02 k = 4 x 10 - 1 1  (87)

Therefore roughly 5 x 10- 3 NO are formed per O(1 D). O(ID) is formed

primarily from the recombination reaction of 024, R(42), to produce at most

one O('D)/P. Therefore the rate of NO production by this channel can be

no more than 5 x 1- 3 /IP.

Excited Ozone

Recent evidence supplied by Locker et al.(3 8 ) indicates that

approximately half the ozone formed in the reaction of 0 and 02. Reaction
*

R(67), is formed in a metastable state, 03. 0 atoms are formed in many

reactions including the electron bombardment of 02. the reactions of the

ions N' an N3
+ with 02. and the recombination reaction of 02 are secondary

electrons. These lead to a 0 atom production rate between .5/IP and 2/IP

and a minimum 03 production rate of .2/IP. There are several possible

reactions of 03 which may lead to substantial NO production. In contrast

to all previously discussed sources of No these sources are relatively

insensitive to the concentration of [021, and therefore may be important in

establishing the NO steady state population at low 02 concentrations. 03

is relaxed slowly by N2 on a millisecond time scale:

0; - N2 -# 03 N2  k = 10 - 1 5  (88)

I
Therefore. 09 will have a characteristic lifetime of the order of 0.5 e.s

;,nd the population of 03 will follow the population of 0 with a

proportionality:

38. J. R. Locker, J. A. Joens, and E. J. Bair, "Metastable Intermediate In
the Formation of Ozone by Recombination," Submitted to J. Chem. Phys.

(1987).
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[03/[01 = 2 k66 /k8 8 [021 = 6 x 10-19 [021 (p9)

When [021 is less than 1017cm- 3 , 0 atom concentrations are substantial, and

03 populations will be of the order of 1012 cm-3 . This is sufficiently

large for 03 to compete with NO for N(4 S) atoms.

O3 *N(1 S) - NO - 0 (90)

If the reaction proceeds with a near gas kinetic rate, it could consume as

much as 0.3 N(4 S)/IP, producing an equivalent amount of NO.

03 may also react with N2 0 to form some odd nitrogen species which

equilibrates with NO. Since there are no major competing reactions for tih,

depletion of N2 0. such a reaction would completely deplete all the N2 0 if

!t proceeded with a rate constant of the order of 10- 12 cm-1 s-

Therefore if N 2 (A) does indeed react with 02 to form 2NO with .5 branching

ratio, and if 03 reacts with N20. the result is a net production of 0.4

NOIIP.

Translationally Excited Atomic Nitrogen

Solomon (39 ) has suggested that translationally excited N(4S) atoms can

be responsible for a substantial amount of NO production in the upper

atmosphere. The reaction of N(4 S) has with 02 has a 0.3 ev activation

energy. It has been suggested that the preexponentlal term at. high

temperatures is 5 times greater than that at low temperatures, ("0 ) i.e.. 2

x 1 - 1 cm3 s -  Therefore the reaction should proceed with a cross

section between .03 - .1 ras kinetic. Most of the N(4S) atoms are produced

in Reaction R(25) with approximately 5ev of transtational energy.

Therefore it will take several collisions for the translational energy to

he reduced to below the activation energy of the reaction. An upper limit

39. S. Solomon, "The Possible Effects of Translationally Excited Nitrogen
Atoms on Lower Thermospheric Odd Nitrogen." Planet. Space Sci., 31, 1
(1983).
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for the number of collisions required to relax the hot atoms can be

established assuming totally elastic collisions with N2 . Following

Solomon, the energy of the atom after n collisions can be Pxpressed ns:

En  EO e
-k n  k(-)(l-ln(l-)) (91)

4M1 M2T (92)

(M1 M2 )
2

This establishes an upper limit of five collisions to relax the atoms to

0.3ev. and an upper limit on the fraction of hot N(4S) atoms which react

with 02 as 0.3tO2]/[N 2 ]. this effect is then insignificant at low 02

concentrations. At [021 = 10 torr, it is equivalent to a change in the

excited state N atom population of no more than 3%.

Vibrationally Excited 01

Vibrationally excited 02 can he produced directly by the recombination

of 04. or by e-v transfer from N2 (A) and electronically excited state 02.

These reactions result in the vibrational excitation of at least 1 02

molecule per ion pair. 02 can also he vibrationally excited by v-v

transfer from N2. or from t-v transfer from hot atoms. Each of these

processes can result in the excitation of multiple quanta of vibration in

02. V-v transfer among the various constituents is very rapid but since 02

has the lowest vibrational quanta of the major species, relaxation of 02 v

- is ve-y slow.

If the rate of r-laxation by N2 is Ps low as 10-13. perhaps as much as

.I/[P O2* can be built up during the course of electron beam irradiation.

02 v I ! has enough energy to overcome the activation harrier to reaction

with N(4 S), and therefore may react with N(4S) with nearly the same rate as

NO.

40. W. E. Wilson, J. Chem. Phys., 46, 2017 (1967).
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If the above two statements are true. then 02 will remove 0.1

N(4S)/IP. and form an equivalent amount of NO. This would vary linearly

with 02 concentration.

02 ( A) Is stable with respect to all major species in the reaction

chamber except N atoms on a one second time scale. !t reacts with N(4S) an

order of magnitude more slowly than 0 atoms and four orders of magnitude

more slowly than with NO:

02( 1) 4 N(4 S) # NO + 0 k = 3 x 10- 15  (93)

Therefore it will not seriously effect the NO production unless somehow all

the 02 is converted to 02(
10A). This would require a production rate of the

>> I/IP.

Other Excited 02 Species

There Is recent evidence that 02 is formed in the 4--5 eV states, A3E

A'3Au. and Clru, when excited by the electron beam.(41) These levels could

lead to formation of NO through N(4 S). Since both 02 and N(4S) are formed

in concentrations of one per ion pair. This channel cntild explain some of

the apparent excess of N(2D) needed to explain the observations.

Unfortunately, very little information is available on the formation or

quenching of these 02 states.

41. T. Slanger and V. Depen, "rhe Rotationally-Resolved Oxygen Afterglow,
373-474 nm," Planet. Space Set., 34, 10 (1986).
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Nitric Oxide (v = 0) formation from electron Irradiation of N2 with

trace quantities of 02 has been measured in absorption. Both the steady

state concentration and the transient change of NO were measured using a

pulsed electron beam. The results of these measurements were modeled using

an extensive computer model based on the CIIEMKIN code. The steady state

concentration of NO was found to be a very sensitive function of the ratio

of N(2D) to N(4S) formed by direct electron dissociation. Measured data

fit a ratio of 55/45 to 60/40, not inconsistent with findings by Zipf and

McLaughlin(4 2 ) and those used in models by Rees and Romick. (4 3) Other

reactions which may affect this ratio have been assessed.

No transient NO build-up was measured in LABCEDE, placing the upper

limit of 4 x 1013 cm- 2 on the transient column density. The limit on the

detection sensitivity was found to be due to the frequency jitter of the

laser line across the absorption peak of the NO. This jitter limited the

detection of transients to the larger of 5% of the total absorption signal,

or 0.08% of the total laser intensity.

The transient NO signal was also modeled. These models of the NO

signals during beam irradiation showed a net loss of v = 0 during electron

beam irradiation due to N(4S) formation by the electron beam. The net

42. E. C. Zipf and R. W. McLaughlin, "On the Dissociation of Nitrogen by
Electron Impact and by E.U.V. Photo-Absorption " Planet. Space Sc. .
26, 449 (1978).

43. M. H. Rees and G. J. Romick, "Atomic Nitrogen in Aurora: Production,
Chemistry, and Optical Emissions," J. Geophys. Res.. 90, 9871 (1985).
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transient signal was found to be equal to a change of 2 x 10 12 cM- 1

averaged over 5.5 cm. This signal would be a factor of 2 below the

transient detection limit established in the experiment.

Other sources of NO which could account for the observations, but were

not included within the model have been discussed. The most likely sources

which would help explain the results are the formation of 02 and 03. These
2 3 *

prorrsses would either enhance the N(2D) populations, as is the case of 02*

3*
or depress the N(4 S) population as in the case of 03. As yet, there !s

insufficient evidence to either support or dismiss either process.
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Anitytical formulas are presented for trinsforming from internal coordinatecs irl. ri. 9) of a sy-mmctric triatonric
molecule to a set of coordinates which sati%f), the Eckart conditions. An eiprcssiorr is aho giien for the angle 0 h)- which
the instantaneous angle bisector is rotated irn the Eckart frame.

Molecular properties which depend on the instan- is used, as in thc case of a triatomic molecule whucre
tancous nuclear gcomictry, such as the potential ener- the exact Ilamiltonian has been given (4,51. flowvcvr,
gy and dipole moment, may be expressed in any of even with the latter Hlamiltonian. knowledge of the
several coordinate systems. Internal coordinates, con- Eckart frame is still required for the calculation (if
sisting of bond lengths and internal angles, are both vcctor properties such as dipole moment matrix ele-
convenient and physically informative, and they are ments, since these properties depend on the nmolccule's
coordinates typically used in ab initio electronic struc- orientation. In particular, it has bcen shown 16-81
ture calculations. Internal coordinates do not explic- that for the accurate calculation of infrared intensities
itly define the molecule's orientation in space, the dipole nmotment must be expressed in terms of
however. For this purpose one utilizes the Eckart I I spatial components Which are fixed irn the Eckart
reference frame, in which for a specific geometry frame. To define these components we need to know
defined as the equilibrium there is no net translation the geometrical relationshsip between the Eckat t framne
or rotation of the molecule, and the internal coordinate reference frame. fIn a tto-

The Eckart frame is highly useful in spectral anal- atomic molecule the key parameter is 13, the instanta-
ysis for several reasons. In the lickart frame one can neous angle of rotation of the valence angle bisector
construct a set of orthonormal coordinates, such as 16-81. In a symmetric triatomic 13 is non-zero at
the conventional normal coordinates as well as sym- asymmetric geonmetries.
metry 12] and "t" 131 coordinates, in which the The transformation from internal coordinates to
vibrational Hlamiltonian is conveniently written. For Eckart frame coordinates and the calculation of 0 3
example, an abinitio potentialenergy surface calculated have been previously described by Ermler and Krohn
on a grid of internal coordinate geometries can be 181 for a general triatornic molecule. They developed
transformed to normal coordinate space to generate an iterative algorithm for solving a set of simultaneous,
normal coordinate force constants-, then, standard non-linear equations derived from the Eckart condi-
methods can be used to calculate vibrational energy tions, and they, used this algorithm to generate normil
levels. This transformation is avoided when an internal coordinate expansions of the dipole moment and
coordinate formulation of the vibrational I lamiltontan potential energy surfaces for the water msolecule froant
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a grid ofab initio data points. Other computer programs To derive an expression for the angle 0 we examine
are available for generating normal coordinate expan, the asymmetric stretching normal coordinate q3 ,
sions of molecular properties for larger polyatomics % hich is identical to the symmetry coordinate S3 given
10.10. but they do not rely on a point-by-point trans- in fig 55 of lierzberg 121. We obtain
formation from internal to normal coordinates.

The purpose of this Letter is to point out that in rIx - r 2, = 2S3 Cos & (2a)

the case of symmetric triatomic molecules the internal
to Eckart coordinate transformation and calculation r3 -2Y 2pS 3 sin o, (2h)
of 0 reduce to very simple, analytical results, which to % here p = I + 2nrA/nB . inserting eqs. (I a)--( I d) into
our knowledge have not appeared in the literature. eqs. (2a) and (2h) and making use of trigonometric
While the restriction to symmetric molecules makes identities, the resulting two equations may be solved
the iOrmulas presented here less versatile than the simultaneously, yielding
E'rmler and Krohn method, a number of important
molecules fall into this category, including the atmo- an p(r - r2 cos O)tan a + r2 sin 0tan -(3a)
spheric species H2 0, 03- ,C0 2, and NO 2 . These formu, pr2 sin 0 tan of + r, + r2 cos 0
las can serve as a double check on alternative, more
general methods, and they may also be useful for In the above derivation we have implicitly assumed
developing new analytical relationships between spec- a bent molecule. The procedure for a linear molecule
troscopic parameters. is the same ifit is understood that the Eckart reference

Our coordinate definitions are shown in fig. I. The frame is chosen to pass through the molecular plane
equili'riuni geometry is defined by the bond length during vibrational motion. The result is
r. and half-angle a, whle the instantaneous geometry
is defined by r1 r 2 , and internal angle .The Cartesian
.x" andy unit vectors in the Eckart frame are defined which is the a = -r limit of eq. (3a).
as the equilibrium angle bisector 1 and a vector I per- Having solved for ,, we may readily transform to
pendicular to 1. The as yet unknown angle between r the symmetry coordinates, which are Eckart frame
and i is denoted O. The components ofr i and r2 along coordinates. From eq. (2b) we have
I (and " are then given by
rix =-rj COS ¢ (l )3 =  ( l y  - r2. )1 p sin a , ( 4)

Finally, the definitions ofS i and S2 yield
r 2. = r , cos( I € .( b) S, = r , sin a - (ry + r2y), (5)

rl, =r, sin 0, (Ic) . = re cos a/p - (rL, 4 r2),'. (6)

In the linear molecule limit, the symmetry coordinates
r, -rb sin (0 - d ecome equivalent to those shown in fig. 25 of

llCriberg 121.
. IHaving obtained the symmetry coordinates, trans-

formation to any other set of Eckart orthonormal
coordinates is straightforward, since they are linearly

- \ ,. rrelated. In particular, the method for transforming
from symmetry to normal coordinates may be found
in Ilerzberg 121. For a linear molecule the symmetry
and normal coordinates are identical.

As dicussed elsewhere 16-81, the orientation oaf
the Eckart frame relative to the instantaneous geomet ry

rig. I. Schematic diagram or equilibrium (--) and instan- enters into the calculation of dipole moment matrix
taneous (---) molecular geometry. elements. Here, the parameter of interest is the ingle
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An ab initio dipole moment function for ozone has been computed using the CASSCF (complete
active space self-consistent field) method, and forms the basis for a calculation of ozone infrared
band intensities. Vibrational wave functions were generated using the variational method with
potential energy surfaces derived from experimental force constants. Computed values of the
permanent dipole moment, dipole moment derivatives, and infrared band strengths are all found
to be in remarkably good agreement with experiment. Intensities are predicted for hot bands for
which experimental values are unavailable, and implications for atmospheric ozone spectroscopy
are discussed. As the dipole moment matrix element signs are now established for nearly all of the
observed bands, further refinement of the dipole moment function is possible.

I. INTRODUCTION dipole moment matrix element in atomic units (lea,

As the ozone molecule is one of the most important = 2.541 77 D). The results presented in this paper are based
species in the earth's at mosphere, its spectral properties have on a new ab initio dipole moment function which was gener-
been the subject of intensive study. Of particular interest is ated using the CASSCF (complete active space self-consis-
its infrared spectrum. which is prominent in long path ab- tent field) method, and which constitutes a great improve-
sorption, and which has also been seen in emission in the ment over previous calculations. For the potential energy
upper atmosphere. Recently, new attention has focused on function a polynomial expansion derived from experimental
the properties of ozone'% excited vibrational levels, motivat- force constants was used. The vibrational analysis was car-

ed in large measure by the observation of atmospheric emis- ried out using the variational method to generate accurate
sion in the 10 p (v) band resulting from the 0 + 02-.0 vibrational wave functions. With this approach we have ob-

recombination process.' Further studies have been conduct- tained remarkably good agreement with fundamental, over-
ed by Rawlins et al.' at the Air Force Geophysics Labora- tone, and combination band intensities observed in infrared
tory's COCHISE facility, which provides a low pressure, absorption from the ground vibrational state. We feel that
cryogenic environment for the observation of infrared che- the calculated hot band intensities are comparably reliable,
miluminescence. These experiments have identified ozone and will be valuable for the modeling of atmospheric and
10,u chemiluminescence from vibrational levels containing laboratory spectra. Moreover, since ambiguities in the signs
as many as five stretching quanta. This hot band emission, of the dipole moment matrix elements have now been re-
which is red shifted from the v, fundamental, may provide a solved, the dipole moment can be further refined using the
significant source of infrared background radiation in the experimental band strengths.
upper atmosphere. Some ozone hot bands also appear in at-
mospheric absorption spectra, and need to be taken into ac- II. AB INITIO DIPOLE MOMENT AND POTENTIAL
count in applications such as the detection of trace gases. ENERGY SURFACES FOR OZONE

As the bulk of our knowledge of ozone infrared proper- The dipole moment and potential energy surfaces were
ties is derived from ambient temperature absorption experi- calculated using two different Cartesian basis sets. For gen-
ments, which observe mainly transitions from the ground crating the global surfaces a standard double-zeta plus polar-
vibrational state, considerably less is known about hot band ization (DZP) basis was used which consisted of the (9sSp) set
properties. To better understand ozone infrared spectrosco- of Huzinaga' contracted to [4s2p] according to Dunning,.
py, and, in particular, to permit vibrational level populations augmented with a d function with an orbital exponent of
to be derived from hot band spectra, we have undertaken the 0.85. In addition, to study the sensitivity of the dipole mo-
theoretical calculation of ozone pure vibrational intensities. ment and its first derivatives to basis set quality, calculations
The intensities may be expressed either in terms of the Ein- were performed at points near the equilibrium geometry us-
stein A cocfficient, ing a (I Is6p2d) [6s3p2d ] triple-zeta plus double polariration

A /s-' = 2.026X 10-1(/cm-')'(R/eao)2  (1) (TZ2P) basis. The 6s3p basis consisted of the [611111/411 ]

or in terms of the band strength S, contraction of van Duijneveldt,' and was augmented with
two d functions (a = 0.85 and 0.20).

S/atm ' cm- at 298 K = 66.1I5(1,cm- ')(R/eao)', (2) in C, symmetry the ground state of ozone can be writ-

where is the wave number of the band origin and R is the ten as
- 1
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taj ... 6a' lb' lb' ... 4b' la' ('A 1). (3) obtained from HF. These same trends can be seen in the

It is well known that the Hartree-Fock (HF) level provides a CI(SD) results as well. All singles and doubles from the HIF

rather pooir description of the biradical character of the 'A, configuration, although better than HF. still results in a di-

ground state. The first qualitatively correct description of pole moment that is larger in magnitude than experiment.

the bonding is given by the two-configuration generalized Similarly, the two-reference CI(SDI dipole moment (using
vlnebond (GVD) wave function, which can be written in GVB orbitals), although significantly better than GVB, is

valencmetr s still too small. The two-reference CI(SD) result is further
C 2 ,, ymmery ~improved upon a natural orbital iteration. Also, from Table I

la' . 6o'1 lb ' ... 4h'[il~ c 2 2~] 4 one can see that the dipole moment is significantly better

The description or the wave function can be further im. when a mixed orbital set is used (HF occupied orbitals comn-
proved with more elaborate GVB wave functions construct- bined with GVB 2b, and virtual orbitals). These results sug-
cd with correlating configurations involving both the a and gest the need fora balanced treatment of both the corr elation
ir electrons. We have also considered all single- and double- and orbital optimization, such as in the CASSCF approach.
exci ation configuration-interaction [CJ(SD)J wave func- The CASSCF wave functions produce dipole moments in
tions from both the 11F and GVB (two-configuration) refer- quantitative accord with experiment, differing only by about
ences with a variety of molecular orbital bases. Finally, we 0.02 D between the two bases. This good agreement suggests
have considered complete active space self-consistent field that the CASSCF wave function provides a balanced de-
(CASSCF) ' wave functions in which the 12 Is and 2s ee- script ion of the charge distribution in ozone, as has been the
trons were inactive (doubly occupied) and the 12 07(2p) elc.- case in previous POLCI treatments.'
trons were active. In Table 11 we compare the dipole moment first deriva-

In Table I we have summarized the effects of electron tives computed with both the DZP and TZ2P basis sets at the
correlation on the dipole moment of ozone near the equilibri- CASSCF level with those obtained from experimental in-
urn geometry using both the DZP and TZ2P basis sets. At frared intensity data." (The dipole moment vector compo-
nearly all levele. of correlation the TZ2P basis gives a slightly nents are given as A

1
.VA9 andUA I where the XVA, axis is

smaller magnitude for the dipole moment, owing to the defined as the valence angle bisector, and the YVAH axis is
somewhat more diffuse nature of the wave functions when perpendicular tOXvAa and directed towards the r, side of the
the diffuse d function is included. Once the basis sets reach molecule; this is consistent with Fig. I of Ref. 12.) The de-
DZP quality, the magnitude of the dipole moment is signifi- rivatives sire found to be in far better agreement with experi-
cantly overestimated at the I-IF level, but significantly un- ment I han previous HF and selected CI(SD) results." The
derestimated at the GVB level, mainly through changes in derivatives using the TZ2P basis are in particularly good
the doubly occupied orbitals. As more configurations are agreement with experiment. suggesting that a diffused func-
added to the GYB, the dipole moment increases in magni- tion i% required for very quantitative results.
tude, and the occupied orbitals more closely resemble those The goal of the present study was to construct a global

dipole moment surface for ozone that extended to large

TABLE I Basis set and correlation effects on the dipole moment of ozone- enough displacements to allow the determination of over-
_____________________________________ tone, combination and hot band intensities. The CASSCF

Desciption of method Dipole moen/ method was selected not only because of its quantitative de-

DZP* TMP* scription of the dipole moment and its first derivatives, but

GV, - 0.127 - 0.141 TABLE 11 Ozone dipole moment first deivatives using CASSCF wale

GVU +. rrb -2b 1) - 0.203 function% Unit ane D. A. and ad.

ov"+ ol-r, +- 031rDen'.ative DZP6 TZ2PbEp.

Cl (SDI fronm HIF refe ence - 0709 - 0668 ___0707

CI ISDI rr~ tv -referenct taYVBI 1.s0.70 076
using GVBorbitals -0.356 -0.339 a,

Cl (SDI from two-teftreicei (GYDI 'jM.VAb 9 7

rrom Mrvious Cl -0.402 -212.5-0
Cl ISDOn t wo-reference JGVB(4IA -. 1-2.5-26

using HF occupied orbitals CIP
a nd GvBvirtual orbitals -0.534

CASSCF with Is, 2s orbiuals The derivatives are the coefficients in the Taylor expansions
inscuve, 2p oriutals active -0.557 -0.536

Extperimental -0 5L32 ±O.or J 'M.+-- -- P44' 4 Jr,) + -40

'Calculsted at P -. 278 A. -i t16r; se the text for descriptin ofothe A IVAN

basis sets. The pohiti ve d eion is taken a the valewc angle bisector ec- JM1Va A .- d
toe.I
Carried out in C. symmetytoallw the obitato oaieths muuasz. Fvaluaedaoto - 1. 278 A. 0- 1l6 r.
ing flit awnWe e oanigahiis includedil. Mom that the overaill wave *From Ref 11, obtained by Ailting the dipole moment to infrared intensity
function has Cu* symmet~ry even though the individual oebitai do not dasW and evaluated at the etipertunentl qWlibnom g.tormetry. r .1.272

'Abesltavalueamesuredin Ref.IS. K*e-116r.
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also because the method uses a fixed configuration list, and is As a further test of the CASSCF potential energy sur-
therefore capable of high precision, especially when quadrat- face, we calculated the frequencies of the lowest few vibra-
ic convergence is employed. All calculations were carried tional levels using the variational procedure described in
out in C, symmetry to ensure that no discontinuities arose Sec. IV; the results are presented in Table IV. Agreement
upon asymmetric bond stretches. In C, symmetry using the with the experimental values is within 2% to II %. which is
DZP basis the CASSCF included 1292 CSFs, which in- consistent with the small error in the quadratic force con-
cludes all possible arrangements of the 12 valence O(2p) elec- stants.
trons in nine active 2p orbitals. The CASSCF energy and Although the CASSCF calculation is size consistent.
dipole moment were evaluated at over 200 geometries which the computed binding energy is only about 0.5 eV, compared
thoroughly covered the range of vibrational energies from 0 to the experimental value of 1. 1 eV,'o owing to the fact that
to I eV for bond lengths of up to 1.754 A. As will be shown in the calculation recovers only a portion of the extra molecu-
Sec. V, the good agreement between the experimental and lar correlation energy. The surface is thus not globally accu-
calculated band strengths suggests that this ab initio dipole rate, and would not be appropriate for studying the dissocia-
moment function is reasonably accurate over the range of tive pathways of ozone. The dipole moment surface should
geometries probed by the vibrational states considered. be less sensitive to the missing correlation energy and should

Near the equilibrium geometry the shape of the therefore be more globally accurate. In fact, we feel that
CASSCF potential energy surface is quite accurate. We have extending the dipole moment surface to the TZ2P CASSCF
obtained values for the equilibrium bond length and internal level would be more accurate and precise than extending the
angle and internal coordinate force constants by performing DZP CASSCF with a CIfSD) from the important references
least squares polynomial fits to the grid of potential energy in the CASSCF. It would be difficult to extend to the CI(SD)
values. The calculated equilibrium bond length r. is 1.2956 level in a precine way because there are many important re-
A, which is only slightly longer than the experimental val- ferences that change with geometry in the CASSCF wave
ue '' i of 1.2717 A. while the equilibrium angle 0, is i 16.5, functions.
essentially identical to the experimental value of 116.8'. An- Given the limitations of the CASSCF potential energy
other measure of the accuracy of the potential surface is pro- surface, especially at large vibrational amplitudes, we next
vided by the force constants, which are the coefficients K., consider alternative potential surfaces which are more suit-
in the Dunham expansion able for the calculation of ozone infrared intensities.

V = rj K,, (x', + x )(x~x2 3' x/(0 + 6,.), (5) Ill. IMPROVED OZONE POTENTIAL ENERGY
SURFACES

where x, = Ar,/r,. x, = Ar 2 /r,, x, = JO(4r, and 60 de-
note displacements relative to equilibrium); 6 o, = I when

i = 0 and 6o, = 0 otherwise. To facilitate comparison with
experimental force constants we took r, in the above expres- A number of potential energy surfaces for ozone de-
sion as 1.2717 A., while the Ar, were taken relative to the rived from observed spectra have appeared in the literature.
calculated equilibrium distance of 1.2956 A. This effectively One class of surfaces is in a functional form due to Sorbie and
shifts the CASSCF surface to match the experimental equi- Murrell" ' which insures proper dissociation to products.
librium distance. We derived force constants from two sepa- The most recent of these surfaces, that of Carter et al.,"
rate fits to test for stability. The quadratic and cubic force reproduces the observed band frequencies reasonably well.
constants were found to be stable, and appear in Table III. but contains cubic and quartic force constants which differ
They agree very well with experimental values derived from considerably from the experimental ones. This is of particu-
rotation-vibration spectral analysis. ' lar concern in the case of the cubic force constants, whose

experimental values should be very reliable as they derive
from rotational constants measured from high resolution

TABLE Ill. Quadratic and cubic force constants or the DZr CASSCF po- spectra.
tential energy surface for ozone Ito-" erg/All. An alternative npproach which incorporates the expert-

i j k Fit IV Fit 2 b Experimental"
TABLE IV. Vibrational energy levels of the DZP CASSCF potential' nergy

0 I 0 17.1 17 1 1602 surface for ozone tcm 'I
0 1 1 -154 -11.9 -130
0 0 2 630 6.29 6.5 &, ., V, Calculated' Experimental (Ref 161 .6
0 0 3 - 36 -3.60 -3.9 _,_,

I I 0 -9.13 -11.2 - 168 0 I 0 684 701
I 0 I J.61 364 402 0 0 1 928 1042 :"
I 0 2 -is -144 -154 I 0 0 1050 1101

2 0 () 27.4 27.9 30315 0 2 0 1364 134
2 0 I -637 -5.74 - 153a 0 I I 1589 1127
3 0 0 - 1169 -1134 - 1164 1 I 0 1721 1745
,._ I 0 I 1911 2111

"Sixth degree Dunham polynomial, 50 terms, - 0 6'O)X 10- " erg
'Fifth degree Dunham polynomial. 34 terms. a - 00073X IO 'erg 'Sixth degree Dunham pos)nomtal, 147 biss fuiictions per vibrdtiot.
'From Ref 16. s)mmetry.
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mental force constants is to use a potential function consist- TABLE V. Vibritional energy levels of ozone (cm -') relative to the ground|

ing of a polynomial in suitable expansion variables such as Blatt 10 0 0).
the Simons-Parr-Finlan2 : ' (SPF) variables 4r,/r, Ar2/r,
and 49. The force constants C,,, associated with this new set State V, V, U, Exptl" MPMOb eal
of variables are defined in a way such that when the Taylor
expansion (5) in the Dunham variables x, is taken, the coeffi- 2-4 0 I 0 7009 700 510.1) 701

cients K,, arc exactly the experimental force constants. Car- IR 0 0 I 1042 I 1042.41001 043
3A 1 0 0 1103 1 1101 101) 1103ney et al.' have applied this method to water and ozone, 4A 0 2 0 1399.3 1397.440 ).

obtaining improved hand centers by using SPF variables in- 2.B 0 1 1 1726.5 1724 7(00) 1730
stead of Dunham variables. The optimum ozone results 54 I I 0 1795.3 1792 2(0.21 1790

were, however, obtained by using a potential energy function 64 0 0 2 2058.0 2059.8106 2061
7A 0 3 0 ... 2089.511.1) ...

which is a linear combination of the two expansions. 35 1 0 1 2110.8 2108.60.2) 2112
While an SPF or other expansion variable potential en- 84 2 0 0 2201.3 2196.6(0.31 2201

ergy function cannot exhibit proper long range behavior at 45 0 2 I 2409.5 2401.6(021 2409
all geometries, it can do a reasonably good job at modest 9A I 2 0 ... 2482.3I2.5736

10,42 W 0 1 2 2725.6 2724,9(1 "71 2736
bending angles. 22 Moreover, its polynomial form is highly 5B I I I 2785.2 2781.510.51 2786
efficient for our variational program, as it avoids the need for 124 2 1 0 ... 2974.5(141 ...

a three-dimensional integration to evaluate potential energy 6B 0 0 3 3046.0 3050.9)1.1) 3054
matrix el,-ments. Thus, for both the sake of accuracy and 75 0 3 1 ... 3071.1(1.41

mB 2 0 I 3185.7 3183.010.61 3207
efficiency, we used an expansion variable polynomial as our IA 3 0 0 ... 3282.8(1.51 ...

potential energy function in the following calculations.
I-iowever, to study higher-lying vibrational states a more re- ' Band ongins from Ref. 16, except for the (0 2 0) state from Ref. 26.

ahstic potential energy surface will be required. 'i 2 7142 A -'. 224 basin functions per vibrational symmetry. Number in
parentheses is the change in energy when using 147 functions per vibra.
tmonal symmetry. The zero point energy is 1454.9 cm-'.

B. Choice of expansion variables 'Reference 21.

Calculations were performed using three different ex- pears in Table V. The good agreement is comparable to that
panion variable potential energy surfaces. The force con- obtained with either the Carter et al. function' or the opti-
slants were taken as the experimental values from Barbe et mal Dunham-SPF function of Carney et al.," and superior
al. "' The first surface was the Dunham expansion, which as to that obtained with the pure SPF function. We have in-
discussed in Sec. IV was used mainly as a test of our vai- cluded several additional levels not reported in Refs. 21 or 23
ational algorithm, since it gives rather poor agreement with which were well converged in our calculation.
experimental energy levels. Next, we used the SPF variables At this point it is worthwhile to briefly discuss the vai-
and obtained improved results similar to those given pre- ational vibrational analysis method used to generate the en-
, iouly.2 ' Finally, hoping to further improve upon the calcu- ergy levels in Tables IV and V and the infrared intensities to
lated energy levels, we tried the set of expansion variables be presented in Sec. V.
given by

I - exp( - a~r ) (6) IV. VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS METHOD

~r, An overview of our procedure for generating vibration-

I exp( - aJr,) al energies and intensities is provided by the Fig. I flow
Y' = ,, (7) chart. Force constants appropriate to the chosen set of ex-ar,

pansion variables (Dunham, SPF, or MPMO) were generat-
= A, (8) ed from either experimental Dunham force constants or by

which are the expansion variables appropriate for treating least squares fitting the grid of ab initio points. Next, the
the bond stretches as Morse-like oscillators 2"' We shall force constants were input into our variational vibrational
refer to the potential surface based on the variables (6H 8) as state program, which is based on the Carney-Cropek algo-
the M PMO potential, since it is a multidimensional general- rithm.2 'This algorithm solves the exact pure vibrational Ha-
i',tion of the potential function which Refs. 24 and 25 call miltonian in internal coordinates, generating energy levels
the perturbed Morse oscillator (PMO). The algebra for gen- and wave functions, and is described in detail elsewhere."'
crating the MPMO force constants from Dunham force con- The basis functions are products of one-dimensional radial
stants is given in Appendix A. We performed calculations and angular wave functions. Although ideally suited for
with two different a values, 2.5 and 2.7192 -'. The former molecules such as water which have predominantly local-
value is appropriate for the oxygen molecule, while the latter mode vibrational motion, this variational program also
was chosen to give a zero quartic expansion coefficient C,,,o works quite well for ozone. With the Dunham expansion
and a nearly zero cubic coefficient C,o (see Appendix A). potential surface, ten quadrature points per vibrational coor-
The calculated vibrational energy levels differed by at most 2 dinate, and a total of 448 basis functions (224 per vibrational
cm _' for the two different values of a. symmetry) we achieved 0.3 cm-' or better energy level

A comparison of experimental and calculated vibra- agreement with a converged I140-function calculation
tional energy levels using the MPMO potential function ap- which used the Watson Hamiltonian in "t" coordinates.2 1
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EllAL OTW 1 #j111 aIII TABLE V I Coefficients of the dipole moment expansion in MPMO vana-
FONmCNTNTS K(S sp' .i bls, a = 2,7192 A'; units are ea.. A. and rsd. p. has the same functional

DPW rw",torm as the potential Vin Appendix A. Foriu, the plus sign is changed to a
minus sign.

FITTING NOTATION TO
POIIN1 ECWAT FMW i j k C, hj.) ~ C'. (Pl

o 0 0 -0O1292803
0 ; 0 1.618824

EXPAION~ VARlAkd 0 20 73. 329074
P0CCCSIITS0 3 0 2039.330 737

0 o 1 0.222 561
0 1 1 - 1.694511

VARIATIOWA FITTING FIT1NW 0 2 1 - 60.239 628
PNOGRIN PNOGA PIOGW ~ 0 0 2 0,051 054

0 1 2 - 6.189 115
0 2 2 60,.1Q2 979
oNtNG 0 3 -0.011992

LEVELS ~ l(3 COFFICIENTS COEFFICIENTS 0 1 3 5,451 635
0 0 4 0.073791
0 14 9.335 04 %
0 0 5 -0.793267

Dn[PN AR 0 0 6 0731 255
IP MA 0 0 0.269474 -0.764747
I I 0 1.153 712 7.355033
I 2 0 -38.709046 113.705 908
1 0 I -0.332911 - 0.174 WA

I 1I -0.143461 21.900 4"
1SITRSIC 2 1 588.775 (138 625.090694

1 0) 2 - 0.206479 0.598447
IM .Virtoaanlssfochr.I 1 2 7.152 872 6.540 124
FIGI.ViraioalanI~% lo c1r 0 3 -0015209 - 1.421 678

1I 3 - 25.820810 67.313793

(An error in an earlier program version was primarily re- 1 0 4 0.31250 - 0097543
1 0 5 -0.303 191 1.706 157sponsible for the poorer agreement in Ref. 27.) Also comput- 2 0 0 -0261 773 0.894413

ed arc the matrix elements of the first through sixth powers 2 10 - 65.590 140 12.641 199
of the expansion variables, evaluated in the basis set of one- 2 2 0 - 1443.695 438 561.93 531
dimensional functions. These matrix elements were used to- 2 0 1 - 0.551 933 0."94 355

gether with the full vibrational wave functions in the calcula- 2 I I 67.665 722 - 29.443 219
2 0 2 0 157490 1.590 7"lion of the dipole moment matrix elements. 2 1 2 181.952 908 144.223 878

The next step is to generate an expansion variable po- 2 0 3 - 2473 166 - 2.531 431
lynomial expression for the dipole moment function. As dis- 2 0 4 - I 936866 - 3,578 547

ctissed clsewhere
tt 

2.'l it is necessary to transform from 3 0 0 - L.068 208 - 0. 139 3"
3 I 0 - Sq. 134 210 - 190.674 123

the valence angle bisector (VAI3) reference frame'used in the 3 0 I - 7.747 853 11.330 133
ab inijo calculation to the Eckart frame; this transformation 3 1 I - 43.679 204 - 352.908 770

involves a rotation in the plane of the molecule by a small 3 0) 2 1.140 281 - 6.552 610
anl#.Tecaeo qmeri ritmc oeuls uc s 3 0 3 2K.356 612 42R37 331
ange 3.Th cae f ymetic ritoicmoecues schas 4 0 0 4.689 580 - 5 934 924

the principal isotope of ozone, is discussed in further detail 4 1 0 439.770038 2.294 425
by Adler-Golden and Carnecy," who present an analytical 4 0 1 - 2.750 916 143829 P01

formula for fl. This transformation was applied at each ab 4 0 2 21.503060 - 45.486 291

initio geometry, yielding the values of p. andu,, the Eckart 5 0 0 3799141 30.593030
5 0 I 40.0158350 272 205 108

frame analogs of the V'AB dipole components defined in Sec. 6 0 0 133.329614 292.903 732
HI. The resulting grids of it, and p, values were each least _________________________

squares fitted to an expansion variable polynomial of the
appropriate symmetry. The expansion coefficient% obtained
using MPMO variables .ire given in Table VI. The dipole the dipole moment matrix elements R. R is calculated some-
function has been shifted to account for the difference what differently for each combination of vibrational symme-
between the CASSCF and experimental equilibrium geome- I ties A and B:%
tries; as shown in Sec. V1, this gives improved agreement R., = (A4 , I R) (9a)
with the experimental permanent dipole moment. Since It RA, = (A L. 1.4 ~,(Ob)
andpt, are. respectively, even and odd upon interchange of r, B B)
and r2, the It, function is in the same form as Eq. (5) and (.JQc~~) ')
Appendix A potential functions, while forp, the plis sign in The JA ) and JB ) wave functions have, respectively, even and
the numerator is changed to a minus sign. Finally, the dipole odd values of the asymmetric stretching quantum number
moment polynomial, the one-dimensional matrix clements, V),
and the vibratin-4a wave functions were combined to yield It should be noted that fl and hence the orientations of

B- 5
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TABLE VII. Dipole moment inomt elements (ea.) connecting the A and 3 vibrational states.

(001) foil) (101) (0211 (ItI1 10031 10311

1000; -0.068 12 0,00330 -0.01534 0(00 41 0.001 66 0.00335 - 0.00024
t0101 -0.00655 - 006752 -0.00258 - 0.005 40 -0.01492 0.00110 -000108

I I(W) -0.011 21 -0.002319 0.06550 - 0.000 46 -0.00262 -000786 000091
(0201 0.01n 24 0009 86 -000015 - 0.066 H2 000392 -000072 -0.00747

;1101 - 0.00424 - 0.01145 0.00677 0.00346 0.06495 -0.001 77 0.00104
1002) 0 003 28 0.00948 -0.01843 00000 - 0.00717 -0 10802 0.00339
(0301 -0001 30 - 0.000 67 0.00065 0 012 82 0,00048 -0.001 34 -0.06603
t20; 0.023 10 0.00062 001249 -00003 0.002 52 0.001 71 -000039
1120) -0.00011 0.00701 -0.00023 -0.01200 -0010042 0.00006 0.00437
(012) - 0.0()473 0.09265 - 0.003 32 - 0.01407 - 0.01350 -0.011 40 0.00065
(0401 0.000 11 - 0.001 55 0.00024 0.001 19 0.001 25 - 0.00050 - 0.01572
(210 0.00049 0.021 40 0.004 97 - 0.000$ 0.01306 0.00025 000019
(1021 -0.02059 -0.00336 -008766 . -000015 -0.0103 - 0.02678 0.00205

1201) 1)21) 1013) 041) (211) 1103)

(000; 0.U01 0 - 0.000 26 0.00053 -0.00007 -0.00034 -0.001 27
(010 - O.0 30 0.00255 - 0.003 51 0.00034 0.001 09 - 0000 "71
(100) - 0.020 II 0.00064 - 0.00102 0.00023 0.001 73 0.00440
(020; 0.0M 16 0.014 79 000278 - 0.00200 0.00042 0.000 15

1101 -0.00361 - 0.00431 0.00673 -0.001 71 -0.02004 000199
1002) 0.03680 0.00021 -0.00593 0000 27 0.00069 0.02448
101Oi - 0.00| o - 0.005 14 - 0.00144 - 0.009 'I -- 000002 - 0.00055
(2001 0067 16 -0.00060 -0.00036 0.00007 - 0001 86 -0.00530
t170) -000019 -0.06443 -0.002 37 0.001 86 0.005 72 -000034
1012) 0.001 50 -0011 39 0.10764 -000524 0.03393 0.00394
(0401 - 0.000) 0 0.00099 0.00244 0.065 I) -0.00165 -0.00013
(210) 0.00681 0.00363 -0.001 17 0.00056 0.06605 -0.00233
(102) -0.01754 -0.00054 0.006 09 - 0000 81 -0.00909 - 0099 97

the Eckart frame x and y axes are dependent on the relative V. RESULTS
atomic masses. Therefore, slightly different dipole moment I,

components would be obtained with different partially sub- Results for the dipole moment matrix elements con-
stituted iotopes. All calculations reported here pertain to necting the first 13 vibrational states of each symmetry are
the principal ozone isotope (mass of each 0 = 15.9997 amu). presented in Tables VII through IX. For these calculations
Another caveat is that our matrix element signs are specific the a = 2.7192 A- MPMO potential energy surface was
to the phases of our numerical wave functions, a fact which used with 224 basis functions of each symmetry. The dipole
must be considered when comparing the current results to moment function was the sixth degree polynomial fit given
calculations which employ a different phase convention, in Table VI. The matrix elements are well converged with

TARt E VIII. Dipole moment mauix elements (ea.) connecting the A vibrational states.

1000) (0101 (100) (020) (110) (0021 1030

(000; -0.21376
010; 002349 -021023

(1001 000657 0.000 8 -0.20899
0100 0.00016 - 0.033 23 - 0.001 03 -0.20663
I 101 - 0.0028) 0.00548 0.02256 -0.00055 -0.20549 i.

0)2i 0.004 3 1 0,00088 0.00075 -0.00090 000055 -021348
10 40i 000005 -0.00175 0,00 03 -004066 0.001 82 0.00018 -0.202 86
200) 0002 33 0.000 15 001052 000092 0.00034 - 0002 0) 0.000 1S
I - 0.00003 0.00393 0.00085 0.004 27 -0.03132 0.00054 -000109
(0121 - 0 000 71 0.00W 1I 000095 - 0.0) 35 0.00160 0.02277 0001 18
1040 0f )04 0.00020 -000072 0002 90 000003 0.00024 0.046 33 ,
1210; 000004 0102 28 -000401 -000024 0.009 16 -00001 15 -000204 ,

1021 - 0 0008 3 -0.00026 000349 0.00003 0,00067 0.004 94 -00000

(2001 (120) (012) (04 1 (210) (102)

121) - 0.20492
(1241 -0.00140 -020192
(0)2; 000093 -0.00073 -020943
(0400 000009 -0.00270 0.00030 -019863
12101 0021 71 -0.00069 - 0001 1 0.00032 -0.20125
1102) 0.001 43 -- 00 II - nn00 10 00001 000063 -0.208 53
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Adler-Golden et at Ozone vtbrabonal infrared intensities

TABLE IX. Dipok moment matri elements leo connecting the D vibrational mates.

1001) (011) (1011 (021) (111) {003) (031)

(ooi) -0.214 1
lOlI) 0.023 15 -0.21102
1101} -0.00573 -0.00003 -0.21030
10211 0.00104 - 0.032 71 0.00107 - 0.207 15
Jill) 0.00316 - 0.004 50 0.02208 0.00035 -0.20651
10031 0.0-W5 66 0.00120 -0.00041 -0.002 27 -000069 -0.210 57
(0311 - 0.000 07 -0.002 13 - 0.110 04 -0.03991 -0.00186 0.000 37 - 0.20311
(20 ) -0.00424 -0.00044 0009 83 -0.001 11 0.00032 0.00232 -0.00023
1121) - n.o00 13 0.004 45 -0001 11 0.003 12 0.03108 0.00098 - 0.000 89
1013) 0.00109 - 0.00536 0.001 74 0.001 74 0.001 92 - 0,02236 - 0.003 19
(0411 -0.00010 -0.00005 -0.00033 -0.00349 - 0.000 O -0.00048 -004532
1211) 0.00008 - 0,004 02 -0.00420 0.00070 0.00845 0.000 38 0.00231
(103) 0.00110 -0.00032 - 0.004 19 0.00008 -0.001 05 0.004 33 -0.00024

(2011 (1211 (0131 (041) (211) (103)

201) -0.207 14

(121) 0.001 29 -0.202 62
(013) 000161 0.00093 -0.20629
1041) -0.00007 000272 0.00067 -0.19863
(211) 0.02130 0.00061 -0.00197 0.00036 -0.20300
(103) -000196 -,0.000 29 0.00021 -0.00001 -0.00077 -0.20527

respect to the choice of potential energy surface, degree of 1. v, and v:,
the dipole moment polynomial, and number of basis func- We used the combined v, and v3 band strength of 379.5
tions. With a smaller basis set (147 functions), only a few of atm-'cm 2 from Secroun et al.'3 and the dipole moment
the matrix elements involving the higher-lying states change ratio R 3/R, of 9.4 ± I from Flaud et al.' The hot bands are
appreciably. In particular, the changes are small enough that included in the total band strength, and we assume that they

,e the allowed l0p v, transitions are not appreciably affected. contribute the same as the cold bands relative to their popu-
The use of SPF rather than M PMO expansion variables had lation. Therefore, no further correction is required to obtain
an even smaller effect, as did the use of a fifth rather than a the pure vibrational band strengths. We chose error bars of

, sixth degree dipole moment fit. 5% for v3 and 25% for vi, which are probably generous in
We conclude that the dipole moment matrix elements view of the excellent measurement precision reported in Ref.

in Tables VII through IX do not significantly reflect either 33.
approximations in the vibrational wave functions or the
manner in which the dipole moment function is fit, except 2. v, + 13, 2v3, and2v,
possibly where forbidden transitions between high energy Flaud et al." report dipole moment matrix element ab-
levels are involved. Thus, by comparing calculated infrared lue al s  r dipole 0 o2n matr e se e-intensities [,ising Eq. (2)] with experimental values a direct solute values of 0.0383, 0.0082, and 0.0019 D for these re-

ntest of the qualty of the ab wnito dipole moment is afforded. spective bands based on a rotation-vibration intensity analy-sis. The band strengths are therefore given by Eq. (2) after

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL converting from Debye to ea. Error bars were not reported,
VIBRATIONAL INTENSITIES

A. Survey of experimental data TABLE X. Experimental and calculated pure vibrational hand strengths

A large am ount of infrared absorption data exists for _ _ _-_ _m_-'at_29_ 
_..

ozone, including many high resolution spectra which have Bad Expeientar Calculated
been a-ilyzed in detail. References 31 and 32 by Rothman et
al. describe the AFGL atmospheric line parameter compila- V3 17.4 .7 25.6V, 375 ±19 32.0

tion, and provide a comprehensive survey of ozone spectra. ,, 4.5 ± 1.1 3.15
To derive pure vibrational intensities from this data, care 2v, .. 007

,p must be taken to account for the influence of Coriolis cou- V, + V, 1.47 ± 0.15 1 24

pling. which mixes the rotational manifolds of adjacent v, + v2  0.59 t±: 012 0.94

-I, band, Where available, we have used deperturbed dipole 2,+ 1.42 0.28 2.53
%,V1 + v) 31.7 + 3.2 32.9

moment matrix elements derived from rotation-vibration 2v, 0.0 ± 0.02 0.79
analyses. Another complication is the presence of hot bands v, + V, 0.51 ± 0.01 0.51
arising primarily from the (0 1 0) state population, about 3% 3v, 3.0 ± 0.3 2.99

at room temperature. Table X lists the values which we have 2 + V

selected as the experimental pure vibrational band strengths. *See the text for derivation o(these value.

Rationales for choosing these values are presented below. bNot osrved.
B-T!
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however. We have assumed uncertainties of I0%, 20%, and The permanent dipole moment is given by the diagonal
30% for the respective band strengths. matrix elements in Tables VIII and IX. For the ground vi-

brational state the calculated value is - 0.543 D, in excel-
3. v, + v2 + %3 lent agreement with the experimental absolute value of

We used the band strength reported by Darbe et al.36 of 0.5324 ± 0.0024 D. This calculated value differs from (and is

0.78 atm- ' cm- 2 which excludes hot bands, and renormal- superior to) the value given in Table II mainly because as
ized b n room mentioned iii Sec. IV the dipole function has been shifted tonzdby dividing by the romtemperature Boltzmann popu- praetdpl nvbainlectto speitd

lation of the ground state. We chose 10% error bars. account for the difference between the ah initio and experi-
mental equilibrium geometries. A slight dependence of the

4. permanent dipole on vibrational excitation is predicted.
We believe that the CASSCF dipole moment function is

We used the band strength [including the (0 1 0) hot sufficiently reliable that most of the Table VII through IX
hand] of 18 atm- cm - ' from the low resolution study by matrix elements are of comparable accuracy to those of the
McCaa and Shaw" and corrected for the factor of 2 greater corresponding cold bands in Table X, especially for the well-

intensity of the hot band as suggested by Goldman et al."' converged states listed in Table V. Moreover, for the strong-
We chose 10% error bars. ly allowed 1 P v3 bands we expect an accuracy of several
5. percent in the band strengths relative to the (0 0 I) funda-

5'v, v2, v' + v, 3v3, and 2v, + 3 mental. This very good relative accuracy is expected in view

We used the band strengths from McCaa and Shaw," of the approximately harmonic behavior described above.
, hich are not corrected for Coriolis effects. For reasons dis-
cussed above in the caseof the v, and v3 bands, no further VII. DISCUSSION
adjustment to account for hot bands is required. We chose The calculated dipole moment matrix elements will be
10% error bars for v, + v3 and 3s1 and 20% error bars for very useful for the analysis of ozone l Op v, emission spectra
the other two bands since they are much weaker and hence which have been observed in the atmosphere and in the labo-
more susceptible to Coriolis effects. ratory. According to recent observations in the COCHISE

6 2y experiment' the most heavily populated levels in ozone
formed from recombination are the states (0 0 N), IV= I

The observation of this band by McCaa and Shaw" has through 5, and (10 N), N = I through 4. In Table VII the
not been duplicated in subsequent studies, and has been as- relevant v) matrix elements are given for N of up to 3. It is
cnbed to an impurity."' Thus, we conclude that the 2v, band found that the harmonic scaling mentioned above, used pre- r
strength is less than the typical instrumental sensitivity in viously' to analyze the COCHISE data, is approximately

these studies, which is on the order of 0.1 atm cm- . obeyed for both (OON) and (I ON) states. It also holds reason-
ably for levels containing additional excitation in the bend- d,

7 Permanent dipole moment ing mode. Thus, more accurate relative values derived from

The permanent dipole moment has been measured ac- Table VII matrix elements will not have a large impact on
curately by microwave spectroscopy, and has the absolute the analysis of v, hot band emission.
';ilue 0 5324 + 0.0024 D (0.210 ± O.OOlea,,). As for the radiative properties of ozone vibrational 1ev-

els which are higher in energy than those studied here, it
seems unlikely that any drastic change in this roughly har-

B. Comparison of experiment and theory monic behavior will occur until both the level density and
The calculated band strengths, derived from the dipole mode coupline are sufficient to set up accidental resonances.

matrix elements in Tables VII through IX, are compared A region ofextensive resonances, which might appropriately
with the expenmental values in Table X. The agreement is be termed "quantum chaos,"'" seems to occur in ozone at
remarkably good for an ab initio calculation, especially con- very high vibrational energies, judging from the appearance
sidenng that the values span three orders of magnitude. The of dense line clusters in the resonance Raman spectrum.'0 In
only severe disagreement occurs for the 2s, band, which ac- order for theory to reliably address questions about the prop-
cording to Ref. 35 derives virtually all of its intensity in the erties of these very high-lying levels both a larger vibrational
room temperature spectrum via Coriolis coupling with the basis set and a more accurate potential energy function
$-- 1,, band. It is particularly significant that even the weak would be required.
transitions are well de-cribed since they are sensitive to the Concerning atmospheric absorption spectra of ozone,
detailed shape of the dipole moment function and serve as a the current calculation may suggest improved intensity val-
measure of the extent ofdeviation from harmonic oscillator ues for a number of hot bands, particularly for forbidden
selection rules. The deviation from harmonic behavior is not transitions where harmonic or separable mode approxima-
large, as evidenced by both the small size of the matrix ele- tions may break down. Predicted intensities for the stronger
menti. for forbidden transitions and the fact that the har- hot bands are given in Table XI using the calculated dipole
monic scaling rule R '- v is obeyed reasonably well for most moment matrix elements. Accurate experimental values for
ofthe.lu - I transitions. This is consistent with the small these bands have not to our knowledge been published. In
size of the high-order terms in the normal coordinate polyn- general, the predictions agree roughly with expectations.
omial expqnsion (Appendix B). However, there is one surprising result: a heretofore unob-

,. . _N N. Nit fm
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TABLE Xi. Calculated strengths of slected hot bands. Boltzmann factor APPENDIX A: THE MPMO POTENTIAL ENERGY
not included. FUNCTION

Tnmstion i/cm- '" S/at-'cm- at 298 K The MPMO potential energy function is written

2v,-v, 698.4 51.0
V2 + V3-VI 694.4 24.3 V= rz, C',W ±y2tv~yJ,3/(l ')l
V3 + v,-vI 692.2 23.3
V, + vs-v3 1025.6 309.3
2v,-v, 1005.9 54.0 where they, are diefined in Eqs. (6H8). The C,, are relt toV1 + V)-V, I07.7 286.0

v, + v-V 1094.4 2.2 the Dunham coefficients KV, as follows:
v, + v,-v3 1068.7 2.3
2v,-v, 1099.2 8.0 C20o = K2oo, Culo - Kolo,
V, + V, + VJ-1: 2014.3 30.7
v, + 2v2-v, 2042.0 57.3
2v, + v3-v, 2082.6 55.7 CIO, = Ko , Coo0 = K0,1.
2V,-v1 1159.2 40.9

From Refs. 16 and 26. C.w = K30 + 'K2,00,

served hot band, the forbidden transition (0 0 1H2 0 0) at Clio = Kilo + JyK010,
1159 cm-', is predicted to have a remarkably large band C2ol = K20 1 + JyK 0 lo,
strength of about 40 atm -' cm 2 (0.27 atm ' cm- using a
2QX K Boltzmann factor). Indeed, this band is strong enough Coll = Koji , C102 = K1o2, C003 KooJ.
to be included in the AFGL atmospheric absorption line
atlas." This surprisingly large intensity is caused by borrow- C400 = K.0 - f 1,C 00 + JyCoo.
ing from the strong (0 0 IHO 0 2) transition via Darling-
Dennison resonance."" ' Presumably the reason why the c,.o Ko + rC,,o-
1159 cm-' band has not yet been observed is that it lies
within the wings of the stronger v, and v, bands. However, it c020 = K020 - 41o)2o 0 + yC ,, 0
might show up in high resolution spectra. A detailed re-ex-
amination of high resolution spectra in this region would be C01 = K30 , - J)'Col + co,01,
very desirable.

An important benefit of the quantitative agreement C,,, = K,, + JyColI,,
which we have obtained between experimental and calculat-
ed band strengths is that the signs of the dipole moment C202 = K20 2 4 jYC,0o,
matrix elements have now been established for these bands.
With the sign ambiguities removed it should be possible to Co,. = K0 1 , Co3 = K,0 3 , C0o4 =KO04

refine the ozone dipole moment function to give essentially
perfect agreement with experimental dipole moment matrix where r = ar,.
elements; this in turn would yield even more accurate band
strength predictions. Unfortunately, there are a number of
different ways in which the dipole moment can be adjusted, APPENDIX B: NORMAL COORDINATE
and it is not clear to us which way is best. Not only are there REPRESENTATION OF THE OZONE CASSCF DIPOLE
many more expansion coefficients necessary for an accurate MOMENT FUNCTION
fit than there are available hand strengths, there are also
different expansions possible depending on the choice of var-

i rs a- nate methods we have fit the CASSCF dipole moment coin-iables. However, if additional experimental intensity data ponents to polynomials in the dimensionless normal coordi-
become available, or if appropriate theoretical constraints nates q, pertaining to py o ozone. The polynomials ared

on the functional form of the dipole moment could be ap-
plied, refinement of the dipole moment function for ozone
could be accomplished with greater confidence. / M..., = q q' q*, (B1
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This paper reports (a) improved values for low-lying vibration intervals of H3*, H2D *, DH ,
and DI* calculated using the variational method and Simons-Parr-Finlan representations of the
Carney-Porter and Dykstra-Swope ob initio H,' potential energy surfaces, (b) quartic normal
coordinate force fields for isotopic H,' molecules, (c) comparisons of variational and second-
order perturbation theory, and (d) convergence properties of the Li-Hagstrom internal
coordinate vibrational lamiltonian. Standard deviations between experimental and ob initio
fundamental vibration intervals of H,', HD . DH ", and D,* for these potential surfaces are
6.9 (Carney-Porter) and 1.2 cm- (Dykstra-Swope). The standard deviations between
perturbation theory and exact variational fundamentals are 5 and 10 cm-' for the respective
surfaces. The internal coordinate Hamiltonian is found to be less efficient than the previously
employed "t" coordinate Hamiltonian for these molecules, except in the case of HD

I. INTRODUCTION Recent theoretical developments'" include further
progress in vibrational energy calculation methods as well as

The H,4 molecular ion and its isotopic species, which improved potential energy surfaces. Variational vibrational
have the simplest electronic structure of any known POIyat- energy calculations have been carried out'"" using much
mic molecule, have attracted considerable experimental and larger bstsis sets than in the earlier work, and suggest that the
theoretical interest. Their vibration-rotation spectra have original Carney-Porter vibration energies were not com-
been studied extensively in the laboratory'' and are impor- pletely converged. In addition, new vibrational Hamilto-
tant in astrophysics.' Their simple electronic structure nians based on nonrectilinear coordinates have been devel-
makes. it possible to calculate a very accurate ground elec- oped, providing additional flexibility in basis set selection.
tronic state potential energy surface (PES). When com- These include the Lai-Hagstrom" and Carter-Handy" in-
bined with a variational vibrational energy calculation meth- ternal coordinate Hamiltonians and the Tennyson-Sut-
od. the PES yields excellent ob initio predictions of clif'e" Hamiltonian in close-coupling coordinates. Finally,
vibration-rotation energies. One of the first accurate PES's better converged PES's have been reported, such as that of
was calculated by Carney and Porter," who used it to derive Dykstra and Swope." Prior to Martire and Burton's recent
vibrational intervals, rotational constants, vibrational tran- work" the Dykstra-Swope surface had not been utilized for
sition intensities, and vibration-rotation energies.' The he- vibrational level calculations. Although agreement between
teronuclear isotopes were handled using Carney, Langhoff, theory and ex,'-iment is already good, more accurate esti-
and Curtiss"°" "coordinate method, which provided a gen- mates of n intervals may be useful to experimen- %
eralization of the Carney-Porter formalism. Details of early talists as u •, learn more about these interesting mole-
studies in variational vibrational energy methods may be cules.
found in the review by Carney, Sprandel, and Kern." In i paper we compare different PES's and calcula-

Several new developments have motivated us to reexa- tion me ds for H, isotope vibration intervals. Calctila-
mine the isotopic H, vibration spectra. Recent experiments tions wer erformed using the Carney-Cropek internal co-
have provided new spectroscopic data for several of the fun- ordinate aitional algorithm" and are compared with
damental frequencies of isotopic H,' molecules. Oka' has both the t coordinate calculations*'' and second-order per-
reported vs of H,', Lubic and Amano2 have reported v, of turbation theory based on normal coordinates. In addition.
DH .Amano and Watson'have reported v, of H2D *, and results using the Carney-Porter' PES are compared with
Foster et al.4 have reported vs of D3, and v2 and v, of those using a new fit to the Dykstra-Swope PES, and both
HD* and DH '. Experiments ofShy et a!.' have also pro- are compared with experimental data. From these compari-
vided very accurate infrared spectroscopic data for the sons the current study is able to separately assess the PES
HD', D2H*, and D3* molecules, while Warneretal.t ' have and vibrational energy calculation accuracy. By using a Si-
reported submillimeter spectroscopic data for the HD mons-Parr-Finlan'"' fit to the Dykstra-Swope PES and
molecule. large vibrational basis sets we have obtained significantly

.. . . . .. . . .. .. . . - -e a* " . . ., -. -
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improved vibrational interval predictions. Agreement of our ration basis functions employed.
calculation with the experimental fundamental frequencies As an alternative to variational theory, we also deter-
is better than two wave numbers. mine intervals using second-order perturbation theory (PT)

with the Carney-Porter and Dykstra-Swope PES's rewrit-
II. CALCULATION OVERVIEW ten as quartic force fields defined in dimensionless normal

This section briefly describes the key ingredients in our coordinates.

calculation, the Dykstra-Swope PES and the variational and
perturbation theory vibrational methods.

A. The Dykatra-Swope potential energy surface 111. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Dykstra and Swope" used a large electronic basis set, 63 This section describes computational details for (A) de-

contracted Cartesians, and determined grid-point energies termining an accurate SPF model potential energy function
within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation by means of a trmDystr an accurat SPF mo p eerfnin
self-consistent-electron-pair (SCEP) technique which, for forDykstra and Swopesabini o HJ PES, (B) determining
two-electron systems, is equivalent to a full CI method. accurate quartic normal force fields in dimensionless normal
Their potential energy surface contains 68 geometries with coordinates, (C) determining appropriate vibrational basis

some energies lying as much as 20 000 wave numbers above sets and calculating vibration energies using variational the-

the PES minimum. Dykstra and Swope suggested that their ory, and (D) using second-order perturbation theory to cal-

H,* surface should be capable of producing vibration inter- culate vibration energies.

vals accurate to within two wave numbers. However, they
did not report a fitting function, so we had to develop one
prior to calculating vibration intervals with their PES. Re-
taning two wave number accuracy in the vibration energy A. Fitting the H * potential surface
calculation requires a suitable fitting function, such as a Si- The procedure for obtaining SPF expansion coefficients
mons-Parr-Finlan ' "' (SPF) polynomial or qome alterna- for the Dykstra-Swope PES is as follows. First, the internal
tive scheme which is capable of the highest accuracy possible coordinates used by Dykstra and Swope, namely, displace-
with the fewest adjustable parameters. ment coordinates in cylindrical polar form, S, R, and 0, are

transformed into the rectilinear symmetry coordinates
S,, S., S, for each grid point geometry. The appropriate

B. Vibration energy calculations equations are

It is desirable to try more than one variational vibration- S, = bS; b = 31 ,
al method since different methods will differ in their effi- S2 = bR cos ,

ciency for a given molecule. In addition, the complexity of and
computer codes makes it very helpful to use two or more
independent algorithms for a given potential energy surface S3 = bR sin .

as a double check. Finally, perturbation theory should be Next, the three internuclear distances R, (i = 1,2,3) are
examined to determine whether it is sufficiently accurate for calculated:
the molecule being studied.

The original variational method for H* isotopes is that R, = PR I + S, + S, + S
of Carney, Langhoff, and Curtiss," which develops the vi- + R(2S, _ S2 bS3) _ S,(bS3 + S2 )] 1/2

brational Hamiltonian operator in rectilinear symmetry co-
ordinates f, (i = 1-3), which are closely related to normal R = [R 2.q +S? +S1 +S ,

coordinates Q, (i - 1-3). The vibrational basis functions + R, (2S, - S2 + bS ) + S, (bS, -S)1]/',
are defined analytically in terms of either harmonic or Morse
oscillators, and

The method employed in the current calculations is the
Carney-Cropek algorithm," used by Adler-Golden et al.'0  

= [(R, + S, + S2 + SX) + J j ] ,
It employs the Lai-Hagstrom Hamiltonian," which devel- The SPF internal coordinates P, (i = 1,2,3)
ops the vibrational Hamiltonian operator in internal coordi- = (R, - R, )/RX, are then calculated and used to evaluate
nates consisting of two bond lengths and the central angle. the SPF algebraic polynomial functions P, (i = 1-21 ) de-
Vibration basis functions are defined numerically using the fined in Table 1. These polynomial functions are symme-
Numerov--Cooley 2 ' finite-difference technique. trized to maintain the threefold permutational symmetry of

To test the accuracy and convergence properties of the the molecular force field with respect to the three internu-
Carney-Cropek internal coordinate method we performed clear distances R, (i = 1-3).
calculations on the Carney-Porter fifth-degree SPF PES, for Standard regression analysis is used to find the SPF ex-
which vibration energies have been previously obtained. pansion coefficients. Preliminary calculations were made us-
These calculations examine convergence in vibration energy ing only the grid point geometries and energies tabulated for
as a function of the number and type of vibrational configu- the isosceles structures, and expansion coefficients for a

c-2
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TABLE i. Eapesaioa codkients tor SPF ts of Hl' f.eaai ener surface.

Expansion coecients C.

Term Number I II
n (Dyksta-Swope)" (Carney-Porter)" Polynomial function P.

1 0.24630526 0.244944 p. +p +pI
2 - 0.040 552 42 -0036801 P1R3p + p1 p) + pap)
3 007194744 0.078313 p. +P" +pi
4 -0037907 14 -0.042076 P.(P, +P,) +p(P. +P,) +P (P, +P)
5 0.17775621 0.217788 PIPzP3
6 -0.027 142 27 0.011 167 p1 +p +p
7 - 0.04949864 -0061 533 P"(P, +Po +P"(P. +p0 +p(p +P2)
3 - 0.020040 15 -0.037214 p.p +p!p ) +pp1
9 0.141 6961 0086770 ppp(pI+p +p) 

to -004036 30 -0.003403 P. +p" +p
It 0.033 25 17 -0033229 p,(p +p") +p,(p +p) +p,(p +p1)
12 - 0.045 716 12 -00463858 p!(A +pi)+pi(p! +pA) + p(A .+pi)
13 0.120555 35 -0.011071 P, P,(P +P +P)
14 - 0.042 737 25 0.064 343 P PIP( P I P + P P3 + P P)
Is - 0.01130 p +p +p ,,

16 0 11347339 p.p" +p"p !+p"p
17 053661854 P PpA
I 0.003 16449 P.(P+P) +P .P1 +P) +P"(P, +PO)
19 -0.0195647p(p +p)+p(p. +p)+p (p, +p)
20 -025344745 pphp,(pl +p +,p")
21 0.0318067" PP:PdP (PZ + P3) + P1 (p, + P') + p, (p. +p )]

" l.60 4bor. and ioeffairnts ae in LU.
R- 1.6574 bohr.

fifth-degree potential function were obtained. Then the geo- of second derivatives of the potential function Vwith respect
metries and energies for the asymmetric structures were to the three independent rectilinear vibrational coordinates
combined with the data for the isosceles structures and a t, (i = 1-3) introduced by Carney, Langhoff. and Curtiss. °

second set of SPF expansion coefficients were obtained. This gives
These two sets of coefficients were virtually identical, de-
monstrating the balanced accuracy obtained in these two V(t+.t1) = I/2(f .1 d ,f.2t + f,., t 3)

PES regions by Dykstra and Swope's SCEP method. Finally. + (fA. 2:: 2 +f.3t,:, +tt"f. t2+ +.).

for improved accuracy a set of six-degree SPF coefficients
was generated. The second step involves finding the normal coordinates

In our attempts to obtain the best SPF representation of as linear combinations of the 1, coordinates,
the PES we discovered that a small group of grid points were t, = L , QI + L4 2 Q2 + L, Q3'.
limiting the precision in the expansion coefficients, and that
a more precise set of coefficients could be obtained if an ener- This calculation determines harmonic vibration frequencies,gy-based criterion were used to select the geometries before as,, and coefficients, L,., which are the solutions of a 3 x 3gy ba ed crt ri n er se t sle tth g or e ie b fo e eigenvalue- -eigenvector m atrix equation involving the re- .
doing the regression analysis. A set of sixth-degree expan- eigenvmass-pigedvctor matrixoequaonsnv the f e
sion coefficients was obtained by requiring predicted and duced mass p and quadratic force constant matrix f.
known grid point energies to agree to within a prechosen ft - LG,
energy threshold or tolerance, dE; values of 6.6 and 2.2 wave
numbers were used for dE. where

G= Ii~~61 .
B. Calculating the quartlc normal force fields

This section describes the calculation of quartic normal The properties of the L matrix allow the Q, to be written as
force fields from the Carney-Porter and Dykstra-Swope Q& = L,1.4, + L., t2 + L3 .t3'
SPF fits for the isotopic H* molecules." Normal force The third step involves numerically calculating third
fields are defined as expansions in normal coordinates Q and fourth mixed and pure partial derivatives of the poten-
tial step in this calculation involves numerically evaluating tial function with respect to the normal coordinates. From
the matrix these derivatives values of the cubic. Ku , and quartic, K,

force constants are determined, and the quartic potential is

f - [ = d 2 V/dt,dt set up using a restricted summation convention:
c- I
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V(Q1 ,QQ)= 2 r , Q, + Q K,. Q, Q which we wished to converge to within one and five wave
numbers, respectively. The figure of merit in assigning a rel-
alive importance to each basis function was chosen as the

+ , " K,..Q, Q Q . weight, W, of that function in the Hilbert space of the ten

A second method for calculating K,.,,$ and K,.,., uti- lowest calculated eigenstates.
10

lized regression analysis and fifth-degree expansions in the W= x (b lY,)(Y,Ib),
normal coordinates Q,,; the two sets of force constants were
found to agree excellently. where I ',) is the ith vibrational eigenstate and Ib ) is the

The next step introduces dimensionless normal coordi- basis function.
nates q, as In setting up a subsequent trial diagonalization in which

q, = (41r 2w, pc/h) "IQ, the basis set was enlarged, the limits on the numbers of vibra-
adespt Qt tiona quanta were chosen so that previously included basis e

and sets up the quartic force field as functions having small values of W were dropped from the

V(q 1 ,q2,q3 ) = 1/2 Y'v, new basis set. After several such iterations we returned some
k=.j..,q~qa 1+of the previously dropped basis functions to test their effect

on convergence.

+ j ,,.jq,q qqj It was found that by selecting only the basis functions
having W> 10-' reasonably good convergence was ob-

using cubic, k, and quartic, k,, force constants, a restrict- tained, although additional functions continued to improve
ed summation convention, and cj, = vi c; v is in units of the energies slightly. Adding extra bending quanta (as many
wave numbers. A second method for calculating k,.,,, and as 25 quanta) to this "core" basis had a much more pro-
k, ~ utilized regression analysis and fifth-degree expan- nounced effect upon convergence than did adding extra
sions in the dimensionless normal coordinates q,; the two stretching quanta, even though in all cases the new functions
sets of force constants were found to agree excellently, had W < 10-'. This result is not surprising. since a perturba-

tion theory analysis indicates that the energy improvement
C. Selecting vibration basis sets for the variational upon adding a given basis function is proportional not only
calculation to its weight, but also to its energy relative to that of the

From initial calculations it quickly became evident that eigenstates of interest.
the internal coordinate Carney-Cropek method is very inef- In our final calculations we included all basis functions
ficient for converging the vibrational levels of the H * iso- having n,<5, n2<5, and n, + n2<7, where n, and n2 are the
topes; extremely large basis sets and multidimensional nu- bond-stretch (radial coordinate) quantum numbers, while
merical quadrature grids for matrix element evaluation were the limit, N. on the angle-bend (angular coordinate) quan-
required. Computer time was further increased as different tum number n3 was chosen as 25 for H3 and D2H * and 22
basis sets with different distributions of vibrational quanta for HD + and D3+ . The smaller N required for D,' and
were tried. To keep the calculation tractable an effective ba- H 2D reflects the reduced vibrational momentum coupling
sis function selection strategy was required. due to heavier masses and a more favorable mass ratio in

The strategy we developed is similar to one often em- these respective molecules. With the basis sets described
ployed in electronic structure calculations, in which the above the Hamiltonian matrix factors into A and B subma-
wave function coefficients are examined to determine which trices of dimension 442 and 338, respectively, for H and
basis functions have the largest contributions to the eigen- DH, and dimension 391 and 229, respectively, for 112D
states of interest. In our case the eigenstates of interest were and D3'. The number of quadrature points was 19 in the
the ten lowest states, i.e., the one- and two-quantum states, radial coordinates, and N + I in the angular coordinate.

TABLE I1 Second-order perturbation theory formulas for vibration energies of bent XY, molecules.'

XY, vibration energy formula

E(M - w,(n, + - , + 1)(n, + )

X, vibration energy formila

, , + 1) , o3(n z + 1)

+ X,,(n, + I)' + XII(n, + I)(", + I) + X(M, + I)1 + g1,13

'Refere ce 23; u,(i - 1-1) are the normal mode quantum numbers for the XY, molecule, ahii the I quantum
number and n quantiu, numbers axe for the axial molecule X, .
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TABLE Ill. Formulas for anhasmonic ibrational teirm coefficients of bent XY2 moilec, from Ref' 23L'

XY2 molecule

21 kill, I lSk~, k 'I,, (Sol -3w

kW, 4w (h.so -3.4)

(4. -- : (4ln -. 4a

-n-kil 3k 1,, ( - 3w_, k ' , cc, (Owl -. i-l

(4w)-4#, (43,- &'I a, ,

x3- kil - .3Illlnltn - 2Akallk21, 2k ,,a.,
We al (4,D.4 (41' -: w-l'-

X, axial molecule

4 we,

X11 iln-I1 ku k,',, (Sao, -3.

4 w, 4', (4wi we ,

- k,, Ow -2. allk~, 2 ,

C. - jkj2 - +i~ 21. k+

The equilibrium rotation constant C. is for roational motien about int axes perrndiulaz to The plant of %be
molecule, and , is the Coriolis coupling constant.

D. Spaond-order perturbation theory E, EA,-EP,12

Standard methods for calculating vibration energies of E, N [()- B,

polyatomic molecules use second-order perturbation theory
and molecular force fields developed as quartic polynomial A.Pteta neg.ucin
expansions in dimensionlems normal coordinates."3 The vi- A.PttalSe'fucin
brauion energy is given by this theory as an expansion in the 1. The, SPFffM to Dykstra and Swope's H;' PES
vibration quantum numbers as shown in Table II for the An energy acceptance criterion of dE = 6.6 wave
axial and nonaxial isotopic H ' molecules. The quantities We numbers deleted four geometries from the input set of 68,
and xc,, respectively the harmonic and anhannonic cofi and subsequent sixth degree regression analysis gave the
cients in the energy expansion, are dependent upon the qua- SPF expansion coefficients quoted in Table I with an average
dratic, cubic, and quartic force constants in the quartic nor- energy error of 1.2 wave numbers. Reducing dE to 2.2 wave
mal force fields as shown in Table III. numbers deleted six additional geometries and reduced the

IV. RSULT AND ISCUSIONaverage energy error to 0.71 wave numbers. However, dele-IV. ESUTS AD DSCUSIONtion of as many as ten geometries from the data set seemed to
In the following Secs. IV A-IV C we discuss the SPF us to be excessive, so we decided to use the Table I coeffi- a

and normal coordinate potential functions, variational con- cients in our final vibration energy calculations. Identifica-
vergence properties, and variationally and perturbationally tion numbers (as found in Table I of Dykstra and Swope's
calculated vibration intervals. The oh inio vibration inter- paper) for the four deleted geometries are 56, 63, 65, and 66.
vals are compared to observed excitation energies and to These geometries all have negative S and large positive R as
results obtained by other authors. polar displacement coordinate values.

A convenient and concise way to compare two sets (A) An examination of the deleted geometries was made us-
and (B) of N corresponding vibration intervals E(A), and ing the Carney-Porter SPF expansion coefficients given in
E(B),, i = I-N, is to calculate a standard deviation in exci- Table I. Note that the Dykstra-Swope and Carney-Porter
tation energy F.,, as SPF fits have slightly different equilibrium intcrnuclear dis-

C-5
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TABLE IV. Qulanic normal rce felds derived rfom the Carney-Pon TABLE V. Q nuaic normal forte ficlds derived from the Dykstra-Swope
PE.S. PES.

Forc Force
constants coflstants

(cm- 1) H,' 11,D- DH H)' (cm 'I ft HD- DH - D;

3, 1452 63 3244.03 2939 51 2442 33 o 344729 3243.87 2940.74 243960
2746.10 238685 2083.05 1942 58 w 2774.63 2408.03 2100.56 1962 76
2746.10 250704 224264 1942 51 , 2774.63 2533.09 2265.94 IQ62.76

k... -325.36 -341.42 -279.16 - 19) 58 kll -336.51 -354.22 -286.63 -20021
kill - 195.8 24.54 - 241.01 - 116.54 kill -20631 27.39 - 250.00 - 122.75

*1.) 000 - 212.52 38.44 0.00 ki,, 0.0 - 214.0 22.93 00
kil - 66445 - 577.M - 145.76 - 395.33 k,,z -672.19 -586.57 - 132.12 - 399.93

-664.45 - 339.40 -647.17 - 395.33 k,.) - 672.19 - 326.07 - 666.30 - 399.93
kjj3 597.63 642.18 217.97 349.62 *M. 618.94 673.61 227.59 369.25"

k,,,, 3,80 2 22 31 52 1892 *111 47.60 58.26 34.34 23.82 %
k l]3 131 - 7 89 37.58 6.76 kl,2 13.40 -9.16 37.73 6.70
kl, 11.51 22.03 - .5.2"1 676 kjjj 13.40 22.57 -5 .96 6.70
ki,j 003 91 56 7.52 002 kill 0.02 77.90 23.60 001
k,l,2 137.15 2,17 61.811 6863 kill, 138.63 1.03 56.52 6937

k,,l 16,.40 165,58 -29.43 81.77 k,,,, 148.78 163.44 - 29.48 74.45
kills 163.40 - 11 70 220.69 81.77 k,,, 148.78 -2906 215.96 74.45
41M, 27.02 9409 - 29.59 13.52 kll) 26.80 96.74 - 32.47 13.41
kA, -412.82 - 34604 -159.25 - 206.58 kil -415.97 -339.19 -161.95 -20816

Force Force
cornstants contanti

(cm') HT DT. TH TD T, (cm') 11,T DT TH TD Ti,

a, 3206.03 2331.79 280048 2189.24 1995.83 *3, 3208.34 232991 2804.62 2187.87 1992.74
2205.33 1795.29 1726.28 1670.01 1587.41 a,, 222321 1912.59 1738.95 1695.81 1603.90
2422 25 1831.86 2047.83 171399 1587.41 £3 2447.42 1850.89 2069.10 1713.81 1603.90

k,,3 - 358 35 - 193.78 -261.30 - 17364 - 142.00 k,. -371.76 -200.95 -266.48 - 179.34 - 147.90
kil 59 1Q - 20.52 - 19853 - 15.86 - 86.09 kill 62.26 -20.13 - 194.04 - 163.38 - 90.68
k,,, - 2.14 22 -95.32 - 13.08 43.73 0.0 k,,l -234.12 -97.17 -30.47 38.64 00
Ak 12 - 485.37 - 389.60 - 3707 - 186.97 -292.03 kil -492.38 - 3%66 - 27.76 - 179.52 - 295.43
A,1, - 253 41 -262.76 -58507 -40463 -292.03 k, -238.26 -25757 -603.22 -415.64 -29543
A313 614.90 385.09 136.17 197.17 258.26 kA,, 642.76 405.34 143.37 205.90 27203

k. 6101 2180 26.46 17.24 1263 k,,, 65.47 2562 27.25 2008 1591
k,,, - 5 9 - 3.39 28.90 18 61 4.51 k, -704 -4,09 28.59 19.03 4.48
A,, 2400 9 79 - 12.93 080 4.51 Ak1,, 24.76 9.95 - 13.87 0.54 4.48

I 2 99 47 34 16 24.49 -627 001 k,,,, 85.27 28.70 37.66 1.05 001
,1 - 1.44 21 36 24 81 53.51 45.83 k,,, -2203 21.64 21.73 51.04 46.32

A,,, 127 '1 97.31 - .3 .10 481 54.60 k,, 12829 9446 -29.10 0.42 49.72
k,,11 -5060 1924 208.41 109.13 54.60 k,,,l -6664 1027 205.07 105.82 49.72
kill) 9406 4077 - 2259 -12.63 903 kl,,, 95.44 42 35 -2449 - 14.34 895
kill - 30665 - 101.77 - 105.03 -12010 - 137.95 kill -298.57 -189.94 - 10924 -121.26 - 13900

tances. For geometry number 56, the Carney-Porter fit gives
an energy ofO 040 a.u. relative to the potential minimum and

the Dyktra-Swope fit gives 0.039 a.u. However, the relalive for the Carney-Porter and Dykstra-Swope PES's. Force

energy value reported by Dykstra and Swope for this geome- constants for tritiated isotopes are also given in these tables.
try is O. 105 a.u. According to Martire and Burton " this val- These force fields should be helpful for calculating such

ue is in error. The other three deleted geometries had pre- spectroscopic parameters as the anharmonic rotation con-

dicted relative energies which were quite close to the values stants and centrifugal distortion constants.

given by the Carney-Porter PES as well as those of Dykstra
and Swope. Thus, the Table I SPF fit is seen to provide a very
accurate representation of Dykstra and Swope's PES over B. Variational results
the entire range of geometries encompassed by their calcula- Cony ,r f/I ltion. I.CnegneProPet o nena andi t oordinate

Hamltonlena

2. Ouartlk normal force eld* A, mentioned in Sec. III C our energy level convergence '4
The w,, k,,. and kv, which define the quartic normal and bami set selection study utilized the Carney-Porter SPF

force fields, are presented in Tables IV and V, respectively, PES, for which results may be compared with previous stud-
C-6
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Camey. Adlar-Golden. and Lesseski: Vbration intervals of Isotopic H;

TABLE VI. Zero-point and oMe-quantum etitation energie for isoopic H, moleculea (cm 1.

Variational Vanaicinal Variational 1
Vibration t internal internal
methods coordinate coordinate PT coordinate PT

Carney-Ponter Dyksira and Dykstra-Swope r
Potenuaj Carney and Porter Fifth degree SPF force field quanic normal Swope sixth .P,

surface degree SPF force field ..

H, molecule

A 4345.3 4345.1 4304.1 4363.5 4312 6
02 2516 2516 2509 2522 2512
(w, 3185 315 3179 3180 3163

D* molecule

E. 30998 3099.3 3079.5 3114.6 3039.2
., 1126 1926 1824 135 132

a 2307 2307 2306 2103 2296

DJ,1 molecule

Ea 3547.5 3547.5 3548.7 356319 3562.9
Col 1961 1961 1959 1969 1966
40, 2072 2073 2067 2080 2069
a, 2742 2743 2739 2739 2731

HtD' molecule

Eo 3963.0 3962 3 39526 3980.5 3965 3
2203 2201 2196 2207 2199

, 2323 2327 2324 2336 2330

,i, 3000 2999 2993 2994 2979

ies. The vibration energies obtained are shown in Tables VI pattern is seen in the number of bending quanta required,
and VI1; experimental values are quoted in Table VIII. We shown in Table IX. On the other hand, it is not clear whether
estimate that for -ID' and D * the two-quantum levels are these molecules differ significantly in the number of stretch-
converged to within several wave numbers while the funda- ing quanta required for convergence, as in all cases this num-
mentals are converged to better than I wave number. For ber is small.
Hl the convergence error is somewhat greater, perhaps as The very large number of basis functions required for
large as five wave numbers for the two-quantum levels, and convergence in the current study is a reflection of the limita-
for DH the error is even larger. For every molecule stud- tionsof internal coordinate-separable basis functions forthis
ied except DH * the energies are better converged than the class of molecules. Still, the internal coordinate approach
values obtained in Carney and Porter's t coordinate calcula- may be competitive in efficiency with the : coordinate meth-
tions on the same PES with a smaller basis set. od in the case -(2D

+.
Our rough convergence estimates are based on the sta-

bility of the energies when the basis set is expanded or con-
tracted and on the magnitude of the splittings of the degener-
ate states of H3' and D, . These estimates are also 2. Improved vIbration Intervals
reinforced by the discussion of Burton et al.," who estimated Comparisons of the experimental and theoretical funda-
the convergence error for H * and D + arising from the use mental excitation energies of the isotopi" If,* molecules are ',J.
of a 220 term basis set which corresponds closely to Carney given in Table VIII using the Dykstra-Swope SPF PES and
and Porter's. the vibration basis sets which were round to be most satisfac-

From the above discussion it is evident that H* is more tory for the Carney-Porter PES. The superb agreement
difficult to converge with internal coordinate basis functions between theoretical and experimental fundamental vibra-
than areD,* and HIDand that D2H* isthemostdifficult tion frequencies, E, = 1.2 wave numbers, confirms the ac-
of all. This conclusion is verified by examining the basis curacy claim made by Dykstra and Swope about their PES.
function weights, Wl". From Table IX it is seen that for every Since the Carney-Porter PES gives an E, of 6.9 wave
weight category the number of basis functions required in- numbers, the Dykstra-Swope PES is clearly more accurate
creases in the order D, , HID *, II,*, and Di1 ". A similar than Carney and Porter's. S,

C-7



Camy. Adlr-Golen. and LOSmSid: Vibraton bInt"vlIs o isotopic H;

TARLE VII. Two-quantum excitation energies for iotopic H. moleculn (cm ')

Varational Varational Varational
Vibration internal internal
methods coordinate coordinate PT coordinate PT

Carney and Carney and Carney-Porter Dykstra and Dykstra-Swope
Potential Porter ffth rona ifth qusntc normal Swope sith quanic normal
surface degree SPF degree SPF force eld degree SPF force held

H; molecule

0.2.0 4799 4795 4733 4785 4710
0.2,2 5M 497 5003 5002 5010
1'[. 1 5568 5560 1532 5554 5t495

2.0,0 6268 6262 6243 6269 6223

01-, : ± I D,' molecule

0.2.0 3528 3526 3505 3532 3505
0.2. 2 3639 3638 3640 3653 3556
1.1. 1 4062 4061 4051 4060 4038
2.0.0 4561 4560 4553 4560 4541

Rs,.lzN' HD" molecule

0.2.0 4314 4292 4309 4290 4307
0.0.2 4605 45% 4545 4607 4545
0.I.I 4490 4464 4456 4468 4456
I.1.0 5067 5051 5042 5041 501
1,0.2 5246 5241 5223 5245 5205
2,0.0 5888 5862 5856 5880 5825

,.O.IVV3  D 2H molecule

0.2,0 3819 3817 3817 3820 3817
0,0.2 4041 4044 4009 4049 4001
0.1,I 4046 4048 4046 4065 4062
2.1.0 4644 46,44 4629 4653 4629

.0.A 4688 4695 4683 4684 4656
2.0,0 5391 5395 5374 5394 5357

Vibration intervals calculated variationally by Tenny-
son and Sutcliffe' 6 for H, and H2D with Schinke er al.2 4

PES, and those obtained for H3' and D3' by Burton ci al" TABLE IX Convergece properties of the internal coordinate vibration e
were generated using accurate PES's and high quality vibra- wave fructiona.
tional basis sets, and also give small Ed 's for theory vs exper-
iment [22 (Tennyson-Sutcliffe) and 9 (Burton) wave W H, D," HD DH"

numbers]. We believe that the differences between their cal-

culated vibration intervals and those of the present study are
Numbe of ba functionsof aiven weight, W. u the subspace of the ten
lowest vibraUonalJ states.

TABLE VIII Theoretical and expenmentu vibration intervals for otopic W> 10- 51 42 44 56
H3 moleculeks (cm-) to-,> W> to-, 89 65 70 92

a-10-> W> 10- 124 109 109 130
Vanatmonal

Dykatra-Swope Expermental Mqaximum number of bending quanta for basis functions of a given weight
Molecule Fxcitatin stath-degree SPF RPef, 1-4 W> 10-

, 6 5 5 6

H," va 252z 2521.6 W> 10-, 12 3 10 12
HD °  

v, 2994 292.5 VW> 0-4 16 14 14 16

Vi 2207 22059 Mauimum number of stretching quanta per bond for basis functions of a
V, 2336 23354 iven weight

Dill V, 2739 2737.0
v, 1969 1968.1 W> I0- 3 3 3 3
V, 20M0 20734 W> I0-' 4 4 4 5
ve 1835 1835.7 W> l0- 5 S S 5
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Carney. Adlo-Goiden, nd .essoski Vlraton intervals of sotopic H;

TABLE X. Anharmoaic vrtlion term coefficints calculated from the Carney-Porter quartic normal rorce
Sekl formaotopic H ' molecules (cm- ').

H,- - 58.01 - 75.33 - 157.00 67.50

D,- -29.06 -37.69 -7856 33.78
Ti- - 19.41 -2517 -52.46 22.56

• XY, Molecul x11 X33 A))a .112 X15 x1

HD -6493 -42.13 -51.67 - 147o -94.36 -64.66
DH - 52.27 -50.15 -62.30 -68.55 - 122.70 20.29
HT - 70.50 -31.04 -44.20 - 139.16 - 54.11 -71.14

TjH* - 51.59 - 34.04 - 58.76 - 5069 - 100.49 1986
D,T" -2989 -26.66 -29.70 -7820 - 55.74 - 2592
T,D -26.22 -3168 -3319 -4642 -70.4 777

due mainly to small differences in the PES's used. More re- ear symmetry coordinates, and determined the vibrational
cently Martire and Burton"7 fitted Dykstra and Swope's PES frequencies and zero-point energies for isotopic If,' mole-
and also obtained an improved fit to their own ab initio P ES. cules using 504 vibrational basis functions. Comparing their
E,, values, 6 and 3 cm - ', are obtained for H3" and Dj*, results for H,*, H2D', D 2H , and D,+ to the present im-
respectively, when their fit and our fit to the Dykstra-Swope proved vibrational intervals derived from the Dykstra-
PES are compared. E, values, 5 and 7 cm- ', are obtained Swope PES for one- a- d two-quantum excitations, that is,
for H,* and D3 , respectively when their improved fit to using the two sets of 30 transitions, gives an E, of 5.9 wave
their own PES and our fit to the Dykstra-Swope PES are numbers. Comparing the fundamentals of the four isotopic
compared. Again, the differences in vibration intervals are molecules for the Dykstra-Swope PES against those for the
probably due mainly to the PES fits used. Meyer-Botschwina PES gives an E,d of only 2.4 wave

As for the zero-point vibration energies of H and numbers. These small differences in the Ed's indicate that
HD . quantities which are important in determining the the two potential functions are nearly equivalent. Compar-
equilibrium constant for the isotopic exchange reaction, all ing Meyer and Botschwina's results for the fundamentals to
of the above studies are in excellent agreement with each the experimental data in Table VIII gives an E, of 1.8 wave t
other, the differences not exceeding 1.2 wave numbers. numbers. Thus, the Dykstra-Swope and Meyer-Botsch-

On the other hand, the present Carney-Porter and Dyk- wina PES's both give superb agreement with experiment.
stra-Swope vibration intervals for several two-quantum ex-_""

citations in H,* differ from the earlier values reported by C. Perturbation theory results

Burton el ol. and by Tennyvon and Sutcliffe by considerable The calculated anharmonic coefficients x, . are given in
amounts. These differences are greater than our vibrational Tables X and XI. Vibrational intervals given by second-or-
convergence errors, as seen from the D* results, which are der perturbation theory (PT) are presented in Tables VI and
well converged in the present study. VII along with the accurate variational results. Including all

More recently, Meyer and Botschwina 1 have calculat- 30 one- and two-quantum excitation intervals the E,. value
ed an H* ab initio PES using a 10s,4p,2d electronic orbital for variational vs PT methods is 20 wave numbers for the

basis set which they fitted to a function exprsed in curvilin- Carney-Porter PES, and 31 wave numbers for the Dykstra-

TABLE X1. Anharmonic vibrational term coefficients calculated from the Dykstra-Swope quartic normal %

trorce fiekh for two~c H,' molecules (cmn').

X, molecule Ji,, 5,, X,j 5,

II,' -5173 -382.37 - 180.66 75.18
D,' - 25.91 -41.22 -90.40 37.62
T,- - 17.30 - 27.53 - 60.37 25.12

XY, molecule x X) XZj XI) X2

DH* -52.12 -57.14 -6892 -6749 -14390 2652".

HT -7432 -3436 -49.22 -14665 -9113 -30.56
TH -5432 -36 31 -6340 -4803 -11676 22.39
DT -2894 - 28.85 -3232 -8775 -622 - 29.15
TD* - 25.41 - 35 52 - 36 19 - 49.40 - 81.88 9.97
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THE NO + 0 AND NO + 03 REACTIONS: I. ANALYSIS OF NO 2

VIBRATIONAL CHEMILUMINFSCENCE

Steven M. Adler-Golden

Spectral Sciences, Inc., 1Il So. Bedford St.. Burlington, MA 01803

Iow resolution NO2 Vl V3 and V3 chemiluminescence spectra from
tLh NO + 0 and NO , 03 reactions are simulated with a stepladder
kinetic/spectroscopic model. The model uses simple F

parameterizations of radiative and collisional processes and
assumes equipartition of electronic and vibrational energy. Good
agreement is obtained with measurements of the Vl'V3 band shape

and absolute intensity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Among the best-known chemiluminescent reactions a'e the reactions of

nitric oxide (NO) with atomic oxygen (0) and ozone (03), producing excited

nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ). Visible and near-IR emission results from

electronically excited NO2 (NO2 *), and appears as an essentially continuous

spectrum. 1 '2  At longer IR wavelengths, NO2  vibrational bands are

observed.3-6-

An understanding of NO2 chemiluminescence is especially important in

view of its potential as a source of atmospheric background radiation, 7

particularly in disturbed atmospheres. 8'9  Indeed, measurement of the NO2

airglow can yield information on atmospheric composition. Visible airglow

measurements have been used to extract approximate NO densities in the 100

- 110 km altitude range. 9  NO2 chemiluminescence may also be an important

source of radiation in the glow surrounding orbiting spacecraft, such as

the Space Shuttle.
1 0

Although detailed study of the NO2 chemiluminescence has focused

mainly on the visible region, the IR region is also Important. Substantial

NO2 vibrational chemiluminescence might occur In disturbed atmospheres and

in spacecraft glows. 1 1  Of particular Interest are the 3.5 - 3.7 Pii +3 .-e

combination band, which lies In an atmospheric window, and the strong V3

fundamental at 6.3 p.
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Experimental data on NO2 vibrational chemiluminescence is rathpr

limited. Following initial observations of IR band emission.3.4,6 the

quenching kinetics of the v1 +V3 band were studied by Golde and Kaufman,5

who extracted effective vibrational deactivation rate constants by

monitoring the emission intensity as a function of gas composition. More

recently. lui and Cool 12 observed time-resolved V1-v 3 emission from the 03

+ NO reaction following CO2 laser excitation of the ozone, and derived

deactivation rate constants in rough agreement with Golde and Kaufman's.

However, neither study attempted to explain the band shape or absolute

intensity, or to provide an interpretation of the rate constants in terms

of energy loss. Very little information is available on emission from

other bands, including v3 . Furthermore, to our knowledge the only spectrum

available at low pressures (below the 0.2 - 2 torr range studied in Refs. 4

- 6 and 12) is a single measurement of NO 03 v 14V3 emission in 20 mtorr

NO by Clough and Thrush.
3

This paper presents a model for the room temperature, low resolution

v3 and v1 -V3 emission spectra from both the NO + 0 and NO - 03 reactions.

applicable to a wide range of pressures and gas mixtures. Comparison with

the rather limited experimental data demonstrates better than factor-of-2

absolute intensity accuracy and better than 2% wavelength accuracy for

these bands.

II. KINETIC MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. Overview

Despite intensive research, our understanding of NO2 chemiluminescence

is quite limited. Much of the blame is due to the complexity of NO2 's

kinetics and spectroscopy. The state specification of excited NO2 is

uncertain due to strong mixing between the ground and one or more excited

electronic states. 1 3 - 16 causing remarkable congestion and irregularity in

the visible spectrum. 17 -2 0 The kinetics of excited NO2 are complicated not

only by the lack of state specification, but also by the variety of

pathways for creation and destruction, which include chemical reaction.

vibrational relaxation, and visible and IR radiation.

'0 60



In the face of these complexities, several workers 2 1-24 have adopted a

greatly simplified approach, in which state specification is reduced to a

single parameter, E, the sum of the vibrational and electronic energy.

(Rotational energy is assumed to be equilibrated with the translational

temperature and is ignored.) In this model the kinetic entities are not

individual eigenstates, but instead are evely spaced "energy levels" which

form a stepladder. Each level is intended to represent an ensemble of

eigenstates having E close to E(i), the energy of level i. All kinetic and

spectroscopic properties of excited NO2 therefore depend on F alone. The

kinetics of the energy level stepladder are easily solved; in the

steady-state approximation a small set of simultaneous linear equations is

obtained. The stepladder model has been highly valuable for analyzing NO2

visible chemiluminescence and fliorescence.
2 1 -2 4

The current study develops a stepladder model capable of predicting

the low resolution NO2 v3 and v 1 +V3 band spectra in the NO + 0 and NO + 03

reactions. Development of such a model requires careful parameterization

of the energy dependence of vibrational and radiative relaxation rates,

which span 3 orders of magnitude over the full range of E. Even with the

drastic simplification that the stepladder model affords, there is

insufficient direct experimental data to fully specify these rates. Our

approach is to use the available data to define semi-empirical functions

vhich describe N02's kinetics and spectroscopy for all E.

At high pressures (>-l torr) the model's components are the

collisional formation and removal rates and the vibrational emission rates

for each band. For the NO + 0 reaction the formation kinetics are well

known.14, 22 )  For the NO + 03 reaction an initial state distribution is

inferred from results of trajectory calculations.25,26 Collisional

relaxation by 02, NO and N2 is modeled by combining results from the laser

studies of nnnnelly et al. 2 3 and lui and Cool 1 2 with the Vl + V3 band

measurements of Golde et al. 4' 5  The IR band emission rate is modeled

assuming vibrational energy equipartition and harmonic oscillator scaling

for the dipole moment matrix elements. Validation of the model at high

pressures (ca. 1 torr) is provided by comparison with experimental 4 5 IR

h7nd shapes and absolute intensities.
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For modeling low pressures radiative relaxation must be included; this

is accomplished using a semi-empirical continuum function derived elsewhere

(Ref. 27. hereafter denoted Paper II). The resulting complete

chemiluminescence model can be used to predict Infrared band spectra over a

wide range of laboratory conditions. It also generates predictions of

continuum emission; details are given in Paper II.

B. Mechanisms of NO 2 Formation and Relaxation

The basic mechanism of the NO + 0 reaction is well

established. 14 '2 1'2 2  The formation of stable NO2 molecules from this

reaction requires the removal of excess energy from the O-NO collision

complex, which may be accomplished either by radiation or by collision with

a third body, denoted M. At pressures below a few millitorr radiation

provides the dominant formation and relaxation pathway, made possible by

the presence of one or more low-lying excited electronic states. 15 '16  At

intermediate pressures the O-NO complex is stabilized via collisions with

the bath gas, and a partially relaxed distribution of excited states is

established, which can further relax or radiate. In this pressure region

the NO2 formation rate is trimolecular. At pressures above -l torr a

limiting distribution of emitting states is reached, and the rate constant

for chemiluminescence is bimolecular.

The NO - 03 reaction yields stable NO2 directly, primarily in the

ground electronic state.2.3 A small fraction of the reaction yields N02*.

which emits IR-visible continuum. It has been conjectured that the NO2 *

results from a second, excited electronic reaction channel (see discussions

in Refs. 25, 26. and 28); however, Paper II provides a different

interpretation. According to trajectory calculations on the ground

potential energy surface (particularly the recent study by Viswanathan and

Raff 26 ) the reaction energy is partitioned nearly statistically among the

available vibrational, rotational, and translational degrees of freedom

(see the following subsection).

Relaxation of excited No2 proceedq both radiatively and collisionally,

with rates which decrease steadily towards lower energy. 22,23,29,30 Near

the dissociation limit, vibrational relaxation is nearly gas kinetic, and

the average radiative lifetime is about 50 psec.22,23 Below the origin of
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the 2B 2 state (around 10,000 cm- 1 ) the only radiative relaxation mechanism

is vibrational band emission, a much -lower process. The vibrational

relaxation rate also decreases markedly below the 212 origin, where it is

typically -0.01 gas kinetic or less. 5 In the 0 + NO system, reaction of NO2

with atomic oxygen can be an important removal process for these low energy

states.
4 .5

C. Kinetic Model Assumptions

As mentioned in Sec. IIhA. the fundamental assumption of the current as

well as previous 2 1 -24 models is that a given quantity of NO2 vibrational

plus electronic energy E is distributed statistically among all degrees of

freedom. This assumption of energy equlpartition can be rationalized in

several ways. One can invoke vibronic mixing between the ground and

excited electronic states.13-20 Perhaps a better argument, which would

apply even below the excited electronic origin, is that collisional

scrambling will rapidly equilibrate nearby energy levels, especially at the

pressures considered here. This scrambling should be very fast (-gas

kinetic) since the density of states exceeds I/kT at most energies of

interest. The rapidity of this process is consistent with the observation

of fast collisional relaxation following laser excitation of NO2 , giving

rise to a pseudo-continuous spectrum.23

At energies well below the excited electronic origin, intramode

vibrational relaxation may exceed intermode scrambling, and vibrational

energy equipartition may nut, in general, hold. However, we note that

these low energy states are formed with a scrambled vibrational energy

distribution, either via cascade from higher-lying states (in the NO * 0

reaction) or else via a direct, statistical mechanism (in the NO + 03

reaction). Unless the vibrational relaxation process is highly

mode-specific, approximate equipartition will probably be maintained.

Since a state-specific description of NO2 is abandoned, exact values "

of the energy levels are irrelevant. In the interest of mathematical

simplicity the energy Is discretized to form a stepladder of evenly spaced

levels. 2 1-21  For the current model a spacing of 1000 cm- 1 has been

arbitrarily chosen, a convenient number which is consistent with the energy

resolution" desired, and which is also the rough size of a vibrational

I,



quantum. The energy of level i Is therefore given by E(i) = 1000(i-l).

Provided that the rate constants are properly adjusted to take the 1000

Cm- 1 spacing into account, the stepladder approach should yield a faithful

account of excited NO2 kinetics. Thus, rate constants for vibrational

energy relaxation from level i to level 1-1 are to be understood as rate

constants for 1000 cm- 1 energy loss, rather than as the actual removal rate

of a molecular state. Finally, collisional relaxation is assumed to

proceed solely from level i to level i-1, i.e., via single-quantum steps.

The stepladder scheme allows the steady-state kinetics to be described

via a system of linear equations for the level populations NO2 (i),

dNO 2 (i)/dt = 0 = ZNO2(J)(Zk(j,i)[M] + r(j,i))

j

fR(i)[NO][R] - NO2 (i)(Z km(i,j)[M] r(i,j) + x(i)[OI} (1)

j M j
where kM(i.j) is the second-order rate constant for transfer from level i

to level j via collision partner M, r(i,j) is the (first-order) rate

constant for radiative transfer, fR(1) is the second-order rate constant

for formation of level i via chemical reaction (R denotes the reagent, 0 or

03) and x(i) is the second order rate constant for reactive removal of

level i by atomic oxygen. By neglecting up-pumping (processes for which

i<j) the solutions to Eq. (1) are obtained by starting with the topmost

N0 2(i) level and working downward. Up-pumping occurs via excitation by the

bath gas thermal energy, and may be neglected when N02 (i)/N0 2 (l-1) % V

exp(-l000/kT). Under most conditions in the current study, processes surh %

as relaxation, reaction, or diffusion ensure that this inequality is

satisfied; therefore, up-pumping has been omitted from the current model.

In the case of the NO + 0 reaction the kinetics are simplified in

several ways. The topmost level is the activated complex, taken as i = 27,

which is the only level for which fo(i) Is nonzero. Secondly, at the high

total pressures (several torr) at. which the key IR band measurements 4 '5

were made, radiative relaxation makes a negligible contribution to the

kinetics, which means that one can treat the continuum emission as a

problem entirely separate from the IR spectrum. The neglect of radiative

relaxation and the assumption of single-quantum deactivation imply that the

J.7
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net formation rate of each N02 (i) state equals the known 3-body NO + 0 - M

formation rate. At lower total pressures the radiative rate constants

r(ij) must be included, and the formation kinetics become more complex.

At these pressures one must be able to model the continuum emission in

order to calculate not only the visible spectrum, but the IR band spectrum

as well.

In the case of the NO + 03 reaction, collisional relaxation again

dominates radiative relaxation at the pressures (0.2 - 2 torr) of typical

experiments. 3 -6'1 2  A complicating feature of this reaction is that the

nascent state distribution f0 3(i) is an important model input. A good
33

starting point for f0 3 (i) is the "prior '3 1  vibrational probability

distribution dP(E)/dE, which assumes statistical deposition of the reaction

energy in the NO2 - 02 products. Using the rigid rotor-harmonic oscillator

(RRIIO) approximation, and assuming formation of ground electronic products

only, it may be shown that

dP(E)/dE = 105(E Eo)2 (ET-E) 4 /(ET-Eo) 7  (2)

where ET is the total available reaction energy and E0 is the NO2

vibrational zero point energy. ET is taken as 18600 cm-1 , calculated from

the sum of the reaction exnergicity, the reactant thermal energy, and the

activation energy (see Paper II).

The distribution of reaction energy predicted by the statistical RRIIO

model is 3/8 (0.38) in NO2  vibration, 3/16 (0.19) in NO2  rotation, 1,'8

(0.13) in 02 vibration, and 1/8 (0.13) in 02 rotation. These values

compare favorably with those obtained from Viswanathan and Raff's

trajectory calculations26  (0.39 - 0.45, 0.13 - 0.20, 0.02 - 0.06, and 0.06

- 0.11, respectively) on several quite different model potential energy

* surfaces. Similar results were also obtained by Chapman.2 5 The relative

insensitivity of these values to the potential surface increases our

confidence that Eq. (2) is a good approximation to the actual nascent

distribution.
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III. SPECTROSCOPIC MODEL

A. IR Band Emission

IR bands of NO2 formed from the 0 + NO reaction were first observed by

Stair and Kennealy, 6 who assigned the band near 6.3 p as the V3 transition.
Later work by Golde et al. 4 , 5 assigned the 3.7 p broad band as v1lV3 hot

band emission from high vibrational levels. Similar emission was observed

by Clough and Thrush 3 from the NO + 03 reaction. The V3 and V1 V3 bands

are the strongest vibrational transitions of NO2 , with Einstein A

coefficients of about 110 and 13 sec - 1 , respectively, for the transitions

(0 0 1) - (0 0 0) and (1 0 1) - (0 0 0).32 -3 4 The aim of this section is

to develop approximate spectral components for these two bands for each

stepladder level N02(i).

The first step involved calculating NO2 vibrational energy levels

using published anharmonic constants, 3 5 the calculation being performed for

4levels as high as 16500 cm-1 . While an extrapolation to such high energies

-4 is ordinarily quite hazardous, it is probably satisfactory for the present

approximate, low resolution model. Furthermore, we shall see that the
levels which contribute most strongly to the spectrum have energies below

10,000 cm- 1 . Next, the computed levels were binned at 1000 cm - 1 energy

intervals to correspond to levels I = 1 - 16 of the stepladder model. The

spectrum of each stepladder level was then calculated by assigning each

transition an Einstein coefficient given by

A3  110v 3 (V/1O 0 1)
3 sec- (V3 band) (3)

or

A13  = 13vlv 3 (v/vlO1 )3 sec - 1  (V1+V3 band) (4)

These formulas use the known Einstein coefficients of the cold bands and

assume harmonic oscillator scaling for the dipole moment matrix elements.

Finally, the resolution of each stepladder level spectrum was degraded by

binning the individual transitions tn the nearest 0.1 or 0.2 p (for the

combination and fundamental bands, respectively), and smoothing slightly.
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Resulting stepladder spectral components are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

The spectral components of levels differing by several thousand cm- 1 are

seen to be well separated from each other, surprisingly so considering that

each component contains contributions from individual vibrational levels

having a very wide range of quantum numbers. The NO2 IR band emission

spectrum can therefore serve as a low resolution map of the vibrational

energy distribution.

Although these spectral components should be reasonably accurate for

low energies, as the energy is increased it is expected that the harmonic

oscillator scalings will break down. In ozone, for e.xample, significant

weakening of the harmonic dipole moment scaling sets In about half way

towards dissociation.36 Bearing this effect in mind, we chose the smaller

of the experimental band strength values 3 2 - 3 4 for the Ein-tein coefficient

calculation (Eq. (4)).

At low pressures, radiative relaxation must be included as a pathway

for enprgy loss via the term r(i,j) in Eq. (1), given by

r(ij) = r3 (i.j) + r1 3 (i,j) +rc(i.j) (5)

where the first two terms refer to radiative relaxation via v 3 and Ul., 3 , ,

and the last term refers to relaxation via continuum emission. To

calculate the contribution from the IR bands we start from the spectral

components shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We define a set of effective IR

radiative rate constants as the areas under the curves; these are

reasonably well approximated by the formulas

r3 (E) = IOC 3 E/(3v 3 ) sec
- 1  (6a)

.5-

-75c 1

113 (E) = 13C 13 (E - 725cm-1)2,(12vlv 3 ) sec 
1  (Gb)

where the factors C3 and C1 3 are corrections for the red shift with

increasing energy, approximated by
.5

C3  = [1 - 0.014(i-3)] 3  (7)

C 13  = [1 - 0.014(i-4)13 (8)
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Eqs. (6a) and (6b) represent "average" Einstein coefficients for energy E.

To convert the r(E)'s to r(i,j)'s appropriate to our stepladder model, V3

is rounded to 2000 cm- 1 , while vi v 3 is rounded to 3000 cm - 1 . The final

results are

r3 (i,i-2) = r3 (E)v3 /(2000cm-1) (9)

rl3 (ii-3) = r1 3 (E)(YlV 3 )/(3000cm
- 1 ) (10)

B. Continuum Emission

At low total pressures NO2 continuum emission needs to be considered

even when modeling only the infrared bands, since below -1 torr it provides

an important mechanism for energy loss. In the present study the rate

constant for continuum emission was represented by the expression

rc(i~j) 5 X 10- 7 [E(i)-9000-3.4 x 10- 5 (V-4000) 2 15 / 2V 3  sec - 1

(E(J)-9000)3 (l -1.4[(E(I)+800)/(E(i)-8200)]2 ) s

where v = E(i) - E(j) in cm-1 . This formula is derived and discussed in

Paper II. where it is found to give very good agreement with measured

continuum emission spectra and lifetimes.

IV. RATE CONSTANTS

In this section the rate constants for deactivation. kM(i I)

formation, fR(i). and reaction. x(i), are developed. The collision

partners considered here are 02 , N2 , NO. NO 2, 03 , and 0. Since IR band

shape and Intensity modeling requires good rate constant accuracy over a

wide range of excitation energy, use is made of experimental data at

several energies. Interpolation between the data is accomplished using

simple functional fits.

p-II
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A. Vibrational Deactivation

Vibrational deactivation rate constants have been measured at high

excitation energies via laser-induced visible fluorescence,23 and, at lower

excitation energies (6000 - 9000 cm - 3) via IR chemiluminescence.5,12 To

define kM(i,j) over the entire energy range a simple parameterization of

the expJvimental data is desired. If as a rough approximation we assume

that the deactivation rate is proportional to the density of states, and "

(2that the rate differs in the ground and excited (2B 2 ) electronic states,

then

kM(i.i--l) = C PO  . CMp (12)
0 *

where CO and CM are empirical constants and pO and p are respectively the

ground and 2 B2 vibration-rotation state densities. In the semiclassical

RRIIO approximation the state densities are proportional to (E + E0 -Ee
)2

where E0 is the vibrational zero point energy and F. is the excitation

energy of the electronic origin. The 2B2 origin is taken as 10,000 cm-1.

,nd the zero point energy is taken as I800 cm-1 In both states. This leads

to

km~ii-1) aM(E-1800cm-1) 2  E 5 8200 cm-1  (13a)

am(E+1800cm-1)2 + bM(E-8200cm-1)2 ,

25,000 Z E > 8200 cm-1  , (13b)

where the empirical constants are now a m and bM . These equations apply

only to the bound N02 levels; the kinetics of the NO + 0 activated complex

are more accurately treated as described in Section IV.C.

The am and bm values derived for the collision partners considered are

listed in Table I. Details of their derivation are given below for

specific collision partners. The general procedure was to select km(ii-l)

values at two energies, 18800 cm- I (corresponding to Donnelly's 532 nm LIF

study 2 l) and 6000 cm- 1 (corresponding to the peak of the NO + 03 IR

emission3 - 5 ) from which aM and bM are uniquely determined. Fur reasons
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given in Paper II we assumed a mean vibrational energy loss of 1500 cm-1

per deactivation event at 18800 cm-1 . (Donnelly's own modeling suggested

an energy loss value of roughly 1000 cm-1 ).23  kM(i,i-l). which pertains

to the loss of 1000 cm-1 . is then obtained from Donnelly's measured

deactivation rate constant kc by multiplying by 1.5. The value of

kM(ii-l) at 6000 cm-1 has been derived from effective v1.v 3 deactivation

rate constants, denoted kMl3 , measured by Hui and Cool 12 and Golde and

Kaufman, 5 as discussed below.

1. NO and NO 2

Donnelly et al. 23 measured a vibrational deactivation rate constant kc

of 1.2 x 10-10 cm3 molec 1 sec -1 for collisions with NO2 at E = 18800 cm
- 1.

As discussed above, this value is multiplied by 1.5 to yield kN0 (i.1-1).

Based on relative continuum quenching measurements by Clough and Thrush, 2

kNO(ii 1) is taken as 0.7 of k0No(ii-l).
'2

From measurements of NO + 03 laser-induced chemiluminescence the rate

constant for vl-v 3 band deactivation, k13  was found to be 1.8 x 10-12 by
NO'

Ilui and Cool. 12 However, Golde and Kaufman's data 5 suggest that this value *

is somewhat low. The low value may have been due to an electronics rise

time in Ilui and Cool's apparatus, which we believe could have caused a -10%

error. Accordingly, we have increased lui and Cool's value by 40%. To

13 -obtain k N02 at 6000 cm -1 we multiplied the result by 1/0.7 = 1.4, by

analogy with the continuum quenching. Golde and Kaufman's data 5 al;o

support this NO2/NO IR band deactivation ratio.

13Next, to convert from k 3 to kMa(i~i-1) we use the relationship

kM(i~i-1 )  k1 3 /({000 cm-1 (i/1)dl/dE) (1,)

where (1/I)dl/dE is the fractional loss of combination band intensity I per

unit energy loss, evaluated at the energy E corresponding to the peak of

the emission band. Because of the vlv 3 scaling of the combination band

Einstein coefficients. I has an energy squared dependence; thus, (IiI)dl'dk

2/F, and kM(i~i-l) = k 13E/( 20 0 0 cm-1). Since E is taken as 6000 cm-

corresponding to the peak of the NO 4 03 emission at 3.6 ;j, kM(i, i-l)

m(76) = 3k1 3

T)-I 3
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2. 0 2 , N 2 , and 03

For 02 and N2 , Donnelly's kC values are about 5 x 10-11 cm3 molec -1
sec -  For 02.k 3 =0 1  k 3 i .

, k 1 5.1 x 10-13 as measured by Hui and Cool. k213  02 s 0
of k0 2, according to Golde and Kaufman.5 The corresponding kM(i,i-1) values

and the constants am and bM were then derived in exactly the same manner as

for NO and NO2.

For 03 there are no accurate deactivation measurements. Golde and

Kaufman suggest that its rate constant is close to that of 02. so for the

present we have set them exactly equal. Fortunately, the exact value of

the rate constant for 03 is unimportant, since 03 4;s always a minor

censtiturn'

3. 0 Atoms

In the absence of data on NO2 vibrational deactivation by 0 atoms this

rate constant was set equal to the NO rate constant. Since the 0 atom

proportion is low under most experimental conditions its contribution to

the total deactivation rate is usually small. However, for accurate

modeling of NO2 chemiluminescence in the upper atmosphere a better estimate

may be needed.

4. Discussion

The relaxation rate constants kM(ii-l) given by Eq. (13) are plotted

in Fig. 3 for 02. N2 and NO. (The NO2 rate constant is 1.4 times the NO

rate constant) The general correctness of the shapes of these curves is

supported by the reasonably good agreement with the No 2 self-quenching

measuremsnts of Donnelly and Kaufman 2 3 duwn to around 12000 cm- 1  The

kinks at 9000 cm - 1 are caused by the onset of excited state character. It

is likely that the portion of these curves near the kinks are the least

accurate, given possible shortcomings of Eq. (13) and the lack of data in

this energy region. Indeed, since the justification for Eq. (13) is

somewhat questionable, we were concerned that the shapes of these curves

may be somewhat arbitrary. To get a feel for the accuracy of Eq. (13),

several alternative functions for kM(ii-1) were tried, Including a power

D-1/4
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law (k - EN) expression for E > 10,000 cm- 1, and an SSII (k - E) expression

for E < 10,000 cm-1 . The results almost always agreed with Eq. (13) to

within a factor of 2 or better. Perhaps a more convincing case to be made

for Eq. (13) Is that it yields IR band spectra (and continuum spectra in

Paper I) in very good agreement with experiment.

B. Chemical Reaction with 0 Atoms

A major pathway for removal of low energy NO2 population in the NO 0

system is reaction with atomic oxygen. For the ground vibrational level

the rate constant is 9.3 x 10- 12 cm3 molec- 1 sec -1 at room temperature.3 7

and the temperature dependence Is found to be negligible. The negligible

temperature effect suggests little dependence on internal energy. Thus, in

initial calculations the ground vibrational state rate constant was used as

the value x(i) (see Eq. (1)) for all NO2 energies.

On the other hand, if Ilul and Cool's value for deactivation of NO +

OV+V 3 emission by 02, 5.1 x 10-13 cm3 molec 1 sec -1, is accurate, the

30:1 rate constant ratio measured by Golde and Kaufman for 0 versus 02

deactivation implies an NO2 + 0 rate constant about 50% higher (1.5 x 10- 1 1

cm3 molec - 1 sec - 1 ) at E - 9000 cm - 1 (corresponding to the peak of the NO -

0 emission). In our final calculations this increased rate constant was

incorporated via a simple linear fit,

x(i) = 9.3x10-12 [I + 6xi0 "E(i)] (15)

An alternative possibility is that the apparent vibrational

enhancement of the removal rate by 0 atoms reflects vibrational

deactivation rather than chemical reaction.

C. Kinetics of NO 2 Formation

1. The NO + 0 Reaction

At total pressures above -1 torr the rate of formation of the 5.

activated complex, fo(27)[NO0], equals the 3 body NO2 formation rate 

k3 M[NO][O][M]. Values of k3M consistent with the latest measurements 37 38

are 7.0 x I0-3 2 cm6 molec- 2 sec - 1, 1.0 x 10-31 cm 6 molpc - 2 sc , Ini 1. x
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10-31 cm6 molec-2 sec - 1 at room temperature for M = 02. N2 , and NO.

respectively.

At lower pressures one must include the radiative contribution to

f0(27), given by a bimolecular rate constant, k2 . As discussed by Becker

It aI.,22 k2 and k3M are related to the rate constants for formation.

relaxation, dissociation and radiation of the activated complex. Denoting

the (unimolecular) dissociation rate constant of the complex as k- 1. the

bimolecular relaxation constant as kM( 27 .2 6 ), and the formation rate

constant as k1. we have k3M = klkM(27,26)/k_1 Denoting the complex

radiation rate as kr = l/T. where T is the continuum radiative lifetime, we

have k2 - klkr/k_ 1. Thus, kx(27,26).is griven by k3M/(k 2 T), where T = 50

psec 2 1-2 3 .27 and k2  4.2 x 10-18 cm3 molec- 1 sec-1.22 Finally, using the

value k 1 = 3 x 10- 1 1 cm3 molec - 1 sec- 1 ,39 one obtains k- 1 = 1.4 x 1011

sec - 1

2. The NO + 03 Reaction

As mentioned previously, the NO + 03 formation rate constants f03 (i)

were scaled to the statistical RRHIO probability, dP/dE. The f0 (i) sum was
3

normalized to the net rate constant, 1.8 x 10- 14 cm3 molec - 1 sec - 1 at room

temperature. 2 8  No provision was explicitly made for formation of

electronically excited NO2 , NO2 . Given the state-mixing assumption

incorporated in the current model, all states formed with E 2 -10,000 cm- 1

emit in the continuum, and are therefore implicitly classified as NO2 .

Further discussion of NO2 * is reserved for Paper 11.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Population Distributions

The level populations, N0 2(i), are found by solving Eqs. (1). Typical

experimental gas mixtures (mostly 02 or N2 , with small amounts of NO ;ind

either 0 or 03) have similar deactivation rates for mid- to high-energy NO2

levels, so the bulk of the NO2 population distribution iR not very
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sensitive to the exact composition. The continuum chemiluminescence arises

mainly from these mid- to high-energy levels, and therefore tends to be

insensitive to composition for a given reaction.

At low NO2 energy the deactivation rates vary considerably with

collision partner, so the populations (and IR band emissions) depend

strongly on the gas composition. Furthermore, in the NO + 0 system the

N02 (i) populations are affected by the reaction with atomic oxygen. This

is shown In Fig. 4, which displays calculated energy level distributions

arising from the NO + 0 reaction using two different atomic oxygen

pressures (0.09 and 0.009 torr) with 2.3 torr of 02. At the higher 0 atom

concentration low energy levels are removed and the energy distribution is

"hotter".

B. NO + 0 IR Band Emission

1. Experimental Data

Several V1 +V3 band emission spectra from the 0 + NO reaction appear in

the papers by Golde et al. 4' 5 Fig. 2 of Ref. 4 displays two low resolution

spectra taken with 2.3 torr 02, a much lower pressure (probably ca. 0.03

torr) of NO. and two different (but, unfortunately, unspecified) 0 atom

concentrations, reported to be in a 10:1 ratio. The spectra are given in

arbitrary units after dividing by [O][NO]. Also shown in the figure is a

portion of the continuum. The accompanying Fig. 3 shows the continuum

labeled with absolute units (cm3 molec-1 sec- 1 P-1 ). Thus, by combining

Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 4 the VlV 3 emission intensity can be placed on an

absolute basis. The only unknowns are the absolute 0 atom concentrations.

These mpy be inferred approximately from the ratio of intensities. -0.5:1,

in going from high to low atomic oxygen, combined with the 30:1 ratio of

rate constants for quenching by 0 and 02 , respectively.
5 The low and high 0

atom concentrations are deduced to be 0.009 ± 0.001 torr and 0.09 ± 0.01

torr, respectively, corresponding (not accidentally) to our Fig. 4.

In addition to the spectra in Fig. 2, Ref. 4, a more detailed, but

relative, spectrum taken under high 0 conditions (0.1 torr) is shown in

Fig. 1 of Ref. 5. Scaling that spectrum according to Fig. 2, Ref. 4 yields

the absolute high 0 spectrum shown In our Fig. 5.
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2. Model Calculations

VIlv 3 spectra calculated using the Fig. 4 populations and the Fig. 2

components are shown in Fig. 5. The agreement between calculation and

experiment for the high 0 case is remarkably good. The small discrepancy

near 3.4 pi may be due to a small contribution from the continuum in the

experimental spectrum. The calculated low 0 spectrum appears to agree

equally well with the experimental spectrum in Fig. 2, Ref. 4, although the

small size of the published figure makes the comparison more difficult.

The calculated V3 spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. Unfortunately. there

is no reliable experimental data for this band to our knowledge. As with

the combination band, there is a strong red shift compared to the "cold"

spectrum. Due to the lack of experimental data on vibrational relaxation

of levels having E < -5000 cm- , the blue end of the V3 spectrum is

probably the least reliable. This problem is much less important with the

combination band, whose intensity falls off more rapidly towards low

energy.

3. Sources of Error

The remarkable agreement between the calculated and experimental NO

0 V1 +V3 spectrum may be somewhat fortuitous, since the differences are

smaller than the combination of experimental error and uncertainty in the

model. The 02 vibrational deactivation rate constant in the important 7000

- 11000 cm-1 energy region may be uncertain by up to -50% due to

experimental error in Hiui and Cool's measurement and, perhaps more

importantly, from possible error in our method of extrapolation (via Eq.

(13) ) from E = 6000 cm-  to higher energy. The 3-body formation rate

constant for NO2 in 02 may have an experimental error of up to 20%. _

Finally, the Einstein coefficients are probably accurate to only -25%.

The experimental V1 +V3 spectrum of Golde et al.8 was stated to have an 6

absolute calibration uncertainty of up to 30%. Recent evidence suggests.

that the uncertainty may be greater than this. An absolute measurement of

the visible and near-IR 0 + NO continuum by Sutoh et al..40 which agrees

very well with previous results in the visible region, 1 is about a factor

of 2 smaller than Golde's at 1.3 pa where the two studies overlap. The

1)-I8S
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continuum shape has also been remeasured by Bradburn et al. 4 1 who find ,

excellent agreement with Sutoh. If the discrepancy at 1.3 pa also holds for

the Vl+Y 3 band one would conclude that Golde's measurements (as well as our

model) overestimate the true band intensity by a factor of 2. On the other

hand, if the discrepancy pertains only to the continuum, Golde's band

intensities would presumably be accurate to within the stated 30%.

C. NO + 03 IR Band Emission
',

1 Experimental Data

The V1 +V3 spectrum arising from the NO + 03 reaction is shown in the

papers by Golde and Kaufman 5 and Clough and Thrush 3 in relative units. It

is similar in shape to the NO + 0 spectrum but peaks somewhat bluer, at

around 3.6 W. Band intensities were reported as a ratio of the total

continuum emission; these ratios are 0.7 in 20 mtorr of NO with trace 03

and 5.3 ± 1. in 0.2 torr of Ar with trace 03 and NO. 5  The ratios may be

converted to absolute v1 +V3 intensities using the known continuum intensity 4,

I, given by
2

I = I0 [NO][O 3]/([M] + P1/2 ) (16) "'S

where 10 and PI/2 are respectively the intensity factor and half-quonching

pressure for buffer gas M. The v14V 3 band intensity IV may be written

V = kv[NO][03] (17)

where kv is constant for a specific buffer gas and pressure. Using

appropriate values for 10 and P1 /2 (from Ref. 2 and Paper I) and the

observed Iv/I ratios, kv is calculated to be 1.5 x 10-16 cm3 molec - 1 sec - 1

for 20 mtorr NO and 3.1 x 10-16 cm3 molec - 1 sec - 1 for 0.2 torr Ar.

The V 3 band has not been studied in detail, although Clough and Thrush
3

report that it is roughly 8 times more intense than the Vl v3 band in 20

mtorr NO.

D-19
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2. Model Calculation

VI 3  intensity calculations were performed for the above two

experimental conditions. Since Ar was not one of the quencher gases

included in the current model, the 0.2 torr Ar was modeled using 0.1 torr

N 2 , based on the 2:1 ratio of N2 /Ar quenching rates.
5  The kv values were

found to be 1.6 x 10- 16 and 3.4 x 10- 16 cm3 molec -1 sec -1 for the 20 mtorr

NO and 0.2 torr Ar conditions, respectively, in remarkable agreement with
the experimental values in the previous section.

A second set of calculations was performed which assumed that

vibrational emission is quenched with unit efficiency at the vessel walls.

This was done by introducing first-order removal rate constants of 450 and

600 sec 1 for the 20 mtorr NO and 0.2 torr Ar conditions, respectively,

based on estimated diffusion coefficients and the known vessel diameters.

This resulted in kv values of 1.3 x 10-16 and 1.8 x 10- 16 cm3 molec -1

sec-1 , respectively. While the latter intensity seems a bit too low,

better agreement with experiment would be achieved by normalizing the vl*U 3

Einstein coefficients to the band strength measurement of Shafer and

Young, 34 which is 25% higher than what the model currently assumes (see

Sec. III).

The calculated ratio of V3 to 1+V3 intensity is 16 in the first

calculation (no wall quenching) and 13 in the second (with wall quenching)

for the 20 mtorr NO condition. Using the Shafer and Young V1 ,'3 band

intensity, the ratios drop to 12 and 10, respectively. The latter "alues

agree ezpecially well with the measured value of 8.

The shapes of experimental 5 and calculated V1+v3 spectra are compared

in Fig. 7. The agreement is fairly good, although somewhat inferior to the

NO + 0 spectrum; the calculated spectrum is too blue, especially when wall

quenching is omitted. This discrepancy probably contributes to the

overestimation of the V3 to V1 +V3 intensity ratio.

3. Sources of Error

The probable errors in the NO + 03 IR band calculation are similar to

those in the NO + 0 calculation. An additional source of uncertainty

arises from the Initial state distribution, which is based on a statistical

D-2n
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RRIIO p,'ameter izatL ion of classical trajectory calculations, and is

therefore somewhat speculative. Furthermore, comparison of calculation and

experiment Is complicated by the lack of information on vibrational

quenching at the vessel walls. Given these uncertainties, the model's

performance Is quite good. Further experimental work to clarify the NO2

initial state distribution and vibrational quenching properties would be

very helpful.

VI. IR EMISSION AT LOW PRESSURES

Little experimental information is available on NO2 IR emission at low

pressures (below -0.1 torr). The v3 and vi*v3 band intensities were

calculated with the current model from 2 mtorr to 1 torr, assuming trace

reagents in 02 and N2 buffer gases. The vliv 3 intensity (photons;/Um3 -sec)

was converted to a second-order rate constant by dividing by [NO][O] for

the NO + 0 reaction (see Fig. 8) and [NO][031 for the NO 03 reaction (see

Fig. 9). The calculated Vi3 /(vlvu3 ) intensity ratio is 10 - 11 for the NO +

0 reaction and 15 - 1q for the NO + 03 reaction over this pressure range.

We now consider the question of the pressure range over which the

calculation can be trusted. The model's key assumption is equipartition of

vibrational and electronic energy, which, although not directly proved, has

led to reasonable agreement with experimental results at pressures of 20

mtorr and above. At these pressures energy loss is governed mainly by

collisional processes. At lower pressures radiation provides an

increasingly important relaxation pathway. To the extent that radiative

relaxation is vibrational-mode-specific, and occurs faster than

mode-scrambling processes, the current model would need revision. For the

continuum radiation, mode-specificity is probably an unimportant factor due

to the extensive collision-free mixing of the electronic states, and the

fact that electronic transitions conserve kinetic energy. However. after -,

the continuum emission is complete, the remaining vibrational energy (about

5000 - 6000 cm- 1
, divided roughly equally among the three vibrat ional

modes) radiates in a very mode-specific way, i.e., via the strong, V3 band.

Whereas the current model predicts that at the lowest pressures nearly all

of this vibrational enerfgy is radiated In v3 , it may be more realistic to

assume that the v3 mode is capable of radiating little more than the 1/3 of

D-21
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this energy which It initially possesses. while the remaining 2/3 Is mainly

quenched or radiated in v, and V2 bands. Thus, to predict NO2 IR emission

at the low pressures typical of the upper atmosphere it would be best to

use a model which treats each vibrational mode separately. ,

VII. SUMMARY

A kinetic/spectroscopic model has been derived for NO2 vibrational

band emission in the NO 0 and NO + 03 reactions at room temperature. The

V3 and 11'v3 IR band spectra were calculated, and the latter spectrum was
found to agree remarkably well with experimental data. The agreement

supports the essential validity of the model's assumptions, in particular,

equipartition of energy among vibrational and electronic degrees of

freedom. The calculated vibrational energy distributions will be useful

for predicting the NO2 continuum emission as well (see Paper II). Finally,

this model can serve as a starting point for calculations applicable to a

wider range of conditions, such as those found In the upper atmosphere.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Model NO2 v3 band spectral components for different
excitation energies, E. From left to right, E = 3000,
6000. 9000, 12000, and 15000 cm- 1 .

Figure 2. Model NO2 v]*v 3 band spectral components for different
excitation energies, E. From left to right, E = 3000.
6000. 9000, 12000, and 15000 cm-1 .

Figure 3. Model rate constants for NO2 vibrational deactivation
(per 1000 cm-1 removed).

Figure 4. Calculated NO2 population distributions for a mixture of
2.3 torr 02, 0.03 torr NO, and two different atomic
oxygen concentrations: 0.09 torr (high 0) and 0.009 torr
(low 0).

Figure 5. Calculated and experimental (see text) NO + 0 vl V3
spectrum for the conditions of Fig. 4.

Figure 6. Calculated NO + 0 v3 spectrum for the conditions of Fig.

Figure 7. Calculated and experimental (Ref. 5) NO 4 03 vlrv 3
spectrum for a mixture of 0.24 torr Ar, 0.013 torr NO.
and 0.040 torr 03. The experimental spectrum was scaled
to match the calculation.

Figure B. Calculated second order rate constant for vlcv3 emission
from the NO - 0 reaction in 02 and N2 buffer gases.

Figure 9. Calculated second order rate constant for vl v3 emission
from the NO 03 reaction in 02 and N2 buffer gases.
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TABLE I. VIBRATIONAL DEACTIVATION PARAMETERS FOR EQS. (13a) AND (13b).
(cm5 molec-1 sec-1)

Species ub

NO 1.2 x 10- 19 6.3 x109

N02  1.6 x 10-1 9.0 x 10-19
02 2.6 x 10-20 6.3 x 10-19

N2  1.0 x 10-20 7.6 x( 10-19
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APPENDIX E

THE NO + 0 AND NO + 03 REACTIONS:

II. ANALYSIS OF NO 2 CONTINUUM
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THE NO + 0 AND NO + 03 REACTIONS: II. ANALYSIS OF NO 2

CONTINUUM CHEMILUMINESCENCE

Adler Golden. Steven M.

Spectral Sciences, Inc., Ill So. Bedford Street, Burlington, MA 01803

The N02* continuum chemiluminescence from the NO * 0 and NO - 03
reactions is simulated using the model presented in the
accompanying paper. The model's accuracy is supported by the
good agreement between calculated arid experimental NO - 0
continuum spectra. A calculation of NO + 03 chemiluminescence
assuming reaction on the ground electronic potential energy
surface alone is found to give surprising agreement with
experimental data on the continuum shape, absolute intensity,
half-quenching pressure, and activation energy. This finding
contradicts the popular hypothesis that NO2 * is formed in the NO

03 reaction via an excited electronic channel.

I. INTRODUCTION

The NO2 * visible/near-IR "continuum" emission has been the subject of

numerous experimental and theoretical studies due to its usefulness In the

laboratory as well as its importance as a source of atmospheric radiation.

Considerable progress has been made through the years in understanding
*

excitation mechanisms, kinetics and spectroscopy of NO2  Without

attempting a complete literature survey, we note several important papers '.

which discuss NO2 chemiluminescence (from the NO + 0 reaction, Refs.. 1-4,

and the NO + 03 reaction, Refs. 5-9), NO2 * kinetics (Refs. 10, 11), NO2  ",

spectroscopy (Refs. 12 15), and NO2 electronic structure (Refs. 16-19).

The NO + 0 --> NO2 chemiluminescence has previously been modeled with

reasonable success in the visible region using a simple vibrational level

stepladder scheme.2'2 0  In the accompanying paper2 1 (Paper I) an improved

and extended stepladder model was developed for predicting NO2 IR band

chemiluminescence from that reaction as well as the NO - 03 reaction. The

model, which assumes complete vibrational and electronic energy mixing.

yields good agreement with observed vibrational band shapes and factor-of-2

or better agreement In absolute Intensity.

E-2



In Paper I the N02* continuum emission was not discussed, although it

was included as a relaxation mechanism. An expression representing the

continuum spectrum was given without proof. The purpose of the present

paper is to derive the continuum expression, and to further validilte the

model as a whole (and, in particular, the assumed NO2 nascent distribution

from the NO - 03 reaction) by comparing the calculated continuum spectrum

with experimental measurements.

A brief derivation of the continuum model is given in Sec. II. In

Sec. III NO + 0 continuum chemiluminescence is modeled over a wide range of

pressures (mtorr and above) and wavelengths (0.4-3.0 p). Good agreement is

obtained with experimental measurements of the spectrum in both low and

high pressure limits. Having demonstrated the reasonableness of the

continuum model, we turn to the NO + 03 reaction in Sec. IV. Continuum

' chemiluminescence from this reaction is calculated assuming (as in Paper I)

reaction on the ground electronic potential energy surface alone.

As it has been generally believed that NO2 * is formed in the NO + 03

reaction via a separate, excited electronic channel, 5 -9 the calculation was

not expected to replicate the experimental measurements. To our surprise,

remarkably good agreement was found. The calculation even explains the

conflict between two experimental studies (Clough and Thrush 6 and Schurath,

Lippmann and Jesser 9 ) of the chemiluminescence. It is concluded that

reaction on the ground electronic potential energy surface provides the

dominant, if not the sole, source of NO2

Although this paper deals only with chemiluminescence, the continuum

model may also be applied to NO2 * emission excited by optical1 0 ' 1 1 or

thermal 2 2 means.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

A. Background

Details of the model, except those dealing with the continuum

spectrum, are discussed in Paper I. The NO2 "states" consist of a

stepladder of levels, N02(i), i 1-27, at 1000 cm -1 energy intervals, each

level representing the set of actual states whose electronic plus

,, *a ,,5,~ - -*~*'' ~ a',~,%-.'' . , ' . .........
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vibrational energy rounds to E = 1000(i-l). Rotational energy is assumed

to be equilibrated with the translational temperature. Associated with

each level are (1) second-order rate constants for collisional transfer

from level i to level j, k(i,j) for removal via chemical reaction with 0

atoms, x(i), and for formation via chemical reaction, f(i) and (2) first

order rate constants for radiation from level i to level j, r(i,j), and for

quenching at the vessel wall, kw. In the case of the NO - 0 reaction. NO2

formation occurs via an activated complex, taken as level i = 27, which

subsequently relaxes to form stable NO2 levels (i = 1-26). In the case of

the NO - 03 reaction, stable NO2  is formed directly: the nascent

distribution f(i) is taken as a statistical RRHO vibrational distribution.

Explicit expressions for the room temperature rate constants are given

in Paper I, where a variety of collision partners (N2. 02, NO. NO2 , 03, 0)

were considered. In the steady state the model yields simultaneous, linear

equations which are solved for the N02 (i) number densities. The N02 (i)

densities are combined with spectral functions, corresponding to r(i,j), to

yield the continuum and IR band spectra.

The radiative rate constants are given by

r(i.j) = r3 (ij) - r1 3 (i,j) + rc(i,j), ( )
.,

where r3 and r13 are the V3 and i+13 Infrared band contributions and rc it

the continuum contribution. Expressions for the first two terms were

d,,rived in Paper I. The continuum contribution may be written as

rc(ij) = lu(E)(lO00 cm- 1 ), (2)

where I)(E) is the absolute rate constant for continuum emission per

frequency interval (in units of sec -1 per cm-1 ) associated with e-itation

enerjgy E, and v E(i)-E(j) In cm- 1. A suitable formula for 1v(E) is

derived below.

B. Continuum Spectral Model

Previous models 2 ,1 1 ,2 0 employed a smooth, empirical spectral function

which was shifted on the frequency scale in accordance with the excitation

energy: i.e., a 1000 cm- 1 energy loss was assumed to shift the entire
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spectrum by 1000 cm- 1 to the red. Such an approach is not theoretically

rigorous, and is expected to work poorly at low excitation energies and

long wavelengths. Here, an improved spectral model is developed based on /

Franck-Condon arguments. It is assumed that the continuum emission arises

from the u B2 state,. whose energy levels are completely mixed with those of

the 2A, ground state.

First, 1. is written in the Condon approximation as the product of a

squared overlap integral S2 (whose meaning will he clarified below), a v3

factor, a factor X denoting fractional excited state character, and a

multiplicative constant C:

Iv(E) = Cv3S2(E.v)X(E). (3) r

Since S2 is unit normalized in wavenumber v, integrating Eq. (3) over v

yields the relationship between the continuum lifetime T c and the average

value of v3 ,

1/Tc(E) = C<V 3 >X(E) (I.

C may be determined from the strength of the absorption spectrum.

According to Donnelly and Kaufman's analysis, 23 a Born-Oppenheimer (X = 1)

lifetime TBO of .5x10 -6 sec corresponds to <v3 > (15400 cm- 1 )3 , yielding

C = l.8x10 7 cm3 /sec.

An approximate expression for X is

1 "a
X(E) 2/(E E0 )2' (5)

I-R(E-E0 ) /(+ 0-E0)

where Ee is the 2B2 electronic origin, E0 is the vibrational zero point

energy, and R is the ratio of rotational state densities in the ground and

excited electronic states. Eq. (5) was derived using semiclassical rigid

rotor-harmonic oscillator (RRIIO) densities of states with equal vibrational

frequencies in the two electronic states. For a rigid rotor the rotational

density of states scales with the rotational constant B as B- 3/2. Using

experimental and theoretical B values (0.434 cm- 1 for 2A1 ,
24 0.548 cm 1 for

2B2171, R = 1.4. As in Paper I, approximate values for the remaining

parameters are E0 = 1800 cm and Ee = 10,000 cm- 1

E-5
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The next step is the determination of a suitable expression for the

continuum Franckr-Condon integral, S2 . The emitting "level" is actually a
P

statistical mixture of individual states with energy E, whose vibrational

:,rogressiors superimpose to give the apprqrance of a continuous spectrum.

Thus, we define S2 as the Franck--Condon integral averaged over the emittintg

states. Since our aim is to reproduce the smooth continuum envelope,

without worrying about the contributions of individual bands, a rather

crude model for S2 will suffice.

Wv note that the 2B2 - 2A, spectrum is dominated by progressions in a

single normal mode, the bending coordinate q2 .11 17  The S2 envelope may

therefore be approximated with displaced harmonic oscillators in a single

aptive mode, with the remaining modes inactiv,'. Using a 1inear

approximation to the difference potential along q2 , the 2A, and 2B2

oscillator frequencies are taken as equal. Next, the average over all 3

vibrational modes is performed. This averaging should enable a classical

treatment to reasonably approximate the quantum mechanical solution, since

it removes the classical singularities at the vibrational turning points %

(see Eq. (A3) in Appendix A). The classical approach has the advantages of

yiel-Jing a smooth spectrum and a simple, analytical formula. As shown in

Appendix A, the classical, mode-averaged S2 is given by

S 2 (Ev) = 48 1 /2tE+Eo- Ee-(AV) 2 15/ 2 /[15ff(E+Eo-Ee) 3 ] ,  (6)

where 6v = v-vO , v0 is the wavenumber of the Franck-Condon maximum, and a

is a parameter related to the relative displacement between the two

oscillators.

The above expression should work quite well for the visible portion of e

the continuum. However, in the near IR this simple model may break down,

since some emission in this region can arise from vertical transitions in

the vicinity of the avoided crossing with the ground state. (For details

of NO2 potential energy surfaces see Refs. 16-19). From the diabatic point

f ,a portion of the2 state li-s slightly below the ground (2 A )

state; therefore, emission can aiqo occur via 2AI -- > 2 B2 . This component,

which should be most important in the near IR, would need to be added to

the above expre,;-ion. Alternatively, In the adiabatic drscriptlon, the

upper state origin E0 Is Interpreted as the adiabatic minimum, i.e., the -e
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apex of the conical intersection which comprises the crossing region. In

this case one regards the potential surfaces as highly anharmonic, and

therefore not very amenable to the above simple treatment.

While ultimately one should aim for a theory which accounts for these NN.%

effects, for the present they are circumvented by treating Eq. (6)

empirically, fixing its parameters in accordance with observed spectra. '.-.

For high excitation energies and short wavelengths the spectrum is not

very sensitive to the values of v0 and Ee , but it is quite sensitive to the

value of a, which determines the breadth of the spectrum. The spectrum

arising from energies near the excited state origin F'e is much more

sensitive to v0 and Ee. The value v0 = 4000 cm - 1 was chosen, based on the

observed NO + 03 chemiluminescence spectrum,6 since this spectrum arises

mainly from low-lying energy levels. We have set Ee-E 0 = 9000 cm-1 , which

is close to the value, 8200 cm- 1 , predicted using the estimate Ee = 10,000

cm- 1
. (The difference was mainly for convenience and should not he

considered significant.) Finally, the value a = 3.4xlO --5 cm was chosen to

give the correct peak wavelength in simulated NO 4 0 and laser-induced

fluorescence1 1 spectra.

The continuum lifetimes (Eq. (4)) calculated with the above parameter

values showed the proper dependence on excitation energy E when compared

with experiment,1 0 ,1 1 but were consistently about a factor of 2 too short.

The model was therefore corrected empirically by multiplying the right hand

side of Eq. (3) by a "fudge factor." Considering the approximations used in "

the model (the Condon approximation, harmonic 1-dimensional potentials,

RRIIO state densities, classical mechanics), this lifetime discrepancy is

understandable. Taking the "fudge factor" as exactly 0.5 l'ads to

lifetimes (shown in Fig. 1) which are a compromise between two sets of

experimental data (TOL and (TOL) in Ref. 10) believed to represent upper

and lower limits. It should be cautioned that since the lifetime data

extend down to only E -15000 cm-1 , at lower energies we are forced to be

totally at the mercy of the model's extrapolation ability.

The continuum spectrum I(E) is plotted in Fig. 2 for excitation

energies E = 13000, 16000, 19000, 22000, and 25000 cm- 1  Inspection of

Fig. 2 reveals that the dependence of the spectrum on excitation energy is

described fairly well by a simple frequency shift only near the blue end of

the spectrum. Since the spectrum gets narrower at lower excitation energy,

F- 7
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the shift of the peak is considerably less than the change in excitation

energy (about 2/3 as great). This phenomenon is a general feature uf

electronic spectra and not simply an artifact of the model.

The 2:3 ratio of spectral shift to excitation energy affects the

interpretation of N02* relaxation, since previous studies 2',1 20 assimed a

1:1 ratio. The consensus of those studies was that NO2  loses about 1000

cm- 1 per deactivating collision; the current model implies that the correct

value is closer to 1500 cm- 1 , as assumed in Paper I. Further confirmation

of this value is provided by the calculat ion of the NO + 0 continuum

spectrum, as discussed in Sec. III.

In the following sections, we compare model calculations using I(r)

with experimental measurements of the No2 continuum.

III. NO + 0 CONTINUUM EMISSION

A. The High Pressure Limit

At high pressures (above -1 torr) a limiting NO2 energy level

distribution is achieved for a given buffer gas which depends solely on the

vibrational relaxation kinetics. Assuming that the kinetic model (given in

Paper I) is accurate, a comparison of calculated and observed spectra

provides a direct test of the NO2* continuum model.

The calculated high pressure spectrum in 02 buffer gas at room

temperature is depicted in Fig. 3. Using N2 buffer gas the results are

essentially the same except for a slight increase In absolute intensity,

which results from the larger 3-body formation rate assumed by the model

(see Paper I). This increase is consistent with measurements by Becker.

Groth and Thran2 and Vanpee, Hill and Kineyko. 2 5  The experimental

ineasurenionts in Fig. 3 are by Sutoh, Morioka and Nakamura 4 in the visible

and near IR0 and Golde, Roche and Kaufman 26 in the IR.

A brief diqcussion of the experimental measurements is in order.

Sutoh's spectrum agrees very well with the generally accepted work of

Fontijn, Meyer and Schiffl except in the IR, where Fontijn's sensitivity

dropped off. It is clear from Fig. 3 that Sutoh's and Golde's results are

not very compatible, as they differ by a factor of 2 in the near IR. Sutoh

E-8L
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rationalized the difference by invoking the presence of ozone in Golde's

flow system, leading to NO + 03 emission, but this argument does not

explain the magnitude of the discrepancy, and Indeed Guide explicitly ruled

out ozone as a significant source of emission. An attempt to settle the

dispute using additional measurements proves only more frustrating; the

work of Bradburn, Lilenfeld and Noisier 2 7 supports Sutob's spectrum, while

Vanpee's work supports Golde's. Of course, it must be borne in mind that

the experimental conditions were different in different studies, both with

respect to buffer gas (Sutoh worked mainly with N2 , Golde and Bradhurn used

02. Vanpee used both and had rather high NO concentrations) and temperatur'e

(Vanpee's measurements were mainly at 360 K). On the other hand, according

to Vanpee none of these conditions significantly affect the spectral shape.

Finally, one must consider the possibility of absolute calibration error in

these measurements (about 30 %4,26).

The model calculation is found to agree extremely well with Sutoh's

(and Fontijn's) spectrum in the visible and, interestingly, yields a

compromise between Sutoh and Golde in the disputed near IR region which

turns out to be very close to Vanpee's spectrum. Although the model

calculation is not accurate enough to favor or disfavor a particular

measurement, it can be said that the model agrees with available data to

within experimental uncertainty at most wavelengths.

The good agreement in absolute chemiluminescence intensity as well as

spectral shape indicates that the model N0 2 (l) relaxation rates are of the

correct magnitude relative to the emission rates 1/me(i). These relaxation

rate constants are actually per 1000 cm-1 energy loss, and, as explained in

Paper I, were derived from experimental values11 by multiplying by 1.5 in

accordance with the energy loss estimate of 1500 cm- I per deactivation

event. Had the loss been taken as 1000 cm-1  the calculated spectral

intensity would have been 50% higher, In poorer agreement with experiment.

B. The Low Pressure Limit

In the low pressure limit the NO + 0 reaction proceeds by 2-body

radiative recombination, and the spectrum arises mainly from the activated

complex. An advantage of analyzing the low pressure spectrum is its

F-9
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independence from collisional processes. A disadvantage is that, in the

absence of collisions, energy mixing may b incomplete, which would make

the continuum model inaccurate.

The calculated low pressure spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. The kinetic

parameters governing, the formation and decay of the activated complex.

described in Paper I, determine the absolute intensity; the particular set

of parameters used had been chosen to give an intensity close to Decker et

al.'s measurement, 4.2x10- 18 cm3 molec-1 sec-1.2 The "experimental"

spectra were derived by combining the "fall-off ratios" measured by Becker

et al. and Cody and Kaufman, tabulated in Ref. 3, with Sutoh's high

pressure spectrum. The important comparison is the spectral shape, where

the model is seen to agree quite well with the measurements, particularly

Becker's. Assuming that the agreement is not accidental, energy mixing

appears to be reasonably complete in the complex.

C. Conclusions

The good agreement between calculated and observed NO + 0

chemiluminescence spectra bolsters confidence In both the continuum model,

Eqs. (3)-(6), and the kinetic model developed in Paper I. The agreement is

especially clear-cut in the visible region. Further refinement could be

achieved with additional data on the continuum spectral shape and

intensity, radiative lifetimes, and quenching rates, particularly in the IR

where both model and observations are most uncertain.

IV. THE NO + 03 REACTION

A. Background

NO2 formed from the reaction of NO with 03 emits continuum and IR band

chemiluminescence which is qualitatively similar to that from the NO + 0

reaction, although as a result of the reduced exoergirity the continuum is

shifted to the red. Detailed gas phase measurements of the shape, absolute

intensity, temperature dependence, and quenching kinetics of the

chemuluminescence were perform-d by Thrush and co-workers 5 .6,28 in the
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1960's. One of their key findings was that the NO2  continuum emissioln,

which appeared to account for a small fraction of the NO2 formed (about

0.06, using recent measurements of the total formation rate 8 ), has a -1.8

kcal/mole higher activation energy than the total formation rate. This led
*

to the hypothesis that NO2  and NO2 are formed via separate react ion

channels. More recent measurements by Michael, Allen and Drobst 8 and

Schurath, Llppmann and Jesser9 confirm a difference in activation energies,

although the difference is found to be smaller than in the earlier work.

Measurements in molecular beams 2 9 also tend to support the dual channel

hypothesis; however, the correspondences between quantities measured in

different studies is unclear.

The apparent complexity of the reaction mechanism is exacerbated by

inconsistencies in the experimental data. For example. Clough and Thrush 2 8

observed that the near-IR continuum and IR band emission have the same

activation energy, a surprising finding, since the IR band spectrum arise-

from the ground electronic NO, channel. The recent work of Schurath.

Llppmann and Jesser9 appears to provide the answer, with the observation of

different activation energies at different wavelenRths. However, this

raises the question of what is the "true" NO2 * activation energy. In

addition, Schurath et al. obtained half-quenching pressures and an NO2

quantum yield differing from those of Clough and Thrush 6 by factors of 2 to

3, but did not provide a satisfactory explanation for the e discrepancies.

In Paper I the IR band chemiluminescence from the NO 4 03 reaction was

successfully modeled assuming NO2 formation via the ground electronic

channel alone, using results of classical trajectory calculations30 to set

up the nascent NO 2 distribution. The model's success with the NO - 0

continuum (Sec. III) encouraged us to try a simulation of the NO + 03

continuum as well.

If we truly believe the hypothesis of complete vibrational and

electronic energy mixing (via either intramolecular or collisional

processes), then all states having sufficient energy to emit in the

continuum are classified as NO2  regardless of the channel by which they

are formed. "Sufficient" energy means E >-1lO00 cm - 1 , for which the

continuum emission rate l/'rc equals or exceeds the total vibrational band

emission rate. We may therefore estimate the contribution to NO2 from the

ground electronic channel by integrating the nascent distribution (dI'(E)/dE

in Paper I) above E = 11000 cm-1 ; this results in an NO2 * quantum yield of

F-lI
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0.16. This estimate is larger than Clough and Thrush's experimental value

of 0.06, but is quite close to the value 0.20 obtained by Schurath,

I.ippmunn and Jesser. It is concluded that the ground electronic channel is

capable of providing the full quantity of emission experimentally observed.

Further confirmation of the ground electronic mechanism as the source

of NO2  is provided by computing such properties as the continuum spectral

distribution, half-quenching pressures and activation energies. The

detailed results are presented below.

B. Results

1. NO2 Spectrum

The NO - 03 continuum spectrum was calculated for gas mixtur-s

representative of Clough and Thrush's 6 experimental conditions (mostly NO

and 02 at total pressures in the tens of mtorr); a typical result is

depicted in Fig. 5.

The corresponding "experimental" spectrum is based on Clough and

Thrush's relative intensity tabulation, 3 1 which was converted to Intensity

per cm - 1 and normalized to the observed integrated intensity I using the F

formula

I = I1No ][O3J,([4J9 r1 /2 ) (7)

derived from Eq. (i) of Ref. 6. Here [M] is the total pressure, PI/ 2 is

the half-quenching pressure for a specified gas composition, and 10 =

knPl/2, where kla is the rate constant for N02 * formation. Based on the

absolute intensity and Pl/ 2 in NO and 02 buffer gases, the experimental

value of I0 is 0.22 sec- 1 for the Fig. 5 gas mixture. P1 /2 is estimated

as 3 mtorr using the data in Table I, discussed below. Since [M] = 48

mtorr > the absolute intensity in Fig. 5 essentially reflects the

value of To alone.

As seen in Fig. 5, the agreement between the calculated and observed

spectra in both shape and absolute intensity is remarkable; it is

undoubtedly somewhat fortuitous given the uncertainties in both spectra,

The agreement certainly seems to confirm the conjecture that NO2 emissions

results from the ground electronic channel.

E-12
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2. NO 2 Quenching Behavior and Quantum Yield e
'

Playing Devil's advocate for a moment, one could argue that the

agreement between the calculated and observed NO2* intensity is accidental:

since 10 = klaPi/ 2 , perhaps kla and P1 / 2 are both coincidentally in ver'cr

by large but canceling amounts. To test this possibility, the spectrum was

calculated as a function of pressure, and P1/2 was derived from a

Stern-Volmer plot of the Intensity at a selected wavelength. N
The results are given in Table I. Although the relative

half-quenching pressures for different buffer gases agree very well with

Clough and Thrush's, they are smaller in absolute value by a factor of 2 to

3. However, the calculated values for N2 and 02 agree much better with the

recent measurements of Schurath, Lippmann and Jesser.
9

Since Clough and Thrush's experimental values were all derived¢i

relative to NO buffer gas, we decided to examine the NO measurements more

closely. The NO Stern-Volmer plot was recalculated, this time including .

the effect of quenching at the vessel walls by introducing a removal rate ,5

constant. kw . As in Paper I. kw was taken as (9 sec-1)!([NO]/torr) in

Clough and Thrush's experiment.

The Stern-Volmer plots with and without wall quenching are shown in

Fig. 6 for X = 700 nm. The model calculations, indicated by the squares

and triangles, duplicate the NO pressures shown in Clough and Thrush's Fig.
3.6 Apparent half-quenching pressures were determined via linear least

squares fits to the calculated points. It is observed that wall quenching

introduces a barely noticeable curvature into the plot, but increases the 'p

linear fit's y-intercept (and therefore the apparent half-quenching

pressure) by nearly a factor of 2. The apparent half-quenching pressure,

3.7 mtorr, is in fairly good agr-ement with Clough and Thrush's reported''
value of 5.2 mtorr. At longer wavelengths the wall quenching effect is

even larger; an apparent value of 6.8 mtorr is obtained at 1.5 p., a A.

threefold increase over the value obtained without wall quenching.

We conclude that the half--quenching pressures measured by Clough and

Thrush are too large by factors of 2 to 3. Furthermore, presuming that the

measured value of 10 is correct, kla should actually be larger by the same

factor--i.e., the NO2 quantum yield is in the range 0.12-0.18 rather than

0.06 as determined by Clough and Thrush.

E-13
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The above analysis is fully consistent with the more recent

measurements at several different wavelengths by Schuruth. Lippmann and

Jesser, who used a sufficiently large reaction vessel (radius - 400 cm) to

eliminate wall quenching effects. In the visible region the agreement

between the model and Schurath et al.'s half-quenching pressures is quite

good; this is consistent with the model's reliability in this wavelength

region demonstrated in the NO + 0 calculations. in the near IR (-1.25 ju)

the measurements disagree with the model by about a factor of 2, but this

time the disagreement is in the opposite direction (the model predictions

are too high). Because of this discrepancy in the near IR, Schurath's N02

quantum yield value, 0.20, is higher than the model's result, which turns

out to be 0.11. Both values are close to the range 0.12-0.18 estimated in

the previous paragraph, as well as the value 0.16 estimated in Sec. IV.A.

The factor-of-2 disagreement with Schurath's results in the near IR is

not surprising, given the large uncertainty in the model's assumed

quenching and radiative rates for the states lying very near the excited

electronic origin (around 10,000 cm- 1 ), which are responsible for emission

in this wavelength region. The discrepancy is seen to be larrest for N2

buffer gas, traceable to an especially steep decline in the model quenching

rate for N2 as the electronic origin is approached (see Fig. 3 of Paper I). r

* .

3. NO 2 * Activation Energy
I

The original motivation behind the dual channel hypothesis for NO2

formation was the difference in activation energies found for total NO2* *2

formation and NO2 emission, i.e., an enhancement of the NO2 quantum yield p

at high temperatures. Schurath et al. pointed out that much of this

enhancement is due to a blue shift with increasing temperature, caused by

increased reactant energy. One would actually expect some enhancement of

NO2  at all wavelengths as the available energy increases, since emission

even at long wavelengths occurs from the high-energy tail of the NO2

vibrational distribution. We performed some model calculations to examine

these effects by including temperature dependence in the average available

reaction energy, ET. FT  is used in calculating the NO2  nascent

distribution, as d-scribed in Paper I.

1-14
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Assuming that translational, rotational, ozone vibrational, and NO
- spin-orbit energy are equally effective in promoting the reaction, the

average available reaction energy is given by

ET = aE+4RT+<Ev>+<ESO>lEa (8)

(see Appendix B), where AE is the reaction exoergicity (-16700 cm- 1), R is

the gas constant. <Ev> is the ozone thermal vibrational energy, <Eso> is

the NO thermal spin-orbit energy, and Ea is the reaction's activation

energy. The second term assumes 3x5 - 4 (vibrational) - 3 (center-of-mass

translational) = 8 Lranslational;'rotational degrees of freedom. For La we

use the formula of Borders and Birks,32 E = 1.52 kcal/mole - 2.2RT. Tho

N02 -N0 2 activation energy difference, denoted aEa, is determined from an

Arrhenius plot of the spectral intensity at a constant NO2 formation rate.

The model calculations were performed in the temperature range 300-400 K.

corresponding to the experimental measurements.
5 8 ,9

The calculated values of AEa as a function of wavelength are compared

with the values obtained by Schurath et al., Michael et al.,8 and Clyne,

*Thrush and Wayne 5 in Fig. 7. In the latter two experiments, which measured

broadband emission collected by S-20 photomultiplier tubes, the average

detected wavelength was approximately 750 nm. It is seen that the trend of

increasing AEa at shorter wavelengths is quantitativoly reproduced by the

calculation, although a discrepancy of about 0.6 kcal/mole remains between

model and experiment. Thus, the current model, employing a single ground

electronic reaction mechanism, is capable of explaining much, but not all,

of the activation energy difference between NO2 and N02*

C. Conclusions

The current model of the NO + 03 reaction does a remarkably good job

of explaining the observed gas phase N02* chemiluminescence using a single

ground electronic reaction channel, forming N02 * indirectly via collisional

or in.ramolecular energy mixing, with little or no contribution from an

excited electronic channel. The discrepancy, 0.6 kcal/mole, between the

predicted and experimental NO2 -NO2 activation energy difference is greater
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than experimental errors. However, given the model uncertainties, this

discrepancy would not seem to be by itself strong enough evidence to

justify inclusion of a second channel.

On the other hand, additional evidence suggests at least two different

reaction channels, as exemplified by molecular beam experiments 3 3 which

observe a bimodal NO2 angular distribution, as well as a bimodal

distribution of emission as a function of NO orientation. Taken together,

these findings suggest that both channels contribute to the

chemiluminescence with roughly comparable NO2  quantum yields. A

reasonmble explanation of the molecular beam results is that two

distinguishable channels indeed exist, but -hat both are associated with

the ground electronic surface. Since an excited electronic channel would*]
produce far more (and far bluer) NO2 * emission than a ground electronic

channel, thn presence of the former in any significant quantity is

unlikely, as it would destroy the good agreement between model and

experimental spectral shapes and intensities obtained in this study.

A possible weakness in the model is the questionable validity of the

vibrational and electronic energy mixing assumption in the region near the

22 origin, which contributes most strongly to long wavelength NO + 03 -

chpmiluminescence. This problem would be exacerbated at very low pressures

(below several mtorr), where collisions would be unavailable to promote

mixing. Even as high as E -15000 cm -1 mixing seems to be incomplete,

judging from the scatter in measured continuum lifetimes.1 0' 1 1 Hfowever, it

is not. clear whether incomplete mixing is to blame for the model's

factor-of-2 discrepancies with Schurath et al. in the near IR, which could

be virtually eliminated by small adjustments in the nascent distribution,

the quenching rates and the continuum spectrum expression. Indeed, it is

perhaps surprising that a model this crude works as well as it does.

V. SUMMARY

Trhe NO2 chemiluminescence model presented here and in Paper I has been

used to analyze NO2 chemiluminescence from the NO 4 0 and NO + 03 reactions

over a wide range of experimental conditions. Theoretical considerations

aside, the model's empirical success in simulating a large body of data

(including continuum and IR band spectral shapes and intensities, quenching
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parameters, radiative lifetimes, NO2  activation energies) is remarkable.

The NO + 03 calculation indicates a dominant role for the ground electronic

reaction channel in yielding N02* chemiluminescence. Clearly, additional

experimental investigations would be very helpful to more accurately

characterize the NO + 0 and NO * 03 spectral properties, particularly in

the near IR where both the model and the existing data are most uncertain.

Although not reported here, preliminary simulations have also been

carried out on N02* laser-induced fluorescence and thermal emission

spectra, with encouraging results.

.
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APPENDIX A: Derivation of the Continuum Franck-Condon
Integral, Eq. (6).

Let q denote the active vibrational coordinate, V the upper state

potential along q relative to q = 0. Eq the vibrational energy in mode q,

and AV the difference potential along q. For fixed Eq the classical S2 is

given by

dP/dq (1
S2(Eq,AV) = N (Al)

dAV/dq

where AV is equated with the transition energy v. dP/dq is the probability

density and N is a normalization constant such that

fS2(EqAV)dAV = I (A2)

The probability density dP/dq is proportional to (velocity)- I . i.e.,

(Eq-V)- / 2. In the approximation that AV is linear in q, the denominator

of Eq. (Al) is constant. Integrating Eq. (Al) over all vibrational states

of fixed total vibrational energy Ev yields

Ev

S2(Ev.fV) = N(Eq-V)-1/2(Ev-Eq)2dEq W)

V

where the proportionality constants have been combined into N. The factor

(Ev-Eq) 2  is proportional to the number of vibrational states in a

3-dimensional harmonic oscillator having energy Eq in one mode and a total

energy of Ev.

In the harmonic approximation, V - q 2 , and in the linear AV

approximation, q - AV-v O. where v0 is a constant. Thus,
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V = M(AV-Y0 )
2  (A4)

where a is a constant. Eq. (A3) then yields

Eq. (6) results on substituting Lv = E+EO-Ee and v = AV.
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APPENDIX B: Derivation of Eq. (8)

Let k(Er) be the NO + 03 rate constant at reagent energy Er; then the

ntet rate constant at temperature T is

k(T) = (Er)P(Er)exP(-Er)dEr (I)

0

where p(Er) Is the reagent density of states, Z is the reagent partition

function, P(Er)exp(-REr)dEr , and = (k is the Botzmann constant).

0
The average energy of the molecules which react is given by

o<E -rk(E )P(E )Ere -P(Er~ (B2)
7k (T r rrxP J~

0

The activation energy is defined as

1dk03)It k(T) d9

Substituting Eq. (Bi) into Eq. (B3) leads to

1[ I/Z)
<E> = Z' Ea (4)

The first term is the average reagont thermal energy, C. The average

energy available to the products is therefore

FT = AE - <E> = F + C + Ea (B5)

where 6E Is the reaction exoergicity. Eq. (8) results from sptting C = 4RT

+ <Ev> - <Fso>.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Model and experimental1 0 continuum radiative lifetimes.

Figure 2. The model continuum spectrum as a function of excitation
energy. From bottom to top, E = 13000, 16000, 19000.
22000. and 25000 cm- 1.

Figure 3. The high pressure NO 4 0 continuum spectrum (02 buffer
gas).

Figure 4. The low pressure NO + 0 continuum spectrum.

Figure 5. The NO + 03 continuum spectrum, (NO] = 14 nitorr. [02]
28 mtorr, 103] = 6 mtorr.

*

Figure 6. Model Stern-Volmer plots of NO2 chemiluminescence
quenching by NO, X = 700 nm, with (triangles) and without
(squares) quenching at the vessel walls.

Figure 7. The NO2* - NO2 activation energy difference as a function
of v.
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Table I. Half-quenching pressures
(mtorr) for NO + 03 continuum emission.

X=616 nm 1.27 p-750 nm Varinusb

Broad Band

Quechr Fxp~aCai. X.a CaIc. Expt.a CaIc. Expt.b

NO 2.1 2.1 2.3 5.2±0.3

02 4.6 3.3 2.4 4.8 4.1 4.7 8.3±0.5

%2  5.2 3.1 2.3 5.9 4.1 4.7 8.4±0.3

aSchurath, TUppmann and Jesser.(9 )
bClougli and Thrush,(6 ,2 9) reported to be independent of wavelengthi.
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